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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the nature of collaboration between special
educators and general educators in two elementary schools. Using a
phenomonological approach and qualitative methods of research, 18 educators
were observed in consultative meetings or cooperative teaching arrangements.
Fifteen of these teachers were also interviewed. In order to increase the validity
of the findings, a constant comparative study was conducted at two similar schools.
Twelve themes emerged from analysis of the corpus data.
Several of these themes focused on the collaborative relationships as they
presently existed in these research sites. Others centered on educators’
perspectives about their professional roles and beliefs surrounding the education
of students with disabilities. Writers have suggested that consultation is most
effective when it follows a problem-solving agenda of sequential steps. However,
the participants in this investigation consulted in a much more serendipitous
fashion and did not use sequential problem-solving steps during these meetings.
Cooperative teaching arrangements were as varied as the teachers who
participated in them. Educators found their relationship with other teachers
empowering and useful in gaining insights into their students’ needs. The single
greatest barrier to collaborative relationships was the lack of time available in the

x

school day. Teachers also discussed their relationships with parents and their
perceptions of the role of special educators in the schools.
Although this study was not designed to investigate teachers’ beliefs about
inclusive education, this topic emerged through interviews and observations. The
process of change was evident as teachers dealt with the ramifications of the
increased need for collaboration. Teachers involved in collaborative relationships
believe teachers who are resistive to working collaboratively have fears of the
unknown and wish to maintain the status quo.
If school personnel believe collaboration is important, they must (a) find
time for teachers to meet with one another, (b) provide staff development in
collaborative models such as collaborative consultation and cooperative teaching,
(c) let educators know about the process of change, (d) give teachers a voice and
responsibility in how an innovation is implemented, and (e) be realistic about
outcomes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to explore the nature of collaboration
between special educators and general educators in an elementary school setting.
Traditionally, classroom teachers have spent the majority of their time with their
students working alone in separated environments. However, different forces are
presently placing increasing demands on the role of teachers. The relatively
young field of special education is redefining its interpretation of the concept of
least restrictive environment to be the classroom as the first choice for meeting
the needs of students with disabilities. Increased diversity in the school-age
population has resulted in a heterogeneous group of students filling the
classrooms in the schools. Research on teaching and learning has suggested that
the teacher-directed classroom can no longer be the main approach to instruction
if the students are going to be actively engaged in learning. Teachers are faced
with the dilemma of not only teaching a population of students with greater and
divergent needs, but are also being asked to change how they teach and with
whom they teach. In order to meet student needs, teachers are being encouraged
and, in some cases required, to work together. Teachers themselves are looking
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to their colleagues for help in meeting these challenges. This study was designed
to explore the nature of those relationships as they presently exist.
In order to understand the focus of this investigation, it is important to
have a general awareness of the changes that have occurred in how students with
disabilities have been educated in our schools during the last decade. The first
section of this chapter gives a brief description of the concept of least restrictive
environment (LRE) and how it has been interpreted for the last 30 years. It is
followed by a brief background on educational reform and its effect on both
general and special education. The next portion explains the rationale, need, and
focus of this study. A section outlining the study’s limitations follows. The next
portion lists the major question of this investigation, as well as the questions that
emerged as the study progressed. It concludes with a definition of major terms.

Background of the Study
For the last 30 years, the concept of least restrictive environment (LRE)
has guided the design of educational services for students with disabilities. When
The Education of the Handicapped Act (EHA) was passed in 1975, the principle
of least restrictive environment was included. The 1990 amendment, known as
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), contains a preference for
the regular classroom as the least restrictive environment for the education of
students with disabilities:
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To the maximum extent appropriate, children with disabilities,
including children in public or private institutions or other care
facilities, are educated with children who are not disabled, and that
special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of children with
disabilities from the regular education environment occurs only
when the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in
regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services
cannot be achieved satisfactorily. (Handicapped Students and
Special Education, 1991, p. 317)
LRE has been represented in educational settings as a continuum of
services. Reynolds (1962) proposed a series of alternative placements ranging
from the least to the most restrictive. His continuum was figuratively represented
as a triangle in which the regular classroom setting fell at the base, or widest part
of the triangle, because it would be the least restrictive placement for most of the
students. During the last 10 years, special education has gone through a period of
great growth and refinement. In particular, educators are interested in developing
service options in which students are served jointly by special and general
educators in the regular classroom (Stainback, Stainback, & Bunch, 1989).
Reynolds (1989) summarized this developing movement in two words: progressive
inclusion.
In 1986, Madeline Will, then Assistant Secretary for Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services, called for a nationwide effort to begin serving mildly
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handicapped students in the regular classroom. "This challenge is . . . to form a
partnership between regular education and the special programs and the blending
of the intrinsic strengths of both systems" (p. 10). The effort eventually was
identified as the Regular Education Initiative, or REI.
This call for change occurred because of a growing concern about the
effectiveness of pull-out programs which provided services for students with
disabilities in settings which separated them from their peers. Courts throughout
the country were deciding cases in which LRE was the driving force behind the
suit. Regular classroom placement was not only being chosen based upon
educational benefit, but also upon social benefit to the student ("The Last Word
on Full Inclusion," 1992).
There has been much criticism regarding the identification and
classification of students in special education programs (Christenson, Ysseldyke,
Wang, & Algozzine, 1983; Foster, Ysseldyke, Cassey, & Thurlow, 1984; Pugach,
1985). The categorical identification and consequential labeling of students
receiving special education was criticized many years ago by Hobbs (1975). Even
if true differences among subgroups of learners could be identified, these students
often benefit from similar instructional approaches (Gerber, 1987). Many
students who are failing in school fall through the cracks because they don’t quite
fit any program’s criteria (Johnson, Pugach, & Devlin, 1990). Reynolds and Wang
(1983) coined the phrase, "disjointed incrementalism," to describe the results of
narrowly framed programs, begun at different times, which don’t interact with one
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another. Each program may have been well-justified at its onset, but, because
different eligibility, accountability, funding, and advocacy systems are the
foundation, extreme disjointedness and proceduralism resulted. This
categorization and exclusion is in direct opposition to a basic belief of American
education: "that the education program should fit the needs of the student rather
than the student should fit the needs of the education program" (Stainback et al.,
1989, p. 22). No one denies that students have serious problems; the method of
addressing these problems through labeling and categorizing is a flawed approach
(Reynolds, Wang, & Walberg, 1987).
At the same time that special education has been experiencing refinement
in interpretation of its basic premises, several national reports on education
reform have also been published (Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 1984; National
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; Sizer, 1984). Pugach (1987)
reviewed the content of the national reports in regard to special education and
found them mostly silent in discussing whether special education is part of the
problem or part of the solution. Lilly (1987) believed that if discussion had
occurred, the authors would see the present pull-out programs as part of the
problem because they place children with disabilities in separate tracks from other
students. The national reform writers uniformly criticized tracking because of its
"devastating impact on how teachers think about students and how students think
about themselves" (Boyer, 1983, p. 126).
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Sailor (1991) analyzed the reform movements in special education and
general education as two parallel but separate efforts. He identified two
overriding trends in special education reform. They were: (a) the movement to
integrate or include students with severe disabilities and low-incidence disabilities
in general education schools and classrooms, and (b) the effort to retain students
with mild and moderate disabilities in general education classrooms rather than
serve them in pull-out programs. The general education reform effort focused on
(a) improvement in curriculum and instruction, and, more recently, (b) the
restructuring of school governance, policy, and resources at the school-site (i.e.,
site-based management). Sailor (1991) viewed these simultaneously occurring
reform movements as:
A window of opportunity for the emergence of a shared educational
agenda, one that holds potential for capturing the innovative
elements of improvement and reform in federal categorical
programs such as special education as well as elements in general
education reform, (pp. 22-23)
Other writers suggested the barriers to a merger of the two systems may lie
more in perceptions of what is real than in reality itself. The difference may lie
more in the language in which the issues are framed rather than in the issues
themselves (Sapon-Shevin, 1988). Sapon-Shevin thought it went beyond
differences in language and references to feelings of exclusion and rejection
among special educators. "Although many special educators are genuinely
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interested in two-way discussion, the fact that they have been trained to think of
themselves as ‘experts’ is essentially incompatible with the notion of shared
responsibility and dialogue" (p. 107). Students could be better served if general
education and special education joined forces and developed a collaborative ethic
(Phillips & McCullough, 1990). Rather than thinking of special education as a
system of rescue, it is necessary to think about the dynamic, complex wholeness of
the system called, simply, education (Case, 1992).
Reynolds, Wang, and Walberg (1987) recommended a two-part initiative to
assure the restructuring of special and general education. First, they proposed the
"joining of demonstrably effective instructional practices from special,
compensatory, and general education to establish a general education system that
is more inclusive and that better serves all students, particularly those who require
greater-than usual education support" (p. 394). The second part of the initiative
asked for collaboration by the federal government with states and local school
districts to encourage experimental trials in integrated forms of education. This
part may require a "waiver for performance" regarding existing rules and
regulations for a limited time so that innovative ways of coordinating services
could be tried. This is an important consideration since human resources for
educational improvement as well as significant funds are tied up in categorical
programs (Sailor, 1991). There is much data to support the failure of separate
pull-out programs for students with disabilities and the equal or higher success
rate in general education programs (Affleck, Madge, Adams, & Lowenbraun,
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1988; Lipsky & Gartner, 1989; Slavin & Madden, 1989). However, there are no
data on whether or not there are benefits for general education students from an
infusion of special education resources into the general education setting (Sailor,
1991). This author also cautioned against compromising any of the protections
provided under IDEA but said it may be possible to demonstrate the resources
used in a general education site may actually improve outcomes for students with
disabilities.
Our changing society has also created new challenges for educators.
Schools are now serving more students from diverse cultural backgrounds,
economically deprived families, and bilingual homes (Cosden, 1990; Walker,
1988). Projections suggest that by the year 2000, 40% of the school population
will be comprised of children from ethnically diverse backgrounds (Ramierz,
1988). The current wave of reform in general education is focused on improving
the performance of students who are representative of the changing demographics
in our schools (Sailor, 1991).
Sailor (1991) believed there is an inherent danger to special education by
maintaining the status quo of two separate systems. The reform movement in
general education could lead to a takeover of special education and the
accompanying funding by an increasingly beleaguered and strained system. The
diversity of the population in any classroom makes the categorical resources for a
narrowly defined group of students less helpful or meaningful to a teacher faced
with numerous needy students who have no special program supports to assist
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them. Special educators have developed skills which can be used to assist in the
effective utilization of resources without destroying the intent of special education,
which is to assure appropriate educational services for students with disabilities.

Need for the Study
Although much of the literature looks at the big picture of reorganization
and change, the drama is really played out in the schools and classrooms by the
people who are the key to its success or failure-the teachers in the classrooms.
As Goodlad (1992) said, an educational improvement that is genuine "must be
understood by and appeal to those who ultimately determine its fate" (p. 238).
Restructuring is not accomplished only from the "top down," nor will it occur if
teachers operate in isolation. Rather, effective restructuring proceeds best when
change comes from both ends simultaneously (Sailor, 1991).
As special education revisits the concept of least restrictive environment
and moves toward progressive inclusion, classroom teachers feel increasingly
overwhelmed. Why are students (who were removed from the regular classroom
because their needs could not be met) now being returned by the same people
who advocated for separate programs? How can special education maintain its
integrity within the larger world of general education? How can special educators
assist general educators in serving all students? No one is advocating a return to
an unchanged, unsupported, monolithic mainstream. Although it may appear that
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special education is going full circle in its advocacy for regular classroom settings
for students with disabilities, the circle has been redefined:
Special class, resource room consultation, teacher assistance,
prereferral, cooperative learning, total integration-all have been
effective for some students, all have failed with some. No single
system is, for all students, either the enlightened service structure so
fervently avowed by its enthusiasts or the retrogressive horror
pictured by its detractors. . . . Our best guess is that what works
depends on a variety of factors, including the difficulty of the
presenting problems and the personal and professional resources
available to those who address them. (Kauffmann & Pullen, 1989,
p. 13).
In summary, a refinement of the concept of least restrictive environment is
the driving force behind the new emphasis on collaboration between special
educators and general educators, at least from the viewpoint of special education.
Much of the reform literature in general education is driven by the diversity of
the school-age population and the complexity of today’s problems (Benjamin,
1989). Special education has always placed a premium on individualized
education. In their effort to provide such an education, the pendulum had swung
toward a separate service delivery model. As the interpretation of the law
continues to be defined and refined, and as unsatisfactory results from pull-out
programs accumulate in the literature, a new emphasis on education in the
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regular classroom moves the pendulum back toward the middle. In some cases,
the pendulum has swung toward the other side, with full inclusion of all students
in the general education classroom. Parallel systems of general education and
special education merge in this setting, and teachers from both systems now find
themselves face to face, sharing the responsibility of educating all students in one
environment.
How does this change affect teaching and learning? Teachers in all
settings are skeptical of this trend and have felt left out of the decision-making
process. Teachers in classrooms have often worked alone with little support from
others. Some teachers have been extremely successful in this environment, and
their students have also thrived. It would be wrong to make far-reaching
interpretations of the concept of least restrictive environment without considering
the qualities in teachers and the characteristics of the environment which
encourage collaborative effort among teachers.
A logical first step is to investigate what is presently occurring in schools.
By observing and talking with teachers who are presently engaging in collaborative
activities, I hoped to discover the nature of collaboration between special
educators and general educators. Much of the reform literature calls for teacher
collaboration. Rather than assume that teachers are not involved in collaborative
relationships, or that the relationships in place are effective, it is reasonable to
first see what is occurring and how teachers perceive their role in such
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relationships. This study focuses on the everyday realities of teachers’ lives as
they work in their classrooms and school buildings.
In considering what special education may be like in the year 2000, Wang,
Walberg, and Reynolds (1992), envisioned educational teams of special educators
and general educators working in general education classrooms. Past research has
shown that teachers prefer a collaborative relationship in problem solving (Phillips
& McCullough, 1990; West & Idol, 1987). Although there has been research
which identified characteristics of collaborative relationships (Bauwens, Hourcade,
& Friend, 1989; Idol & West, 1987, 1991), there is a need for further research on
the actual practice of collaboration through applied research (West & Idol, 1987).
Lilly (1987) supported West and Idol’s (1987) call for further research
using qualitative methodology.
The most effective methodology for capturing such complex
phenomena is naturalistic, case study research. I contend that we
need comprehensive, individualistic analyses of consultation
processes in the schools . . . to supplement, not replace [author’s
italics] the other modes and topics discussed by West and Idol.
(p. 495).
Conoley (1990) also supported the need for further research, and urged
practitioners and researchers to develop and test these alternative and innovative
service delivery models.
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Purpose and Design of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the collaborative relationship
between special educators and general educators as it presently existed. I selected
two elementary schools in a mid-sized metropolitan area as primary sites and
included an equal number of special educators and general educators as
participants. My research began with a pilot study during the spring of 1992.
Based on that experience, I concluded that the questions I had regarding
collaboration were viable and could best be answered through qualitative
methods, because my goal was to understand "the meaning of events and
interactions to ordinary people in particular situations" (Bogdan & Bilden, 1992,
p. 34). The actual study was conducted during the first four months of the 199293 school year, from mid-September to mid-December. I used qualitative
methods of observation and interview at the two sites. I also conducted a
constant comparative study in the middle of my investigation at two other similar
sties in order to add depth and breadth to any final concepts or themes that were
generated. The constant comparative method of qualitative analysis requires the
investigator to begin looking for key issues or categories early in the study, gather
data on those categories, and continually attempt to discover social processes and
relationships (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Glaser and Strauss (1967) developed the
constant comparative method of data analysis when they created the grounded
theory approach. Both were sociologists but had different philosophical and
research backgrounds. Strauss came from the University of Chicago, which has a
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long tradition of qualitative research. Glaser received his training at Columbia
University and was influenced by developers of quantitative methods (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). These authors stated that grounded theory is scientific in that it
follows the canons of good research: rigor, precision, and verification. They
added another component, creativity.
Creativity manifests itself in the ability of the researcher to aptly
name categories; and also to let the mind wander and make the free
associations that are necessary for generating stimulating questions,
and for coming up with comparisons that lead to discovery, (p. 27)
They also pointed out that methods of research must be thought of as guidelines
rather than hard and fast rules. Because I wanted my methodology to be clear,
and I wanted to create research that has the possibility of application for
improvement of practice, I chose to follow guidelines for creating grounded
theory. My actual research process is discussed in Chapter III.

Limitations of the Study
This study had three limitations. The first limitation was the number of
sites and the sample size used. I observed 18 teachers in various constructs of
collaboration. Fifteen of these teachers were also interviewed. Using the
constant comparative method to increase credibility, I interviewed seven
additional teachers at two different sites.
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A second limitation was the brief length of time over which this study was
conducted. I spent approximately three and one-half months in the field,
beginning the second week of September and concluding the third week of
December. The data gathered during my pilot study the previous spring helped
me to focus my study and also became part of the corpus data used in developing
interview questions.
A third limitation may have been my previous employment in the school
district as a coordinator in the area of special services. I am not certain how or
whether this affected the study. Most of the participants in this study knew me
prior to the investigation. I had been concerned that they would see me in an
evaluative role. This did not appear to be a concern to them, even to the two
teachers who had been under my direct supervision. However, I had been absent
from the district for one year, and another person had assumed my
responsibilities. What did occasionally happen was that I became a participant
observer who participated in discussions and expressed opinions. This usually
occurred only because I was asked questions, but I personally found it difficult to
always maintain a passive observer role, especially when I knew the students who
were the center of the discussion. I also was concerned that these teachers would
be offended if I did not occasionally become involved when they directed
comments or questions directly at me. Because of the potential for an effect, I
consider my previous employment in the district a limitation.
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Questions Addressed in the Study
This study began with one question: What is the nature of collaboration
between special educators and general educators in an elementary school? This
question was broad and open-ended, one that was best answered through
naturalistic inquiry. The open-ended nature of this question allowed other “
questions to emerge as the study progressed.
From the pilot study through the final investigation, teachers talked about
the movement toward inclusion of students with disabilities in the general
education classroom. Since the need for more collaboration is a direct result of
this movement, it is not surprising that questions, comments, and concerns quickly
came to the forefront and remained there throughout the investigation. It also
quickly became apparent that teachers were experiencing significant upheaval and
change, not only because of the presence of more students with disabilities but
also because of changes in the general population of students in their classrooms.
Therefore, the process of teacher change needed to be investigated in the
literature. The significance of relationships with colleagues and parents became
another question in this study. Finally, a question regarding how teachers
determine failure and success in collaborative relationships became a subset to
the concept of collaboration. Thus, through the process of naturalistic inquiry,
one simple question on the nature of collaboration grew into several more
questions.
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Special Terms Used in the Study
What is educational collaboration? Several definitions can be found in the
literature (Friend & Cook, 1990; Olson, 1986; West, 1990). For the purposes of
this study, the following definition will be used:
Collaboration is a generic term which is used to describe' an
interactive and ongoing style where persons with diverse
backgrounds/expertise voluntarily agree to work together to
generate creative solutions to mutually defined problems. The goal
of collaboration is to more effectively meet the unique educational
needs of exceptional children. (Bauwens, Gerber, Reisberg, &
Robinson, 1991, p. 2)
Collaborative educational models can be classroom based, such as
cooperative teaching, or teacher based, such as collaborative consultation.
Although there are other models than the two mentioned here, these two
approaches will be the primary models investigated in this study. Cooperative
teaching (or co-teaching) had its beginning in team teaching models of the 1960s.
Bauwens, Hourcade, and Friend (1989) defined it as follows:
Cooperative teaching (or co-teaching) refers to an educational
approach in which general and special educators work in a coactive
and cooperative fashion to jointly teach academically and
behaviorally heterogeneous groups of students in educationally
integrated settings [i.e., general classrooms], (p. 18)
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These authors said the cooperative teaching model had its beginning in the
teacher-based collaborative model of collaborative consultation as defined by Idol,
Paolucci-Whitcomb, and Nevin (1986):
Collaborative consultation is an interactive process that enables
teams of people with diverse expertise to generate creative solutions
to mutually defined problems. The outcome is enhanced, altered
and produces solutions that are different from those that the
individual team member would produce independently. The major
outcome of collaborative consultation is to provide comprehensive
and effective programs for students with special needs within the
most appropriate context, thereby enabling them to achieve
maximum constructive interaction with their nonhandicapped peers.
(P- 1)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Collaboration
Collaboration is the "buzz word" of the 1990s (Friend & Cook, 1992b).
One hears it used in discussions about politics, business, international relations,
and in education. Although collaboration is a familiar word, its definition is more
elusive. This chapter will first address the concept of educational collaboration.
Next, two subsets of collaboration, collaborative consultation and cooperative
teaching, are reviewed. Finally, the topic of educational change and the teacher’s
perspective is presented.
During the last decade, writers have attempted to define collaboration
theoretically and operationally. Some definitions are highly specific and
structured. For example, Graden and Bauer (1992) said it was a process founded
on two basic principles: "(1) educators must work together as equal partners to
provide learning opportunities for their students, and (2) it must be based on a
specific problem-solving sequence to provide a mechanism for deciding when and
how to make adaptations" (p. 85). They believed the goal of collaboration was to
develop, implement, and evaluate adaptations that occur in the classroom.
Through this process, teachers create a classroom that is a community of learners
19
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in which all educators are responsible for all students, rather than being
responsible for a category of students. They also specified that the collaborative
process is used to provide an indirect service delivery model. In this model,
students are not removed from the classroom for services by a special education
teacher. Rather, the special educator and general educator discuss educational
plans for students, which are implemented in the general education setting.
"Often, only one of these individuals (e.g., the classroom teacher) is directly
responsible for the student. The other person assists by problem solving with the
person directly responsible to help him or her accommodate and intervene with
the student" (p. 88).
Idol and West (1991) viewed educational collaboration as school-wide and
stressed the importance of a consensus among professionals involved in
collaborative efforts. They outlined several generally understood assumptions
regarding the nature of educational collaboration. First, it is a process used in
interactive planning, decision-making, and problem-solving by individuals working
toward a mutually defined outcome for students. Second, educational
collaboration can have multiple outcomes that may be adult, student, or systems
focused. Third, educational collaboration is an interactive process between or
among adults and has an indirect impact on student outcomes. This view of
collaboration as an indirect service delivery model is similar to that held by
Graden and Bauer (1992). Like Graden and Bauer, Idol and West (1991),
provided interrelated and progressive steps for collaborative team members to use
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while planning or problem-solving. Their steps are (1) goal setting, (2) data
collection, (3) problem identification, (4) alternative solutions development, (5)
action plan development, (6) action plan implementation, (7) evaluation/follow
up, and (8) redesign. Qualities of these team interactions include mutual respect,
trust, open communication, consideration of solutions from an ecological
perspective, pooling of personal resources and expertise, and joint ownership.
Graden and Bauer (1992) omitted the first step, goal setting, from their list, but
other steps were similar in content.
Other writers also stressed the interactive and joint problem-solving nature
of collaboration (Cosden, 1990; Olson, 1986). These writers discussed
collaboration within the larger structure of the school and the effective schools
literature.
Rather than using the word collaboration, Knackendoffel, Robinson,
Deshler, and Schumaker (1992) used the phrase collaborative teaming. Like
previous writers, they stressed that collaborative teaming is a problem-solving
process, but further stated that it was not a model.
Viewed in this light, collaborative teaming can be used in a variety
of situations and circumstances. For example, given a diverse group
of students, teachers might choose to team teach in the same class
setting, taking on different instructional responsibilities depending
on their individual strengths, (p. 1)
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From these authors’ perspective, collaboration can be both an indirect and a
direct service to students. Like Idol and West (1991), Knackendoffel et al. (1992)
stated that collaborative relationships are egalitarian, characterized by mutual
respect and open communication. "In short, effective collaborative relationships
involve people who see themselves ’on the same side,’ working tbward positive
outcomes for students" (p. 2).
Friend and Cook (1992b) discussed the research on collaboration and
found that most writers agreed that collaboration included a mutually beneficial
relationship and opportunities to work together. However, rather than providing
a structure for collaborative problem-solving, they viewed collaboration as a way
of doing things. "Interpersonal collaboration is a style for direct interaction
between at least two coequal parties voluntarily engaged in shared decision
making as they work toward a common goal" (p. 5). Collaboration cannot occur
in isolation; it involves at least two people engaged in some sort of task or
activity. "What the term collaboration conveys is how (authors’ italics) the activity
is occurring, that is, the nature of the interpersonal relationship occurring during
the collaboration" (p. 5).
Using similar language to Friend and Cook, the faculty of the Academy for
Professional Collaboration (Bauwens, Gerber, Reisberg, & Robinson, 1991)
developed the following definition of collaboration:
Collaboration is a generic term which is used to describe an
interactive and ongoing style where persons with diverse
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backgrounds/expertise voluntarily agree to work together to
generate creative solutions to mutually defined problems. It is
characterized by mutual trust and respect, open communication and
parity of contributions. The goal of collaboration is to more
effectively meet the unique educational needs of exceptional
students, (p. 4)
Bauwens, who was the presenter at the Academy held in Tempe, Arizona, in
February, 1990, said collaboration could not be defined as a process, since
different types of collaboration (cooperative teaching, collaborative consultation,
peer coaching, teacher assistant teams) each had their own unique processes.
This view is shared by other writers. Phillips and McCullough (1990) believed a
collaborative ethic could empower professionals to assist one another in solving
problems. They described the central tenets of the collaborative ethic as follows:
(a) joint responsibility for problems, (b) joint accountability and recognition for
the resolution of problems, (c) a belief that pooling talents and resources is
mutually advantageous, (d) a belief that problem resolution is a good use of time
and energy, and (e) a belief that the qualities of collaboration (group morale,
cohesion, increased knowledge) are important and desirable. The concept of a
collaborative ethic is basically an overarching framework or philosophy of
education, an umbrella, under which different processes can be carried out.
Sheridan (1992) stated that this conceptual umbrella allows various models of
service delivery to occur. "Collaboration is not absolute; it is not a concrete
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product, mechanism or technique. Rather it is a dynamic process that enables
educational personnel to access and develop new, creative alternatives. It is not
an end but a means to an end" (p. 90).
Is collaboration always good? There are some who question its universal
appropriateness.
In the 1990s, collaboration has become the professional equivalent
of Mom and apple pie: Whether in the site-based management
language of school reform efforts or in the service delivery options
for students with disabilities, collaboration is typically viewed as
laudable and desirable, while other approaches for carrying out the
business of schools are deemed somewhat less worthy of attention.
(Friend & Cook, 1992a, p. 181)
These authors, who are strong supporters of the concept of collaboration,
presented several situations in which collaborative efforts may be inappropriate.
For example, teachers who ask for expert advice may not welcome an invitation to
mutually problem-solve. Not all teachers understand the collaborative approach;
others simply do not want to engage in collaborative interactions. Another
situation in which collaboration may be ethically unsound is the use of the
collaborative approach when the hidden agenda is to place a student in a
mainstream classroom, whether or not it is truly appropriate for that student. A
different type of situation exists in a school in which collaboration is the normal
style of interaction among colleagues and is valued by the participants. Educators
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find that their desire to collaborate results in ever-increasing meetings. At some
point the issue of diminishing returns may need to be addressed.
Friend and Cook (1992a) stressed the importance of thinking about
collaboration within ethical considerations.
implemented or automatically endorsed.

Collaboration should not be naively

These writers believed its strength lies

in its subtlety and complexity as well as its numerous applications. This can also
be its greatest weakness if educators do not continually consider its value in terms
of its purpose: the delivering of appropriate educational opportunities to students.
In summary, the concept of collaboration continues to be developed and
defined. It is greater than a single process and has multiple ways of being
implemented. Probably, the most useful way of thinking about collaboration is
thinking of it as a way or style of interaction which is mutually beneficial.
Participants, often from diverse backgrounds, agree to work together to solve
problems or to develop creative ways of delivery services to students (Bauwens et
al., 1991). Collaboration has ethical considerations and is not always appropriate
(Phillips & McCullough, 1990). Educators have a responsibility to continually
assess the appropriateness of collaboration in terms of time, energy, and
educational growth in students (Friend & Cook, 1992a).
The next two sections of this chapter will describe two types of
collaboration, collaborative consultation and cooperative teaching There are
other processes for collaboration, but this investigation focused on these two
structures.
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Consultation as a Process of Collaboration
One service delivery option that allows the special education teacher to
provide services within the mainstream is consultation. Consultation services are
near the base of the triangle of the continuum of services developed by Reynolds
in 1962 and thus provide educational services in the least restrictive environment
possible. Theoretical discussions of consultation outweigh its practice. "It can be
safely asserted that since the late 1960s, consultation has been written about more
than it has been practiced in special education" (Lilly, 1990, p. 494).
In recent years many articles in professional journals have addressed this
topic. Friend (1988) stated that the present trend toward consultation had its
roots in psychology and counseling. When more clients were identified than could
possibly be served on a one-to-one basis, an alternative model became imperative.
Mental health services moved into the schools in the 1960s, and by the early 1970s
consultation was viewed as a credible model of service delivery.
As special education services began moving slowly toward a more
integrated delivery model, a new outcome was instructional consultation. One of
the earliest programs was the Vermont Consulting Teacher Program.
Interestingly, it developed because of the difficulty in transporting students
through the mountains in order to form special education classes (Friend, 1988).
With the phenomenal growth of special education in the 1970s, the resource
teacher had experiences similar to what the school psychologists had a decade
earlier: insufficient time to serve all those identified. Unfortunately, technical
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training in consultation was not usually part of the service delivery model at either
the preservice or inservice level (Wiederholt & Chamberlain, 1989).
Defining Consultation
The term consultation has been defined by many different professions,
including special education. The word is often used in a general fashion. In the'
field of medicine, for example, consultation refers to the expert advice one
physician may ask from another physician (Bindman, cited in Idol & West, 1987).
These authors also refer to literature by Argyris (1962) and Bennis (1969) in
which organizational structures use consultation for a planned social change in a
system. In mental health literature, consultation refers to a process by which a
consultant helps another professional in serving a client (Conoley & Conoley,
1988).
The triadic nature of consultation is present in most models. It is
characterized by a consultant, the consultee and the client (Idol, 1988; Pugach &
Johnson, 1988). In the school setting the special education teacher often assumes
the role of the consultant in the triad. The goal is to help the teacher (consultee)
solve a problem involving a student (client). This relationship often places the
special education teacher in the role of an expert. A study done by Pryzwansky
and White (1983) suggested that teachers prefer a collaborative model over the
more traditional expert model. In an earlier article Pryzwansky (1974) described
a consultative relationship based upon collaboration which includes mutual
consent, mutual commitment and joint development. Other special educators
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have also included these components in their definition. Pugach and Johnson
(1988) described collaborative consultation as "a reciprocal arrangement between
individuals with diverse expertise to define problems and develop solutions
mutually" (p. 3). Terms such as "equal relationship, mutual trust, open
communication, joint approaches, pooling of personal resources, and shared
responsibility" are used by Brown, Wyne, Blackburn, and Powell (1979, p. 8) to
describe consultation. Consultation in the schools can best be described if the
word collaborative is included, because it eliminates the concept of expert.
Models and Theories
West and Idol (1987) identified 10 different consultation models and
attempted to determine whether or not they shared a common theoretical base.
They concluded that the collaborative consultation model is essentially
atheoretical, but as it is presently being applied in special education to support
mainstreaming of special needs and low achieving students, it has the essential
elements needed for establishing a theory. These elements will be discussed later
in this chapter.
Three theoretical perspectives that have influenced school-based
consultation models were outlined by Conoley and Conoley (1988). They are
mental health consultation, behavioral consultation and process consultation.
The mental health consultant practices "onedownsmanship" which results in
relationship building. The consultant works primarily with teachers and focuses
on relationship building. Success is measured by the feelings of success and self
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confidence the teacher experiences. Child change comes later. School
administrators often find this supportive, nondirective perspective too vague.
The behavioral consultant focuses on overt behaviors. The process is quite
specific and includes problem definition, problem analysis, interventions, and
evaluation. Teachers may resist this approach because of the negative
connotations associated with behavior modification and the lack of relationship
building. A successful intervention plan will be its best advertisement.
Process consultation deals with skills in group dynamics such as problem
solving, feedback, and interpersonal communication. The process consultant
observes the teacher in action, analyzes the classroom environment and the
teacher’s management of disruptions. Evaluation is based on feedback from the
teacher. Conoley and Conoley (1988) believed school-based consultants must
draw from all three models to create an ecological model of consultation. They
must "use theory to inform practice, that is, to be sophisticated about what helps
people change their skills, attitudes, behaviors, and expectations" (p. 19).
Basic Elements of Collaborative Consultation
Although the theoretical base for school consultation is not completely
developed, the writers in the literature generally agree on basic elements of
successful consultation (Phillips & McCullough, 1990). The following
characteristics are routinely outlined: (a) indirect service with a triadic model
(consultant-consultee-client), (b) collaborative professional relationships (equality,
not expert), (c) recognition of voluntary nature and confidentiality, (d) problem
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solving orientation, and (e) attention to the two-fold goal of immediate problem
solving and increased skill/knowledge for the consultee to use in the future.
Training in Consultation
The practice of consultation involves two essential components: a
knowledge base of teacher/leam er methods and a knowledge base in
communication skills. After a knowledge base has been established, the next step
is implementation or performance of these skills in an educational setting. In this
way consultation is both an art and a science (Idol & West, 1987).
The developers of most models of consultation identified four stages
(Phillips & McCullough, 1990; Polsgrove & McNeil, 1989). The first stage is
problem identification and includes information gathering, differences between
present and desired performance, and baseline data. The second stage is problem
analysis. This includes discussion of the student’s strengths and weaknesses but
also involves establishing rapport and overcoming resistance. The third stage is
plan implementation, and the final stage is problem evaluation. The importance
of interpersonal communication skills is continually emphasized.
Teacher Competencies
As stated earlier, there is strong evidence that teachers lack competencies
even when consultation is listed as a job responsibility.

Idol and West (1987)

identified and critiqued eight different training programs throughout the nation.
Competencies in knowledge, performance and product required in these programs
were analyzed and categorized. A total of 51 competencies were then divided
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into nine general areas: (a) consultation theory/models; (b) research on
consultation theory, training, and practice; (c) personal characteristics;
(d) interactive communication; (e) collaborative problem solving; (f) systems
change; (g) equity issues and value/belief systems; (h) staff development; and
(i) evaluation of consultation effectiveness. The end product of their research is a
training curriculum that has been published for use by both inservice and
preservice teachers (West, Idol, & Cannon, 1989).
Graden, Casey, and Christenson (1985) identified four general skill areas in
consultation. They are: (a) interpersonal skills in communication, (b) problem
solving skills, (c) content expertise, and (d) understanding of systems theory
regarding process of change and classroom variables.
Program Development
Consultant programs that work require careful planning and thorough staff
development. Evans (1990) identified six characteristics: (a) careful selection of
consultants; (b) training in consultant techniques; (c) administrative sanction;
(d) training and support for classroom teachers; (e) parent education; and (f)
start-up funding. In addition, consultation services can be implemented in stages.
First, support must be gained from all levels of the educational hierarchy. An
"entry presentation" to give the rationale behind this approach is important, and
professional role definitions must be established. Accountability procedures
should be outlined. Finally, open communication and an on-going evaluation
system are vital (Idol, 1988).
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Throughout the literature the call for a sense of shared responsibility is
noted. Consultation is collaboration. Pugach and Johnson (1988) concluded:
General educators have often been ignored in the referral-toidentification process originally legislated in Public Law 94-142 and
have played a secondary role in developing instructional plans for
students with handicapping conditions, even situations in which the
student’s primary placement is the general education classroom.
(P- 4)
Evans (1990) said collaborative consultation will "demystify" special
education. Many teachers think only special educators can implement alternative
instruction. Yet, in reality, most special education instruction involves
straightforward techniques like tutoring, small group instruction, emphasis on
strengths, shorter waiting time for rewards, and giving new methods a sustained
try. Evans suggested starting with a pilot venture in a school where there is
strong committed leadership and a core of receptive teachers.
Barriers to Developing a Consultation Program
Barriers to developing a successful program were also outlined in the
literature. Inadequate time to consult, lack of administrative support, and lack of
training are areas of significant concern (Idol & West, 1987; Phillips &
McCullough, 1990). Differences in training between regular and special educators
is also a factor. Nelson (1990) also discussed the concern about who gets credit
for student improvement. She negated this barrier by stating that collaboration by
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its nature is not territorial. The ultimate test of success is whether an intervention
program is generalized to other settings. Friend and Bauwens (1988) said
teachers should also expect to encounter some teacher resistance. They
concluded that resistance is a natural phenomenon in the change process and gave
specific techniques for dealing with it.
Summary and Conclusions
Consultation is an often-used word which is in need of a sound theoretical
and research base. It is necessary for educators to provide thorough training for
staff who engage in it and then evaluate its effectiveness. Collaborative
consultation is one method by which all educators can work together to provide
the best possible educational program in the least restrictive environment. "The
future of consultation may rest with cooperative work between practitioners and
researchers to develop and test the effectiveness of alternative service delivery
systems for all children (and teachers) in the public schools" (Conoley, 1990,
p. 497).

Cooperative Teaching
Another model for collaboration between special educators and general
educators is cooperative teaching. Cooperative teaching (also known as co
teaching, team teaching, and collaborative teaching) is an "educational approach
in which general and special educators work in a proactive and coordinated
fashion to jointly teach academically and behaviorally heterogeneous groups of
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students in educationally integrated settings (i.e., general classrooms)" (Bauwens,
Hourcade, & Friend, 1989). This model for collaboration is appropriate when
students need more intensive instruction than can be provided through
consultation with the classroom teacher. Also, the sheer numbers of students
needing direct service, coupled with a desire to provide that service in the general
educational classroom, make a co-teaching relationship appropriate. By serving
children with special needs in the classroom, they remain in a less restrictive
environment but still maintain educational progress. Cooperative teaching allows
teachers to work together to more effectively meet students’ needs in the same
way that cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1986) allows students an
opportunity to jointly accomplish educational goals.
Cooperative Teaching Models
Co-teaching can occur in different ways, but there are some common
characteristics. First, both general and special education teachers are present in
the classroom simultaneously and maintain joint responsibility for specified parts
of instruction (Bauwens et al., 1989). In addition, teachers assume responsibility
for the instruction of all students. Case (1992) thought an inherent danger in
integrating services for students with disabilities into a classroom setting is the
possibility of focusing only on these children rather than on all the students in a
classroom. This myopic view by special educators could perpetuate what she
called a special education rescue syndrome. "But we can change our focus so that
the primary purpose is to develop a varied repertoire of instructional strategies for
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the classroom. Special educators can share their instructional methods with
teachers, and teachers can convey their experience about managing whole classes"
(Case, 1992, p. 33).
Other than these two broad characteristics, co-teaching arrangements can
take a variety of forms in implementation. Bauwens et al. (1991) identified three
options. They are: (a) complementary instruction, (b) team teaching, and
(c) supportive learning activities. Complementary instruction allows the classroom
teacher to maintain primary responsibility for content in instruction, and the
special education teachers teaches strategies and skills for mastering the subject
matter. This approach to co-teaching may be especially useful at the secondary
level where the form and amount of curriculum content can create significant
problems for students with learning problems (Lenz, Schumaker, & Deshler,
1991). By learning strategies in conjunction with the actual content, students have
fewer problems generalizing skills learned in isolated settings to the general
education classroom (Bauwens et al., 1989).
Team teaching, an arrangement first used in the 1960s and one in which
teachers are jointly responsible for diagnostic, planning, and evaluative features, is
generally superior to those created by single teachers (Bair & Woodward, 1964).
Special educators and general educators jointly plan and teach academic lessons
but assume different levels of responsibility for different portions of the
curriculum or different types of instruction. For example, the classroom teacher
employs a particular writing process to teach composition, and the" special
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educator develops a phonetic approach to spelling to be used in conjunction with
the teacher’s writing program (Nowacek, 1992). Team teaching works best when
both teachers have a similar understanding of curriculum content. For example, a
special education teacher who is certified in elementary education could
effectively function in a team teaching arrangement in an elementary classroom.
Likewise, a special educator who is certified in social studies could assume a
similar position in a high school government class.
In a supportive-learning activities approach to co-teaching, the general
education teacher is responsible for delivering the content of a curriculum, and
the special education teacher is responsible for providing supplementary and
supportive learning activities (Bauwens et al., 1989). An example of this
arrangement is the use of cooperative groups of learners to increase
understanding of content. "The general educator teaches the specific academic
content of the curriculum (the "what" of learning), while the special educator
maintains responsibility for teaching students strategies (the "how" of learning)"
(p. 20).
Services to students with disabilities may be delivered in the classroom but
not meet the criteria for co-teaching described above. This does not exclude them
from the model of co-teaching as long as the style between the teachers is one of
collaboration (Friend & Cook, 1992c). Other possibilities are described by
Meyers, Gelzheiser, and Yelich (1991) as variations of pull-in programs. They
described three models in which the special education teacher provided reading *'
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instruction in the classroom. One model provided side-by-side instruction in two
different reading programs. The special education teacher came into the
classroom and taught a small group of students at a small table at the side of the
room. This teacher had full responsibility for planning, teaching, and evaluating
the students in her group. A second model provided both pull-in and pull-out
instruction. The classroom teacher assumed responsibility for planning instruction
in the pull-in portion, but the special education teacher provided the actual
instruction. In addition, the classroom teacher set goals for the pull-out portion,
but the special education teacher planned the instruction and selected the
curriculum. The third model was true team teaching in which both teachers
contributed to instructional planning and instruction, although the classroom
teacher took the lead in planning instruction. These models contain the first
criteria of co-teaching as described by Bauwens, et al., 1989, in which both
teachers are present simultaneously. However, there are different levels of
responsibility for instruction by the special educator and the general educator.
Friend and Cook (1992c) suggested other ways in which co-teaching can
occur. For example, one teacher teaches to the whole group, and the other
teacher circulates in the room, attending to the needs of students as they arise.
Another model of co-teaching is dividing the students into two groups with each
teacher teaching the same content to a smaller group. A third method is one
teacher providing remediation for students who need it, and the other teacher
providing enrichment activities to the rest of the class. Co-teaching can also
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occur when both teachers are simultaneously involved in teaching a lesson. For
example, one teacher may describe a concept while the other models it, or both
can share a presentation.
Barriers to Cooperative Teaching
Teachers involved in co-teaching arrangements have identified some
barriers. Teachers must arrange time for planning. When one teacher is absent
for whatever reason and a lesson has been planned around two adults’
participation, it causes problems. Another frustration involves grading students.
"It’s the difference between making a decision by committee and just making it
yourself' (Friend & Cook, 1992c, p. 36). Five teachers in another study all voiced
a need for additional planning time. None of the teaching teams shared a
common planning time but still had positive experiences. However, they saw the
lack of time as a problem (Nowacek, 1992).
Teachers involved in training sessions in cooperative teaching identified a
number of possible obstacles. From a list of 30 potential obstacles, the three
items identified as having the greatest potential for a negative influence on
implementation of co-teaching arrangements were (a) time, (b) cooperation, and
(c) increased workload (Bauwens et al., 1989).
Problems for students were identified by Messersmith and Piantek (1988).
In this study, the co-teachers divided the grading of students between them. The
special education teacher graded only the students receiving special education
services. One student refused to follow one teacher’s instructions* because he
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knew the other teacher would be issuing his report card grade. Another potential
problem noted by these authors is the possibility of cooperating teachers not being
able to develop an open relationship. One teacher, who had a successful
experience with a teacher her first year and a negative relationship with a
different teacher the second year, emphasized the importance of sharing similar'
philosophies about things such as discipline (Nowacek, 1992). Three of the five
teachers in this study stressed the importance of finding the right person with
whom to collaborate. "The biggest drawback I could see to using the
collaborative model would be for the school system to say, ’We’re going to do this.
We’re going to train you teachers and you two are going to work together’"
(p. 274).
Another potential barrier to developing co-teaching relationships is the
different perceptions special education and general education teachers have
regarding teaching content. Classroom teachers see themselves as under pressure
to cover the same content with all students, even those who have mastered it or
those who are underprepared or lack prerequisite skills. On the other hand,
special educators view their teaching role as individualizing instruction (Meyers,
Gelzheiser, & Yelich, 1991).
Although lack of time is generally seen as a potential barrier to co
teaching, this has not been the case in all sites where cooperative teaching has
been implemented. In one study, co-teaching teams reported their meetings took
the same or less time than they had before they had implemented this system
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(Meyers et al., 1991). This may be attributed to the more efficient
communication that evolves naturally when two teachers work in the same
environment (Bauwens et al., 1989).
Teachers also reported concerns that collaboration might replace other
service delivery models that they believed were more appropriate for some
students. "We [special educators] still have legal requirements to identify children
with special needs. . . . I have some students that I need to pull out for therapy,
especially children who have articulation, fluency and voice problems" (Nowacek,
1992, p. 274).
Another concern was scheduling problems. Teachers in a middle school
spent a large amount of time on hand-scheduling (as opposed to computer
scheduling) students into classes where they were co-teaching. A problem emerged
in other settings when a large number of students with learning disabilities were
scheduled into one classroom one hour so they could receive cooperative teaching
services. This placement resulted in these same students being scheduled into
other general education classrooms at the same hour but without the benefit of a
cooperative teaching relationship. "For this collaborative model to work, I think
the whole school community has to embrace it" (Nowacek, 1992, p. 275). Another
shortcoining identified by a middle school special education teacher is being
scheduled into one class for the entire year. 'T here’s a lot of down time and
there are times where if we had the flexibility to pull out [of the collaborative
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class] and go into other classes that we could make better use of our time"
(Nowacek, 1992, p. 272).
Advantages to Cooperative Teaching
In spite of the barriers or concerns expressed by teachers engaged in
cooperative teaching relationships, the teachers in these studies all agreed that the
advantages outweighed the obstacles. Classroom teachers believed their teaching
skills improved, because they learned ways to individualize instruction and ways to
expand on the regular curriculum by collaborating with a special education
teacher. "She’s given me confidence to leave the basal. She has good ideas for
classroom management, evaluation, and reading. She’s helped with questioning
techniques, also" (Meyers et al., 1991, p. 12). In another study, the special
education teacher noted that the classroom teacher incorporated some of the
instructional practices used by her (the special education teacher) into her
teaching routine. "This year I hear her say the kinds of things I said in her
classroom last year. She now believes they are important to say because she sees
them as being instructionally sound practices for students in general" (Nowacek,
1992, p. 267). In another study, a special education teacher said working in a
classroom gave her an opportunity to improve her skills in timing and pacing and
managing cooperative groups, skills that were not practiced in pull-out sessions,
working with small groups of children. Cooperative teaching allows special
educators and general educators to function as a team, an approach that received
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almost unanimous support by teachers who participated in it (Friend & Cook,
1992c).
Another professional benefit is the new enthusiasm and energy that
teachers working together create (Messersmith & Piantek, 1988). Teaching can
be a very isolating and lonely profession (Scott & Smith, 1988); Co-teaching
allows teachers to share ideas. "Now that I have a co-teacher, when I start to run
down, there is a second person who comes up with the ideas or the suggestionsand I do the same for her.

I was getting tired, and I guess co-teaching brought

back some of the excitement I felt as a new teacher" (Friend & Cook, 1992c,
pp. 35-36).
By working in the same environment with the same students, understanding
of student needs is instantaneous. Teachers who work with students in different
settings sometimes have different understandings about the student. Seeing the
student in the same environment, at least part of the time, gives teachers a
foundation for discussion. (Nowacek, 1992). Teachers also share co-ownership in
the education of each child. Working together allows teachers to look at each
child from all angles (Friend & Cook, 1992c). Also, when one teacher is
instructing, the other teacher can observe how children are perceiving and
understanding instruction. "I can watch the kids . . . and see when a student’s
puzzled and then look at that and dissect it and see why that student is having a
difficult time" (Nowacek, 1992, p. 269).
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Students also benefit from cooperative teaching relationships. In addition
to the students with disabilities, who would receive services in any setting, students
who don’t meet the preconditions required by many programs are more likely to
receive an appropriate education (Bauwens et al., 1989). Collaborative classes
provide an additional service level and the possibility of more services for special
education students. These authors also debated the appropriateness or possibility
of the individualization of instruction within larger general education classes
without cooperative teaching relationships. Special educators, who receive special
training in the individualization of instruction, can use these skills in a classroom
while the general educator, whose training emphasized large group instruction,
plans and implements that type of instruction simultaneously. Thus, all students
receive specialized instruction in varying degrees depending on needs and content
being covered.
Special education students have less fragmented learning experiences since
they do not miss time in the general classroom or lose time in the daily journeys
between separate settings (Friend & Cook, 1992c). It allows students to be
integrated into the general classroom who would not be successful without a
special education teacher present. A speech and language pathologist also
believed working in the mainstream allowed her students to have more interaction
with other students. Students "seem to jump-start each other’s minds" (Nowacek,
1992, p. 272).

This same teacher noted that problems with generalization were

ameliorated since students learned skills in settings where they used them.
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Another benefit to students is the reduction or elimination of behavior problems
observed by both teachers and principals (Friend & Cook, 1992c). "Behavior
problems just don’t seem to happen . . . So one benefit to the students is
increased attention" (Nowacek, 1992, p. 273). Another psychological benefit to
special education students is their increased self-concept in being able to be
successful in working at grade-level in the general education classroom. The
stigma of special education was reduced (Messersmith & Piantek, 1988). Another
benefit to students is the variety of teaching styles and strategies that two teachers
bring to a classroom. This is especially important for special education students
who may spend several years receiving instruction from the same special
education teacher.
The focus of discussion between teachers was found to be different in
cooperative teaching arrangements than when students were served in resource
settings. Teachers engaged in co-teaching focused on detailed instructional
planning, while teachers in pull-out arrangements focused on more general issues,
such as student needs and student progress (Meyers et al., 1989). The authors
concluded that this was the single most significant difference in the two
relationships. The cooperative teaching teams engaged in "cooperative
professional development" (Glatthorn, 1990) rather than consultation. This may
be the energizing quality cooperating teachers experienced in their relationships
(Friend & Cook, 1992c; Nowacek, 1992).
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Enhancers to Cooperative Teaching Relationships
Most of the studies identified qualities which enhanced the successful
implementation of cooperative teaching. The importance of planning was
mentioned repeatedly (Bauwens et al., 1989; Friend & Cook, 1992c; Nowacek,
1992). Some teachers did not have the benefit of built-in planning time but said
it would enhance the relationship. Arranging a scheduled planning time is
especially important when first implementing co-teaching. This time is used not
only for instructional planning but for discussing views on teaching and learning.
It also gives teachers an opportunity to work through any disagreements while
they are still minor (Friend & Cook, 1992c). After cooperative arrangements are
developed, implemented, and adapted to specific content and student needs, there
is less need for lengthy planning time (Bauwens et al., 1989).
Cooperative teaching relationships work best when they are voluntary
rather than mandated. Research has documented that instruction does not
improve when collaborative instruction is mandated as a specific model (Bean,
Zigmond, & Eichelberger, cited in Bauwens et al., 1989). Principals can be
instrumental in encouraging teachers to develop co-teaching relationships. In one
study the principal challenged the special education teachers to design a
cooperative teaching program and to implement it (Messersmith & Piantek, 1988).
The importance of a sense of ownership by the teachers results in teachers
creating models that are effective for them in their particular setting (Meyers
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et al., 1991). It is also important to openly discuss philosophies about teaching
and learning to avoid pitfalls later (Friend & Cook, 1992c; Nowacek, 1992).
Flexibility in role assignments is key to effective co-teaching (Nowacek,
1992). Special education teachers are entering the territory of the classroom
teacher, and it is that teacher’s responsibility to make the special educator feel
welcome. Friend & Cook (1992c) said it was important to avoid the
"paraprofessional trap," in which the special-education teacher becomes a
classroom helper. This role will quickly becoming boring and is a waster of
talent. However, assuming the role of assistant to the instructor in charge is
appropriate for both teachers sometimes. One special educator said, "You have
to be willing to look and see what the needs are and then fit yourself into those,
sometimes, that means running off papers or typing up a test" (Nowacek, 1992,
p. 269).
Cooperative relationships take time to develop. Case (1992) suggested
teachers make a two-year commitment with regularly scheduled planning time.
Friend and Cook (1992c) encouraged teachers to start small and go slowly. "If
you begin with co-teaching approaches that require less reliance on one another,
you have a chance to learn each other’s styles. As your comfort level increases,
you will try more complex co-teaching approaches" (p. 34).
Summary and Conclusions
Cooperative teaching had its beginning in the 1960s when team teaching
arrangements were in vogue. In the present literature, writers view team teaching
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as only one of many forms that cooperative teaching can take. When compared
to the literature on consultation, the literature on cooperative teaching places less
emphasis on structure and more on the concept of equal sharing of responsibility.
Cooperative teaching arrangements exemplify the importance of style rather than
of form.

The Nature and Process of Change
The previous sections of this chapter outlined two models for collaboration
among teachers. Both models require significant change in how teachers operate
in their environments. They also require personal change in how teachers view
themselves and how they perceive their roles. Therefore, it is important to
understand the meaning of educational change.
Historical Background
The history of understanding the change process is quite young. Fullan
and Stiegelbauer (1991) described four historical phases in the educational
change process. The post-Sputnik crisis resulted in large-scale development of
innovations in curriculum and student-centered instruction during the 1960s. They
labeled this phase the adoption of change. The years from 1970-78 were labeled
implementation failure, because changes were occurring with little forethought or
reason. This was a period of change for the sake of change. The period from
1979-82 saw more success as research results identified some promising and
compatible traditions. Some of these results included research on effective
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schools, the leadership role of the principal, and the importance of staff
development. The final phase, 1983-1990, was labeled intensification and
restructuring, two simultaneously occurring processes. Intensification included
increased curriculum development, refined teaching and administrative methods,
as well as more monitoring and evaluation. Restructuring took many forms but
included the concept of site-based management, collaborative work cultures, and
shared responsibilities. The collaborative approach to delivering services to
students with disabilities emerged from these final two phases of the change
process.
The Process of Change
Understanding the systems changes, although significant in their effect on
all aspects of educational change, is not the purpose of this literature review.
Rather, the focus will be on the process of facilitating teacher change, which is
only one portion of the larger model.
The literature on teacher change is relatively recent, since the need for
such change occurred as part of the intensification and restructuring phase
outlined by Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991). Common themes, as well as separate
threads, are found in the work of researchers in the field of educational change.
Guskey (1986) discussed the role of staff development in teacher change.
The final goal of staff development is to improve student learning. To accomplish
this goal, Guskey believed three changes must occur in teachers and their teaching
practice. They are (a) change in classroom practices, (b) change in beliefs and
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attitudes, and (c) change in learning outcomes for students. He was highly critical
of past attempts at staff development, saying they were "characterized primarily by
disorder, conflict, and criticism" (p. 5). If staff development programs were to
improve, they needed to take into account two critical factors: (a) what motivates
teachers, and (b) the process by which change in teachers occurs.
Both Fullan (1982) and Guskey (1986) believed teachers get involved in
staff development primarily because they want to become better teachers.
Teachers think of themselves as successful when their students are successful.
"What they hope to gain through staff development programs are specific,
concrete, and practical ideas that directly relate to the day-to-day operation of
their classrooms" (Guskey, 1986, p. 6). Teachers are, first and foremost, practical
and pragmatic.
The process of teacher change is the second factor that must be
considered. Contrary to early beliefs, changes in teachers’ beliefs and attitudes do
not necessarily result in change in practice. Guskey said that early staff
development models focused first on changing beliefs. Guskey proposed a
different temporal sequence for the three outcomes (beliefs, practices, learning
outcomes) of staff development. He suggested that significant changes in
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes came after they found evidence of changes in
learner outcomes. This sequence is more reflective of teachers’ practical and
pragmatic approach to their work. "The point is that evidence of improvement
(positive change) in the learning outcomes of students generally precedes and may
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be a prerequisite to significant change in the beliefs and attitudes of most
teachers" (Guskey, 1986, p. 7). He cited several studies to support this model of
teacher change (Bolster, 1983; Crandall, 1983; Huberman, 1981). Huberman’s
case study of a school district’s attempt to implement a different reading
instruction program identified a process beginning with anxiety arid confusion
among teachers implementing the program and concluding with teachers
experiencing a new sense of self-efficacy as their students showed improvement in
learning outcomes. Similar changes were not experienced by teachers who did not
see improvement in their students’ learning. In other words, only teachers who
saw positive changes in their students also changed their beliefs. Crandall (1983)
found that project managers who tried to increase teachers’ commitment to new
practice by involving them as participatory managers prior to implementation
found instead that such involvement had a negative effect. "The new practices
typically lost their effectiveness because they were altered by teachers beyond
recognition" (p. 8). Teachers who were not initially involved, however, became
committed to the practices after successfully using them in their classrooms.
Assuming that the model of staff development in which changes in beliefs
and attitudes occur only after student success, Guskey (1986) offered three
guiding principles. First, change is a gradual and difficult process for teachers. It
produces a certain amount of anxiety and can be very threatening. Although
teachers are strongly committed to improving learner outcomes, the process of
change should occur in small, incremental steps, with varying degrees and levels of
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implementation by different teachers. Second, teachers need regular feedback on
student progress. Guskey suggested the use of formative tests, which give both
the students and teachers ongoing information about their learning progress.
Third, teachers need continued support and followup after initial training. "No
matter how much advance staff development occurs, it is when teachers actually
try to implement a new approach that they have the most specific concerns and
doubts" (p. 11). Teachers need time to discuss their experiences with other
teachers in a supportive, non-threatening atmosphere.
Guskey also identified some other common characteristics among staff
development efforts that successfully encourage and sustain change. To make it
work, the new program or innovation must be clearly and explicitly explained in
concrete terms. Again, teachers focus on the pragmatic, not the abstract, when
implementing new processes. It is also important to address the personal
concerns of teachers in a sensitive and caring manner. In addition, the leader or
facilitator of the innovation must be seen as a credible and knowledgeable person.
Finally, few teachers begin a staff development effort believing it will be
successful. They implement a new program with a "let’s wait and see" attitude.
Guskey concluded that teacher change, although complex, is somewhat orderly.
By paying attention to the order, facilitators of change are much more likely to
see change occur, as well as feel less bewildered and frustrated by the process.
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The Subjective Meaning of Change
What is the subjective meaning of change for teachers? In order to
understand it, Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) described the daily influences on
teachers. Teachers are required to focus on the daily effects of their work. They
often work in isolation from other adults and find themselves exhausted at the '
end of the day, the week, or the school year. There is little time for reflection or
thinking about what they do. Because of their isolation and lack of reflective
thinking time, they often depend on their personal experiences for knowledge in
daily coping rather than sources outside their immediate classroom. When change
is proposed, teachers find little reason to believe in its value, since it doesn’t
address their immediate concerns or their isolated working conditions.
Two solutions to the above conditions have been the use of general goals
(the individual teachers will then specify the change according to their situation)
and voluntary participation in the innovation. Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991)
identified two forms of nonchange that occur. They are false clarity and painful
unclarity, both without change. False clarity occurs "when people think they have
changed but have only assimilated the superficial trappings of the new practice.
Painful unclarity is experienced when unclear innovations are attempted under
conditions that do not support the development of the subjective meaning of the
change" (Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 35).
Like Guskey, Fullan and Stiegelbauer believed there is a welter of forces
which encourage and support the status quo. They further stated that change
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imposed from without is bitterly resented, but even when it is voluntarily engaged
in, it is confusing and threatening. There is also a strong tendency to create an
approximation of the change but actually change as little as possible. By creating
something that looks like change, it is possible to appear to be willing to try a new
innovation but quickly abandon it when possible to do so. The subjective realities
of teaching and teachers are significant constraints imposed upon the change
process. "Ultimately the transformation of subjective realities is the essence of
change" (Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 36).
The Objective Reality of Change
What is the objective reality of educational change? Fullan and
Stiegelbauer (1991) believed it is multidimensional in that three components are
vital in implementing any new program or innovation. They are: (a) the possible
use of new materials such as curriculum or technologies, (b) the possible use of
new teaching approaches (strategies or activities), and (c) the possible alteration
of beliefs (assumptions or theories). Although Guskey (1986) focused on staff
development and the process of change, the importance of practices (approaches)
and beliefs were also part of his model for successful teacher change. His focus
was on the temporal order of change while Fullan and Stiegelbauer addressed the
interrelatedness of the three central elements as well as the importance of
addressing beliefs continually. In addition to the multidimensional nature of
change, Fullan and Stiegelbauer said there were two additional and critical lessons
to be learned. The second lesson is the deep changes at stake that often threaten
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people’s occupational identity, self-concept, and sense of competence. Third, the
three lessons have a dynamic interrelationship, probably more circular than linear.
Fullan and Stiegelbauer stressed the importance of recognizing how individuals
come to give meaning to change.
The purpose of acknowledging the objective reality of change lies in
the recognition that there are new policies and programs "out there"
and that they may be more or less specific in terms of what they
imply for changes in materials, teaching practices, and beliefs. The
real crunch comes in the relationships between these new programs
or policies and the thousands of subjective realities embedded in
people’s individual and organizational contexts and their personal
histories (Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 43).
Both individual teacher characteristics and collective or collegial factors
can influence implementation. Huberman (1988) found that the psychological
state of a teacher can make that person more or less disposed toward considering
and acting upon innovations. The climate or culture of the school can also shape
and influence the psychological state of a teacher. Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991)
believed that ultimately it is the actions of an individual that counts, but the
importance of peer relationships is a critical variable. The school climate shapes
the collegial nature of teacher involvement. "The theory of change that we have
been evolving clearly points to the importance of peer relationships in the school"
(p. 77). Little (1981) summarized four teacher practices that result in school
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improvement. First, teachers engage in frequent talk about teaching practice.
Second, teachers and administrators frequently observe each other teaching and
give feedback. Third, teachers and administrators collaborate in the planning,
preparation, and development of teaching materials. Fourth, teachers and
administrators teach each other.
Understanding the Teacher’s World
Educational change depends upon what teachers do and think. In order to
understand the process of change, it is necessary to start where teachers are. It is
necessary to understand their world. "Starting where teachers are means starting
with routine, overload, and limits to reform, because this is the situation for most
teachers" (Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 118). Fullan and Stiegelbauer
believed the conditions of teachers have deteriorated over the last 20 years, the
same 20 years in which the desire for educational change has grown and been
intensified. Teachers are asked to be more accountable but are not given time
for planning, discussion, or reflective thinking. Goodlad (1984) studied a national
sample of 38 schools, in which 1,350 teachers worked. In his description of
classroom life, one theme is dominant, that of autonomous isolation. The
majority had never observed another teacher, but 75% said they would like the
opportunity.
Change, also, is a highly personal experience. One naive assumption has
been that by involving some teachers in the planning of a program innovation,
other teachers will more easily accept the change. Teachers use four criteria to
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determine whether or not they will embrace a change effort. They want to know
whether the change will address a need, and whether the change in teacher role is
clear. They also want to know how it will affect them personally in terms of time,
energy, new learning, a sense of excitement, and competence. Finally, they want
to know how it will interfere with existing priorities. They also want to know how
rewarding the experience will be in terms of interactions with peers or others
(Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991).
The practical nature of teachers was defined as "the practicality ethic" by
Doyle and Ponder (1977-78). They identified three aspects to this ethic, which are
congruence, instrumentality, and cost. Congruence refers to the reaction of
students to the change and how well the change will fit the teacher’s situation.
Instrumentality is the procedural clarity of the process, and cost is the ratio of
investment to return. Fullan and Stiegelbauer further stated that ambivalence
about whether the change is favorable is the norm. He also stressed the critical
need for support during initial implementation. All outsiders must understand
"the subjective world—the phenomenology—of the role incumbents as a necessary
precondition for engaging in any change effort with them" (Fullan and
Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 131).
Facilitating Change Versus Maintaining the Status Quo
After promoters of change understand the world of the teacher, how can
they make it work? Fullan and Stiegelbauer said there was "no getting around the
primacy of personal contact" (1991, p. 132). Not only must teachers receive skill
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training in the innovation but they must have opportunities to converse with one
another. Little (1990) said these opportunities must not be superficial
opportunities for collaboration, such as assistance, sharing, storytelling, etc., but
must include deeper forms of interaction such as joint planning, observation, and
experimentation. "Contrived collegiality can lead to the proliferation of unwanted
contacts among teachers, which consume already scarce time" (Fullan and
Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 136). They also stated that we cannot conclude that
autonomy is bad and collaboration is good. Solitude has its own virtues.
Collaboration can also be demonstrated in multiple ways.
Change is also not always progress, and in some cases no change is the
most appropriate response. Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) presented guidelines
teachers can use in deciding whether or not to throw their energies into a change
effort. First, does the change address an important need? Second, is the
administration endorsing the change? Active commitment by the administration is
usually necessary since resources must be committed. Third, find out if colleagues
are endorsing the change. Teachers work in isolation much of the time, so one
cannot assume fellow teachers are not interested. Working together can be very
rewarding and satisfying. Fourth, assume some responsibility in developing
collaborative work cultures. Fifth, teacher-leaders must understand that others
are at different points in the process. A committed teacher must be aware that
"the more an advocate is committed to a particular innovation, the less (author’s
italics) likely he or she is to be effective in getting it implemented. The reverse is
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not true. Commitment is needed, but it must be balanced with the knowledge
that people may be at different starting points" (Fullan and Stiegelbauer, 1991,
p. 139). Sixth, teacher unions are taking leadership roles in developing change.
Individual responsibility and collegial action are not mutually exclusive. Fullan
and Stiegelbauer concluded by stating that teaching professionalism is at a
crossroads. The art and science of teaching create a tension between the
intensification and restructuring efforts occurring in the present school culture.
Fullan and Stiegelbauer did not see teachers as passive professionals but rather
stressed the development of "interactive professionalism" in which teachers
continually study, reflect, and define their role throughout their careers.
How can school personnel be assisted in the process of change? Change
facilitators can be anyone, but often they are individuals in leadership positions,
such as the principal (Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, & Hall, 1987). However,
these writers said it is not important where facilitators fall on a school
organizational chart. "What is important is that facilitators support, help, assist,
and nurture. Sometimes their task is to encourage, persuade, or push people to
change, to adopt an innovation and use it in their daily schooling work" (p. 2).
Hord and her associates developed a Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)
which focuses on individuals and innovations in the context of their lives. Their
approach gets rid of the guesswork and intuition that have been tools of the
change process in the past. Like Guskey (1986), they reviewed the history of
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change process and found its roots in the post-Sputnik era of the 1960s. From
their research they made the following conclusions:
1.

Change is a process, not an event, which occurs over a period of

2.

Change is accomplished by individuals; therefore, individuals must

years.

be the focus in implementation.
3.

Change is highly personal, so support geared toward individuals will

be more successful.
4.

Change is developmental in nature. As individuals pass through

various stages, changes in feelings and skills demonstrate growth.
5.

Change is best defined in operational terms. Teachers relate to

change in how it will affect their classroom practice.
6.

Facilitation of change should focus on individuals, innovations and

context.
"Effective change facilitators work with people in an adaptive and systematic way,
designing interventions for clients’ needs, realizing that those needs exist in
particular contexts and settings" (Hord et al., 1987, p. 7).
Although these authors stressed the systematic nature of change, the
change strategies can be bottom-up or top-down. A single teacher or the district
office administration can start a change process. However, when change begins at
a higher level, such as with a school principal, the advantage is that the process
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may be faster. The important factor, however, is how change is facilitated, not
where it starts.
A Concems-Based Assessment Model
In order to assist teachers in the change process, the facilitator must first
understand the concerns and needs of the individual teacher. Based on the
premise that change is systematic and developmental, Hord and her associates
developed a tool based on the Concems-Based Assessment Model (1987). The
Stages of Concern dimension of the Concerns-Based Assessment Model (CBAM)
is based on the seven kinds of concerns that users of an innovation may have
(Hall, 1979) (see Appendix A). These stages become more or less intense as an
individual moves through the implementation of an innovation or change. These
stages address the developmental nature of change identified by Hord and her
associates (1987) and its somewhat orderly progression identified by Guskey
(1986). In early stages, teachers are likely to have self-concerns (stage 1,
informational; stage 2, personal). At this point, teachers may question their
abilities and have feelings of inadequacy which are not expressed openly. There
also may be evidence of the false clarity which Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991)
said was a form of non-change. The next stage focuses on task concerns (stage 3,
management). Teachers may have difficulty with time management, getting
materials ready, or find they are staying one day ahead of their students.
Huberman’s (1981) case study of one school district’s use of a new reading
program described teachers talking about the difficult and overwhelming
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experiences occurring during the first six months of program use. The
developmental nature of learning a new program was evident in this study.
Teachers move to stages 4 (consequences), 5 (collaboration), and 6 (refocusing)
when teachers’ immediate and intense concerns focus on the effects of the
innovation on students and what can be done to improve the program’s
effectiveness. Some teachers may never be concerned about collaboration with
others (stage 5). Very few teachers have refocusing-type concerns (stage 6) in
which they want to find better ways to teach students. Movement through these
stages is not lock step or even certain. The authors described the movement as
wave-like.
Three procedures for assessing concerns were outlined. The most efficient
way is through face-to-face conversation. The facilitator asks questions that
encourage the teacher to express feelings and concerns. For example, the
facilitator might ask the teacher how he or she is feeling about the program’s
effectiveness. The facilitator must be a good listener and be able to analyze the
content of the teacher’s response and identify the stage of concern expressed.
Another method to determine concerns is to use an open-ended statement.
Hord et al. (1987) used the following: "When you think a b o u t________ what are
you concerned about?" (p. 33). Each sentence in the reply is analyzed separately
to determine level of concern and then considered collectively. The authors
pointed out that these methods of questioning are not to be considered complete
evidence of all of a teacher’s concerns, since people only express their greatest
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concerns. This assessment is also limited, and other data must be collected
through ongoing and routine conversations and observations.
Hall, George and Rutherford (1979) also developed a 35-item, paper-pencil
measure, the "Stages of Concern Questionnaire," to use with groups when research
for program evaluation is required. Guidelines for interpreting concerns and
developing graphic profiles are provided (Hord et al., 1987). They said the
important thing to remember is that "nothing is inherently good or bad about a
particular stage or pattern of concerns" (p. 43). However, how a facilitator reacts
to an individual can determine whether or not the interaction is helpful or
harmful. Individuals with high personal concerns will not find management
suggestions useful or relevant. Another point to remember is that individuals can
be assisted through stages, but they cannot be forced.
Concerns do not exist in a vacuum. Concerns are influenced by
participants’ feelings about an innovation, by their perception of
their ability to use it, by the setting in which the change occurs, with
the number of other changes in which they are involved and, most
of all, by the kind of support and assistance they receive as they
attempt to implement change. (Hord et al., 1987, p. 43)
In reviewing the literature on the process of change, commonalities do
exist. The authors reviewed in this section expressed many common themes with
individual interpretations. The main point is that facilitators of change must
incorporate the research on the process of change into any planned innovations.
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Otherwise the introduction/evaluation/rejection cycle of the 1970s will be
repeated.
Summary
Although there are some small disagreements in the literature on the
definition of collaboration, certain commonalities can be found. Collaboration
involves interactive relationships which are mutually beneficial and egalitarian in
nature. The purpose of educational collaboration is to provide the best possible
services for all students. The idea of a collaborative ethic creates an umbrella or
framework under which a variety of collaborative efforts can occur. Some of the
differences in how writers envision collaboration can be explained by the evolving
and ever-changing beliefs regarding least restrictive environment for the education
of students with disabilities. Some differences fade away, and others emerge as
more discussion and research occurs. Now, more than ever before, since the
passage of P.L. 94-142, special educators and general educators are working
together to improve the educational experiences of students with special needs.
The two models of collaboration addressed in this chapter, consultation
and cooperative teaching, are discussed under the larger framework or umbrella
of collaboration. Both models of service delivery are presently receiving new
emphasis and focus. Therefore, knowledge regarding the process of teacher
change is vital to understanding how these two models are perceived and
practiced in our schools.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides a rationale for and a description of the methodology
and procedure used in this study. It contains two major sections. In the first
section, I describe the rationale for using qualitative inquiry to answer the
research question, including the theoretical orientation and characteristics of the
qualitative inquiry used in this study. In the second section, I describe the pilot
study and the actual research design.

Phenomenology: The Underlying Perspective
Qualitative inquiry is a broad and inclusive term for different approaches
to research. Rather than use the word "theory, Bogdan and Biklen (1992) stated
that the word "paradigm" more accurately identified the underlying theme of
qualitative approaches. A paradigm is "a loose collection of logically held
together assumptions, concepts, or propositions that orient thinking and research"
(p. 33). Patton (1990) defined a paradigm as "a world view, a general perspective,
a way of breaking down the complexity of the real world" (p. 37).
One such perspective or paradigm in qualitative research is phenomenology.
Most qualitative research reflects the qualities of phenomenology, a term so widely
64
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used that it is confusing (Patton, 1990). Rather than attempt to define it carefully,
it is probably more useful to think of the phenomenological perspective as an
orientation to naturalistic inquiry. In phenomenology, the emphasis is on the
subjective aspects of people’s behavior. People define their way of looking at the
world, their understanding of reality, by what they say and do. When an '
investigator uses the phenomenological approach, his or her goal is to capture the
process of the reality created by the participants (Stainback & Stainback, 1988).
Researchers in the phenomenological perspective "attempt to understand
the meaning of events and interactions to ordinary people in particular situations"
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 34). Although qualitative researchers approach
people with the goal of understanding their point of view as reality, they do not
necessarily deny the possibility of a reality "out there" which is greater or different
from the people’s perspective of it (Blumer, 1980). Patton believed
phenomenological inquiry focuses on the question, "What is the structure and
essence of experience of this phenomenon for these people?" (Patton, 1990, p. 69).
Although qualitative research is first concerned with capturing the unique
perspectives of the participants, Patton also thought, "there is an essence or
essences to shared experiences" (p. 70).
The investigator using a phenomological approach will look for
commonalities in these experiences. It is in these commonalities that
phenomenology can identify basic social processes relevant to people in similar
situations (Hutchinson, 1988). Phenomenology as a research approach can be
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viewed as both basic research and applied research. It is basic research in that it
adds to general knowledge, and it is applied research in that it seeks findings
which can result in changes in program and practice. Both types of research are
important in the field of education, and they can be complementary rather than
conflicting (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
As I reviewed the literature on different approaches to qualitative inquiry,
my question and process for conducting my research appears to fit the
phenomological perspective. I wanted to discover how teachers were presently
interacting in their work environment, so that I could understand their way of
looking at the concept of collaboration. I also hoped that the reporting of these
experiences would be useful to the school district at large. By using a
phenomological perspective of seeing and understanding things as they are,
people could determine what was working and make improvements on the basis
of credible data.

Qualitative Inquiry
This research study focuses on the following question: What is the nature
of collaboration between special educators and general educators in an
elementary school setting? This single question evolved from a list of four
questions which had their roots in my experiences as an educator and
administrator. Those five questions were narrowed to one question to fit the
parameter of a thorough, in-depth investigation, which better suits the scope of
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this paper.

A primary tenet of qualitative research is not to prove or disprove

what is being studied but to know or understand it better. It is "not verification of
a predetermined idea, but discovery that leads to new insights" (Sherman &
Webb, 1988, p. 5). Although I chose this question based on tentative hunches and
"guiding hypotheses" (Marshall & Rossman, 1989, p. 44), it evolved from my
primary goal: to gain an understanding of the experience of teachers who talk
and work with one another in schools.

Grounded Theory in Qualitative Research
In preparing my research design I reviewed the literature on grounded
theory. I concluded that this explanation of qualitative methodology best fit the
research design I had developed. Charmaz (1983) identified several
characteristics of the grounded theory method, basing her interpretations on the
pioneering work of Glaser and Strauss (1967). First, data collection and analysis
proceed simultaneously. Because rich data are essential, grounded theorists work
with the data continually in order to improve the quality of their observations and
to make certain emerging themes are supported by adequate data. Grounded
theorists place great emphasis on discovery, which is synonymous with the
inductive characteristic of qualitative research identified by Bogdan and Biklen
(1992) and Patton (1990).
Second, literature is not used to shape or focus the research, so it is
primarily conducted at the conclusion of data analysis. Before the study, a
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researcher may do some preliminary literature review, but during the study, the
developing data are the main source of information. Literature is used to
illuminate and support an emergent theory. Verification research is just the
opposite, in that a literature review is conducted first in order to build a rationale
for a proposed research study. Hypotheses based on the literature are stated; the
study is conducted to prove or disprove through a deductive process (Hutchinson,
1988).
Grounded theorists continually compare and analyze their data in order to
focus their observations. In order to understand patterns of experience,
researchers gather data about the "lived" experiences of the participants
(Hutchinson, 1988). Their goal is to fill out emerging themes or patterns in order
to verify future conclusions. This process, called the constant comparative
method, supports the continual searching for constructs, similarities, and
differences. "Comparative analysis forces the researcher to expand or ‘tease out’
the emerging category by searching for its structure, temporality, cause, context,
dimensions, consequences, and its relationship to other categories" (Hutchinson,
1988, p. 135).
Finally, Charmaz (1983) stated that grounded theorists not only study
process but also "assume that making theoretical sense of social life is itself a
process" (p. 111). In other words, there is no final interpretation of the data
because of the changing nature of the setting and participants in that setting.
Meanings evolve over time, and patterns are continually developing. The
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importance of process and change was one of the five main characteristics of
qualitative research identified by Bogdan and Biklen (1992).
Grounded theory attempts to discover the world (world view) of the
participants and the basic social processes or structure that organizes that world
(Hutchinson, 1988). It can offer a new approach to an old problem.
"Interventions suggested from grounded theory may result in administrative,
curricular, or programmatic changes. Because of its practical implications
grounded theory can be classified as applied research" (p. 124). This feature of
grounded theory was important to me, because I did want to answer questions
which could contribute to the practice of schooling.
Hutchinson (1988) also stated that "Grounded theory studies grow out of
questions researchers ask about people in specific contexts. In education, for
example, researchers might ask, ‘How do teachers work with mentally retarded,
gifted, or deaf children? How do administrators interact with teachers? Pupils?
Parents?”' (p. 125). My question, What is the nature of collaboration between
special educators and general educators? is asked about people working in a
particular context. Therefore, the approach to qualitative research used by
grounded theorists, with its pragmatic goal for affecting practice, appeared to be a
good match.
What kind of theory can be developed within the parameters of a research
design such as the one used in my study? Bogdan and Biklen (1992) described
such theory by using the analogies of a puzzle and a funnel. The puzzle you are
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putting together is not one you already know but is constructed as the pieces are
fitted together. A funnel has its large opening at the top, and what you pour into
it is directed to a specific opening at the bottom. The theory that develops comes
after you have gathered the data, and it begins forming in the process. This is not
always a sequential process, with specific steps, but there is a sense of flow and an
emerging picture as the study moves forward.
These authors also explained the difference between grounded theory and
formal grounded theory. Qualitative researchers can ask substantive theoretical
questions or formal theoretical questions. Substantive questions focus on
particular settings and participants, and theoretical questions are asked when
research is conducted in a variety of settings with numerous participants. Bogdan
and Biklen (1992) encouraged beginning researchers to ask substantive questions
but speculate about the relation between substantive and formal theory after they
have completed their study.

Major Characteristics of Qualitative Research
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) identified five features of qualitative research.
These five features provide a framework for a description of qualitative research.
The first characteristic of qualitative research identified by these authors is
the importance of the natural setting as the direct source of data. Qualitative
research focuses on the lived experience of the participants, and the researcher is
the key instrument in that setting (Patton, 1990). Therefore, researchers must
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"immerse themselves in the social environment" (Hutchinson, 1988, p. 125).
Research conducted in naturalistic school settings such as teachers’ lounges, lunch
rooms, and playgrounds will result in contextually-rich data. Since researchers
alter the environment by their presence, they also need to collect and analyze
data on how the participants react to them and how they react to the setting and
people.
The importance of openness on the part of the researcher cannot be
overemphasized. Jackson (1990) pointed out that looking for something can
constrict awareness while looking at something expands it. There is a fine tension
between the importance of knowing what is important and understanding that the
researcher alone cannot make that judgment.
A second feature of qualitative research is that it is descriptive. All details
have significance, and one cannot immediately assume that anything is
unimportant, because it may add to one’s understanding. The researcher studies
situations as they unfold naturally and is non-manipulative and non-controlling.
By reporting fully, even comments the researcher doesn’t understand, the reader
has the opportunity to interpret the data (Wolcott, 1990). Patton (1990) advised
the researcher to "be aware of how one’s perspective affects fieldwork, to carefully
document all procedures so that others can review methods for bias, and to be
open in describing the limitations of the perspective presented" (p. 482).
The third characteristic is the importance qualitative researchers place on
process rather than on outcomes or products. Naturalistic inquiry assumes an
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ever-changing world. Patton (1990) quoted a Chinese proverb, "One never steps
in the same river twice," to emphasize this point. Questions may be answered
during the study or evolve into different questions as the investigation progresses.
It is important to be aware of the dynamic nature of the experience.
The fourth feature of qualitative research is its inductive nature. The
researcher begins with specific observations and individuals and builds toward
cases. The researcher may then combine these cases and discover patterns or
themes. Patton believed its inductive approach was the single most significant
characteristic of qualitative research. "The strategy of inductive designs is to allow
the important analysis dimensions to emerge from patterns found in the cases
under study without presupposing in advance what the important dimensions will
be" (Patton, 1990, p. 44).
Erickson (1986) used the metaphor of a cardboard box filled with pieces
of paper on which appear data items. Strings are tied to each piece of paper.
Finally, the mobile created by the strings and pieces of paper is lifted from the
box and viewed holistically. The task of pattern analysis is to discover and test
those linkages that make the largest possible number of connections. The
strongest assertions have the most strings attached to them. When using this
method it is easier to understand frequently occurring events than it is rare ones.
The most valid assertions are those that account for patterns found across both
rare and frequent events.
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The fifth feature of qualitative research identified by Bogdan and Biklen
(1992) is the importance of meaning as viewed from the perspective of the
participants. In order to capture these perspectives accurately, a considerable
amount of time is spent analyzing the large amounts of data collected in the field.

Addressing Credibility in Qualitative Research
Researchers using qualitative methodology must address the issue of
soundness and logic in their choice of methods. As qualitative inquiry has found
its place in educational research, much time and discussion has been given to the
language needed to assure credibility. How does one address validity? Can
qualitative research be reliable? What about issues of replicability and
generalization? Some writers dismiss these terms as unrelated and have chosen to
develop their own, less restrictive, language. Wolcott (1990), for example, stated
that asking about validity is asking the wrong question and developed his own list
of criteria to increase the credibility of his qualitative research. Maxwell (1992)
agreed with Wolcott in that "understanding is a more fundamental concept for
qualitative research than validity" (p. 281). In any case, all research must be able
to respond to "canons that stand as criteria against which the trustworthiness of
the project can be evaluated" (Marshall & Rossman, 1989, p. 144).
What is a credible qualitative research study? The integrity and skill of the
researcher are of great importance. Since the researcher is the primary
instrument, the importance of methodological skill, perceptivity, and integrity
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cannot be overstated (Patton, 1990). Through training, experience, and self
presentation, a researcher becomes an expert in "the ability to see what counts"
(Eisner, 1991, p. 34). There is no definite way to measure an investigator’s
credibility; the important thing is to report any professional or personal
information that may have affected the study. Maxwell (1992) further cautioned
against assuming there is only one correct account. Because the researcher is part
of the world which he or she is observing, it is impossible to obtain a completely
independent account of what is occurring. Therefore, it is always possible that
there could be different and equally valid accounts from different perspectives.
Reliability in qualitative research depends on a match between what actually
happened in a setting and what the investigator reported. Since the investigator is
an instrument of research, it is not likely that two investigators would necessarily
produce exactly the same report. The reports may be different and still be
reliable as long as the investigators practice rigorous use of methodology and
careful reporting of the data (Patton, 1990).
Maxwell (1992) believed any discussion of validity in qualitative research
must begin with an understanding of how qualitative researchers think about
validity. The concept of validity does not require the existence of some absolute
truth but is a way of assessing the things an investigation claims to be about.
This author identified five broad categories of understanding that are relevant in
qualitative research and five corresponding types of validity that are important.
The first concern for all qualitative researchers is descriptive validity. They wish
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to present a factual, undistorted account of what they saw and heard. Descriptive
accuracy is emphasized by all introductory courses and textbooks in qualitative
methods.
A second type of validity identified by Maxwell (1992) is interpretive
validity. Qualitative researchers are concerned with what objects, events, and
behaviors mean to people who are involved with them.

The goal of natural

inquiry is to "comprehend phenomena not on the basis of the researcher’s
perspective and categories, but from those of the participants in the situations
studied--that is, from an ‘emic’ rather than an ‘etic’ perspective" (p. 289). The
researcher uses the language of the participants to create interpretive validity,
while the researchers use their own language when describing an event to create
descriptive validity.
The third type of validity is theoretical. It has a greater degree of
abstraction, because it goes beyond the concrete description and interpretation.
Theoretical understanding comes from the explanation of an event or account; it
is a theory of some phenomenon. Maxwell said that these three types of validity,
descriptive, interpretive, and theoretical, are the most important ones in
determining whether or not a qualitative account pertains to the actual situation
on which it is based.
The fourth type of validity identified by Maxwell is generalizability. It
refers to "the extent to which one can extend the account of a particular situation
or population to other persons, times, or settings than those directly studied"
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(Maxwell, 1992, p. 293). In qualitative research, Maxwell believed generalization
can happen through the development of a theory that makes sense of the
participants in a particular setting, but also illustrates how the same process can
lead to different results in different situations. Cronbach et al. (1980) preferred
the term extrapolation (authors’ emphasis). Rigorous reporting of the setting, the
participants, and the procedures can allow interested persons to extrapolate the
findings into their own settings and context. If an investigator is interested in
creating research that has value and usefulness outside its own setting, it is
especially important to provide thick description and rich data.
The final type of validity described by Maxwell (1992) is quite different
from the others in that it "involves the application of an evaluative framework to
the objects of study, rather than a descriptive, interpretive, or explanatory one" (p.
295). He labeled this type evaluative validity. Maxwell did not believe it was as
important as the first three and was often not considered at all by qualitative
researchers who do not wish to evaluate the things they study.
There is disagreement about whether or not qualitative research can be
considered reliable or even replicable. Hutchinson (1988) thought that qualitative
research is probably not replicable, because it is so dependent on the interaction
between the creative processes and the researcher. Secondly, the effect of the
setting and context in which qualitative research occurs is a primary tenet of this
method. Shimahara (1988) did list ways to enhance reliability. These included
providing a complete description of the research, a statement of the researcher’s
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role, an accurate description of the conceptual framework of the research, and a
complete description of the methods of data collection and analysis. Maxwell
(1992), although he developed five types of validity to consider in qualitative
inquiry, felt they were of much less use to this type of research than they are
assumed to be in experimental or quantitative research.
One way of creating such data is through triangulation of data sources.
Patton (1990) defined triangulation as the combining of methodologies in the
study of some phenomena. Patton said the term is taken from land surveying in
which landmarks are identified. One landmark locates you along a line in a
direction from that landmark, but two landmarks allows you to take bearings in
two directions and locate yourself at their intersection. The triangle is the
strongest geometric shape, thus the use of the metaphor. One type of
triangulation is the triangulation of qualitative data sources, which means
"comparing and cross-checking the consistency of information derived at different
times and by different means within qualitative methods" (author’s emphasis)
(Patton, 1990, p. 467). It includes comparing observational data with interview
data, comparing private and public comments made by people, checking
consistency of responses over time, and comparing different points of view
expressed by people with different perspectives on a topic.
Wolcott (1990), who was uncomfortable with any discussion of validity
because of its scientific roots, nevertheless listed nine ways he attempted to assure
validity in his research. They are:
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1.

Talk little, listen a lot-be careful about presuming to "know" what is

happening.
2.

Record accurately.

3.

Begin writing early-accounts will move forward by successive

approximations.
4.

Let readers discover or "see" themselves by letting informants speak.

Be honest about the limitations of your data.
5.

Report fully, even comments you don’t understand, because your

readers might.
6.

Be candid-reveal personal feelings to the extent they are relevant

and withhold judgments.
7.

Seek continuous feedback from informants.

8.

Try to achieve balance by returning to the field and re-reading all

your data one more time before the last revision.
9.

Write accurately.

Wolcott (1990) believed multiple methods can enhance the strength of a
qualitative study, but he pointed out that it is a rare question which receives
exactly the same answer from two different people. Patton concurred: "It is best
not to expect everything to turn out the same" (1990, p. 467). Rather, the
consistency in overall patterns from different data sources will increase the
strength of the reported data. In addition, it is best to be open and honest about
the limitations of the data, rather than to give the reader a sense of false clarity. '
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Finally, an important element in creating credibility is a philosophical
belief in and an appreciation for naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
This belief is central to credibility.

Summary of Pilot Study
During the spring of 1992, I conducted a pilot study to see if the questions
regarding collaboration between special educators and general educators could fit
the paradigm of qualitative research.
I first met with a group of teachers of students with learning disabilities to
get feedback from them on my proposed research. They thought the study would
be feasible and useful. I next met with an elementary principal, and she
concurred that such an investigation was appropriate and also offered her building
as a possible research site. I next interviewed two special education teachers at
one elementary school, using an interview schedule that addressed some of the
questions I had regarding the process of collaboration. I then talked individually
with a teacher of students with learning disabilities at another school. This was
an informal conversation about the possibility of using her school as another
research site. Finally, I observed a teacher of students with learning disabilities in
a resource room at still another school. I also observed this teacher as she
consulted with two general education teachers in their classrooms.
This pilot study gave me confidence in choosing qualitative inquiry as the
best approach to answering my research questions. I found that some
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observational data may be gathered unexpectedly and require time flexibility on
my part. The interview questions I had developed needed editing, but they
worked in terms of getting the conversation going, although not necessarily in the
direction I had envisioned (see Appendix B). The interviews also solidified a
need for some structure because of time constraints, but an important tenet to
keep in mind is a statement made by the anthropologist Jack Weatherford: "I
learn the most when I stop asking questions, and listen to what people are telling
me" (Billings, 1992, p. 37).

The Study
Because of my desire to approximate grounded theory and create applied
research, I decided to select two sites. Two criteria were used in making my
selections. First, the school selected should have at least three special education
teachers serving three categories of students with disabilities as outlined in P. L.
94-142 (U.S. Department of Education, 1992). Second, the schools needed to be
in reasonable proximity of one another. This criterion was important because of
the unscheduled nature of most teacher consultations and the before- and afterschool time slots in which teachers usually talked to one another.
Using these criteria, I approached the principals of two elementary schools,
explained my research proposal, and asked them if they would be interested in
participating. Both were immediately enthusiastic and suggested I talk with the
special education teachers to see if they were willing to participate. These schools
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will hereafter be called Challenger School and Endeavor School. In addition, all
participants in this study have been given different names to protect their
anonymity. They will also be referred to by their first names only.
The student body and teachers in the two schools have similarities and
differences. Challenger School has a student body of 360 students and is located
in a lower- to middle-class neighborhood. There is a turnover of one-third of the
student body each school year, partly due to entering kindergarten students and
leaving fifth graders, but also due to the presence of subsidized housing. Families
are often housed in these units for short periods of time. The principal, Mary,
said this averages out to one student in or out every day of the school year.
During the 92-93 school year 35 students with English as a Second Language
(ESL) were enrolled, and 26 of those students were new to the school. Most of
these students are new immigrants to the United States, coming from war-torn
regions of the world, and have little understanding of English upon their arrival.
One hundred students receive services from Chapter I, a federal remedial
education program. Sixty percent of the students qualify for free or reduced
lunch, another federally funded program. Mary has been principal at Challenger
School for seven years.
Sam has been principal at Endeavor School for five years. This school is
located in a middle class neighborhood with minimal subsidized housing. There is
a student body of 454 children in kindergarten through fifth grade. Sam estimated
that approximately 26 students come and go during the course of the school year,
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excluding kindergarten and fifth grade students. Fourteen students receive
English as a Second Language (ESL) services, and 126 receive Chapter I services.
Thirty percent of the student body meet financial guidelines to receive free and
reduced lunch.
I next met individually with the learning disabilities (LD) teachers in both
schools. Sarah, the LD teacher at Endeavor, has worked in that school for four
years, and Chelsea has been at Challenger for the same amount of time. Because
I had served as a special education coordinator in this district and had been a
district level supervisor of both teachers, I knew them well. I also knew they
would be comfortable enough with me to be candid and forthright regarding their
involvement. I had been absent from the district for one year, and another person
had assumed my responsibilities, so the concern about my role as an evaluator
had diminished considerably. However, it was important to discuss this with both
of them openly and, more importantly, to see if they would participate.
Both agreed immediately, although they wondered how much data I could
collect on consultation with other teachers since there was so little time, and it
was so unscheduled. These comments made me recall a question posed by a
special education teacher in my pilot study, when I told her I planned to choose
one or two sites for my study. She asked, "But what if we aren’t very good at
consultation? What will you learn?" As I had with her, I explained to each of
them that this study was not to evaluate their performance; the goal of my
research question was to understand things as they are.
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I did not talk directly to the teachers of the mentally disabled or the
speech and language pathologists in either site at this time. Instead, I asked the
learning disabilities teachers to tell them about my plans. My past experience in
working in elementary schools is that teachers will be more honest with fellow
teachers than with an outside person, especially one who has served in an
administrative capacity. In any case, I knew the acceptance by the learning
disabilities teachers would give me sufficient access to conduct a credible study.
Later I heard from an administrator that the teachers at Endeavor School had
told her they were really excited about "working with Noell." I laid all this
groundwork in May, because teachers start the school year on the run, and it is
difficult for them if significant changes occur without warning. Teaching is like a
train leaving the station in September. It is hard to jump on board when it is
moving at 80 miles per hour. I also knew that participants could change because
of staff changes over the summer. Luckily, this was minimal in that only one
special education teacher of the seven involved left the school system.
This study involved observations and interviews with general educators
also. However, their selection would occur naturally as the special educators
served students from their classrooms and became involved with them. My initial
plan was to involve six teachers from each building, three special educators, and
three general educators. This number grew to more general educators involved in
observations, because some special educators developed collaborative
relationships with several teachers. In addition, two teachers share a special
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education position at one school; I involved both of them through interviews,
although I observed only one of them in collaborative relationships. Intensity of
involvement changed for some participants, but others maintained significant
involvement throughout.
I waited until school had been in session two weeks before I called the
principals. At this point, they also signed the permission form (see Appendix C
for all consent forms used in this study). They suggested I attend the first faculty
meeting to explain my research study to everyone, and this meeting was not
scheduled until the last week of September. I wanted to begin my fieldwork prior
to that time, so I arranged meetings with special educators in both buildings in
mid-September.
When I called Sarah, the LD teacher at Endeavor School, she invited me
to join her and the other special educators for lunch in her room the following
Monday. She explained that they had established this regular meeting time in
order to have time to talk to one another. Sometimes regular educators stopped
in to talk (her room is across from the teachers lounge), but most of the time it
was the three of them. I offered to bring sandwiches, and so I began.
At that initial meeting, I explained my research proposal and left them
each a permission form (see Appendix C), which contained a brief description of
my study, the voluntary nature of their participation, and a pledge to maintain
confidentiality.

Erin, the speech and language pathologist, and Joanna, the

teacher of the mentally disabled, immediately agreed to participate, but I
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suggested they read the brief explanation and put the signed form in my mailbox
in the school office. Two opportunities to observe cooperative teaching
arrangements were scheduled. Sarah said another good time to see teachers
talking with one another would be from 8:15 to 8:30 in the teachers’ lounge. This
was one time of the day that teachers at Endeavor School tried to get togethernot all of them came, but it was an established ritual in this school. Joanna said
she was just setting up a regular meeting time with two teachers and thought after
school would be the best time to observe her in consultation with others. I again
thought about how helpful it was going to be to have the two sites in close
proximity so that I could spend minimal time driving. I also thought about the
swing-shift quality to this research. I would need to figure out how to use the
breaks in observation opportunities constructively. I asked Sarah and Erin to
approach the classroom teachers in whose rooms they were working, explain my
research briefly, and ask them how they would feel about me spending time in
their rooms. If they were agreeable, I would plan to meet with them one-to-one.
Meeting with the special education teachers weekly during their lunch break
seemed like a good idea, so we set that time aside on a permanent basis.
At Challenger School, I talked with Chelsea, the LD teacher, and Deanna,
the speech and language pathologist, the following day. Chelsea had arranged
several regular meeting times with teachers who served students on her caseload.
These meetings were scheduled at 8:10 a.m., and Deanna also planned to attend
them if the students were receiving speech and language services from her. My
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schedule began to fill in, and again, I was grateful for the close proximity of the
buildings.
The involvement with the teachers of the mentally disabled at Challenger
School took longer to arrange for several reasons. First, they each worked half
days and shared one position. Their classroom was located in a semi-basement'
area of the school, which created a physical distance from the other classrooms.
In addition, they were engaged in direct instruction with students in their own
classrooms a majority of their time. One of the teachers spent brief periods of
time in general education classrooms two days per week. The other teacher did
not. They both knew me, but I sensed a reluctance on their part to get involved
with the project. I decided to wait to talk with them until after I met with the
entire faculty. I definitely wanted them to be involved if at all possible, and since
they did consult with classroom teachers regarding several of their students, it
seemed realistic to expect that it could happen. I eventually began observations
with one of the teachers of the mentally disabled; I did not observe the afternoon
teacher in consultation but did interview her, so the perspectives of all special
educators are reflected in the corpus data.
Observation began in mid-September and continued throughout October.
At that point, I took a brief vacation from the field, as suggested by Stainback and
Stainback (1988). I also began to notice repetition in what I was observing, so it
was time to review my field notes. My notes had been kept in two five-subject
notebooks, one for each building. I had developed a note-taking system which
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involved an alphabetic writing system (Lemaster & Hankin, 1990) and a
continually evolving filing system. After each observation, I reviewed and
summarized content as well as jotting down personal reflections. I also
maintained a journal on my computer at home, but I was less diligent in this
effort.
At this point, I developed an interview format to use with general and
special educators in other sites for the purpose of validation of the research
findings. Using the data gathered from the observations, my journal, and the pilot
study, I created a list of open-ended questions (see Appendix B). This was an
adaptation of the constant comparative methods discussed earlier in this chapter.
Next, I contacted the principals at two other elementary schools in the district in
order to arrange for interviews with a similar makeup of teachers to those I had
been observing in the research sites. These schools were chosen because they
served a similar special education population, as did the two research sites.
Again, the principals were enthusiastic and nominated special education and
general education teachers on their staff whom they knew were involved in
collaborative relationships.
I interviewed a special educator in each building first and asked her to
nominate general educators who had worked closely with her. These interviews
lasted 30-45 minutes and were conducted over a ten-day period in mid-November.
Immediately after each interview, I filled out my notes, using a different colored
pen. I interviewed a total of seven teachers, four special educators, and three
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general educators. I had also returned to the field and continued observing in the
original research sites.
Since I was interested in using both the observation data and constant
comparative interview data in developing my final interview questions, I began the
process of coding. I turned to the qualitative inquiry literature at this point, in
particular, the general coding strategies developed by Bogdan and Biklen (1992).
The questions I asked fit into setting, perspectives, ways of thinking, and activity
codes. Since these questions had been developed from ideas based on the
observation field notes, it was possible to identify some patterns and emerging
themes. Since the data from the constant comparative interviews were very
manageable, I took time to manually code data under headings, creating a crude
matrix.
I also listed new ideas or thoughts put forth by the participants in the
constant comparative interviews, which would not have been observable but
needed the interview format to give them voice. The final interview questions
were formulated (see Appendix B). I began this portion of the research
immediately after Thanksgiving and slowly withdrew from observations in the
field. Some relationships had come to a natural ending, and others occurred
because of events, such as a child moving out of the district and changes in
teaching routines. I had also noted which relationships required more
observational data, so I concentrated on filling out my field notes in those areas
during this final month.
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As I prepared for my interviews, I used frequency of observations and
depth of gathered data to select an equal number of teachers from special
education and general education. In the end, I interviewed 15 teachers, using only
slightly different wording of questions for special educators and general educators.
I did not change the content of the question but did change the points of view if it
was appropriate to do so.
During the three months that I spent in the field, I observed 12 regular
education teachers and six special education teachers in the two schools. In
addition, I interviewed eight general education teachers and seven special
educators. This tunneling of research that Bogdan and Biklen (1992) addressed
occurred naturally as events interfered or relationships discontinued. For
example, one general educator I had observed on two occasions in consultation
with the special educator early in my research had two personal events occur
which resulted in cancellations of scheduled consultations. These events were
serious and stressful in nature, so I chose to pull back from that relationship.
Another general educator asked that her scheduled meetings with the learning
disabilities teacher be suspended, because she was so busy dealing with issues in
her classroom.
The manner in which participant observation is conducted falls along a
continuum. For example Bogdan and Biklen (1992) said that on one extreme is
the complete observer, and at the other extreme is going native (authors’ italics).
Although I was on a leave of absence from the district, most participants in this
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study knew me and would expect that I would be involved in conversations and
activities. In order to assume a new role, that of an observer and learner, I was
thorough in explaining my role. One participant said she would like to know what
I thought about some things when they were discussing, and I told her that if she
asked me a direct question, I would certainly answer; however, they needed to '
think of me as another colleague, not as a person with all the answers. In
addition, there were times in the classroom when a child would need help, and
everyone was busy. At those times I assisted the child. This responses was a
natural one practiced by most adults when in a classroom and a child needs help.
My role as an observer was described by Cusik (1973) as the role of "the
observer as a limited participant" and the "observer as a non-participant." He
described the first role as follows: "The observer would join a group for the
expressed purpose of studying it. The members would, perhaps more than likely,
know of the researcher’s intent in joining the group" (p. 233).

The second role

was described as: "without group membership. Here the presence of the observer
may not even be known to the group and if it were known, he would still be
outside the group" (p. 233). The adult participants in this study knew why I was
there, but I was not often part of the group; the children usually did not, although
in one case I was referred to as "that other lady who comes with you" by one of
the fifth grade students in a classroom in which I observed.
In developing questions for the interviews, I chose a standardized openended interview format. Patton (1990) described this type as "a set of questions
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carefully worded and arranged with the intention of taking each respondent
through the same sequence and asking each respondent the same questions with
essentially the same words" (p. 280). I chose this format for two reasons: to
minimize the possibility of bias and to maintain a reasonable time frame. I was
only partially successful in meeting these criteria. Most interviews lasted 30 to’40
minutes, but they ranged from 20 minutes to 70 minutes in length. I tape
recorded all of these interviews and had the tapes transcribed for data analysis.
The questions were arranged so that factual data was addressed early in the
interview, followed by questions dealing with perspectives, and concluding with
questions requiring opinions and statements of belief.
This study resulted in 147 pages of transcription from the interviews and 88
pages of observational data from the two research sites. There were additional
notes from the constant comparison study and from my journal. I again took a
vacation from the study during the Christmas holidays and began my data analysis
in January.
The analysis of my field notes proceeded in fits and starts with occasional
stalls. Putting the interview transcripts aside, I first read through all of my
observational data twice. As I read, I kept a running list of words, phrases, topics,
speculations, and thoughts. These resulted in 102 initial codes from the
observational data alone. Next, I sorted these initial codes into nine of the ten
general categories suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (1992). Although this
framework helped me interact and get involved with my data, I eventually
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changed several of the coding categories so that they described my particular data.
For example, I developed seven categories under which I was able to place 45
codes. I created initials for each of these codes to use in analyzing the data.
As I worked my way through the observational data once again, I
underlined and coded in the margins, developing the codes and noting them on a
master sheet as I went. At this point, I also began to write memos, in which I
identified emerging patterns and themes. Some of these statements were really
questions. I dated each memo as I wrote it.
I followed a similar pattern with the interview transcriptions. Some of the
categories were identical to those used in the observation analysis. However,
different categories resulted from the different nature of the data gathered in the
interviews. I also continued memoing as well as reviewing previous memos.
Using these memos as references, I identified 12 themes which emerged
from the corpus data and created individual files with a categorical heading and
one thematic statement attached to it.

A few of the statements had smaller

categories or substatements also.
I made two extra copies of all the data and placed the original copies in a
safe place, undisturbed and in their original order and form. Using the extra
copies, I began the process of sorting by cutting up the already coded data and
placing it in the files. From this process, I created a data bank, thick with
description, upon which I developed thematic statements.
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Glesne and Peshkin (1992) discussed the two-tiered process of coding by
first explaining early data analysis as a process of "organizing what you have seen,
heard, and read so that you can make sense of what you have learned" (p. 127).
Later data analysis requires the researcher to make sense of what he or she has
learned. "Coding is a progressive process of sorting and defining and defining and
sorting those scraps of collected data. By putting like-minded pieces together we
create an organizational framework" (p. 133).
The process of my investigation proceeded as I had originally envisioned it
in September. It was important to be flexible in its sequential progress, and it was
equally important to be rigorous in how I documented what did occur. By
practicing careful research methodology, the resulting data allowed me to discover
emerging themes and patterns, which will be reported in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

While I was in the field, I followed a semi-structured format in conducting
my research. First, I spent time observing teachers in both consultation and in
cooperative teaching settings. I observed special educators interacting with as
many different teachers as possible. As time passed, relationships developed and
waned, and my observations began to focus on a smaller number of teachers. The
special educators I observed remained constant throughout, but the number of
general educators I observed narrowed. When I began to notice a repetition in
data gathered in some consultative settings, I concentrated on others that needed
more depth in descriptive data. In the first section of this chapter, I describe my
observations of consultation and cooperative teaching in each school. Next, I
summarize the results of the constant comparative study I conducted midway
through my investigation. In the third section, I report the data collected through
the interviews. In the final section, I identify key linkages in the corpus data and
arrive at concluding themes and emerging theory. I have chosen to report the
results of my investigation in chronological order and conclude each section with a
brief summary of my understanding at that point in my investigation. My goal is
to give the reader a sense of the development of my understanding of
94
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collaboration between special educators and general educators as it occurred in
these two schools.

The Practice of Collaboration
Consultation Practice at Challenger School
During the time I observed teachers who were involved in consultation, I
usually arrived at one of the schools early in the morning, because that is the only
time that teachers are alone in their classrooms until after school when the
students have been dismissed. Every building had teachers who arrived by 7:00
a.m., but most teachers came to work around 8:00 a.m. The offices were always
busy places at that time as teachers stopped to check their mailboxes. Usually the
telephone was ringing because parents were notifying the school personnel of
children’s pending absences for the day. The telephones in the lounge and office
were usually being used since teachers also needed to contact parents or make
appointments. When the children arrived, their attention was focused on them.
Sometimes Individualized Education Program (IEP) meetings were convened
before school, but most meetings were much shorter because of the press of the
busy day looming before everyone. I found myself hurrying to get to a building
for an observation that often lasted less than 15 minutes. The following narrative
is a description of one observational meeting. Although what is reported refers to
one particular observation, in many ways it is representative of a typical
consultation between a special educator and a general educator.
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I parked my car right behind the secretary’s car, on a quiet, tree-shaded
residential street. It was 8:00 a.m., and I knew she had already been busy at work
for a half-hour. As I walked across the street to the main entrance, I noticed
several children already waiting outside, although the first bell doesn’t ring until
8:30. Parents drop their children off on the way to work, and some children ju$t
like to be the first ones in line. I recognized two children from the Resource
Room, where Chelsea, the learning disabilities teacher, and Deanna, the speech
and language pathologist, spend much of their time, and greeted them. I opened
the large front door and saw the custodian vacuuming the carpet in the front
entrance. On the way to the second floor, I stepped inside the office to check my
mailbox and then walked across the hall to the teachers’ lounge. It was empty,
except for one person using the telephone, which is usual at this time of the day.
Teachers in this school eat lunch together in the lounge, but it is often empty the
rest of the day. I hung up my coat and headed up the stairs. The second floor
was quiet, but I could see light coming from several classrooms. I walked into the
Resource Room and saw that Chelsea had already started the coffee and was
getting materials ready for the school day. We talked briefly, filled our coffee
cups, and started down the hall to Matt’s room. Matt and Chelsea have a
regularly scheduled meeting every Monday to discuss two students who have
significant educational needs.
Matt was seated at his desk at the back of his classroom, head bent over
papers on his desk. He smiled as we entered, pushed his chair back and reached
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for his coffee cup. We found chairs nearby and sat near his desk. I purposely
pulled myself away from the two of them, hoping they would forget about me.
"They blew the test last Friday, " Matt commented as we sat down. Chelsea
replied, "Maybe I should read it aloud to them. I could modify the format too."
Chelsea made a couple of suggestions to make the test easier to read. Matt
nodded and said he had it on his computer, so he could make the changes, but he
couldn’t do it right away because he had to get to the office before the students
came in. Chelsea again offered, "Let me do it this time. I had a book with
suggestions for modifications. Do you know which one I mean, Noell?" she asked.
"I lost my copy." I said I’d bring mine to school. The two of them continued their
discussion about one student’s personal style in the classroom and Matt’s concern
with the pull-out time coming in the middle of a class activity, because this
student has difficulty getting started when he returned. Chelsea said she would
see if her aide could come in with him. The first bell rang, and the conversation
ended quickly as we all stood up, preparing for the arrival of students.
Chelsea and I walked down the hall, meeting incoming students and
teachers walking toward their classrooms. In the Resource Room we met the
school psychologist who was waiting to talk to Chelsea about a student she was to
evaluate. They discussed his general behavior, health concerns, and family
makeup, ending with a personal discussion about Chelsea’s planned house sale.
The school psychologist left to get the student she planned to evaluate.
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Deanna, the speech and language pathologist, came in with paper in hand
and joined us briefly. (She had been talking with teachers and making telephone
contacts with parents.) I commented that I thought Matt was willing to make the
test modifications himself. Chelsea agreed, but said she wanted to do them the
first time. Deanna was interested in Matt’s reactions to the suggestion for
modifications and said it was gratifying to see a teacher willing to make changes
for one or two students. Two children came into the room about the same time,
one to see Chelsea and the other to see Deanna. Our conversation ended
abruptly as both teachers greeted their students and walked to their respective
teaching areas. The school day had begun. I jotted a few notes at the table in
Chelsea’s office area and listened to the sounds of teachers and students as they
began working together. For the remainder of the morning, teachers would be
busy with students most of the time. I waved to Chelsea as I left the Resource
Room, walked down the hall and down the stairs to the lounge for my coat. I
glanced around the room; no one was present. Teachers were busy doing what
they do best: teaching students.
The consultation meetings I observed at Challenger were similar in content
and style to the foregoing description. They occurred before school, were
scheduled for a regular time, and lasted no more than 15 minutes. Chelsea said
she scheduled regular meeting times with teachers of her students who had more
severe needs and discussed other students over lunch, in the hall, or in impromptu
conversations initiated by her or the teacher. Some planned consultation times
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were terminated while I was observing because teachers did not wish to meet
unless there was a problem. The influx of a large group of Kurdish refugee
families to the school area had resulted in need for immediate focus on them.
One morning when Chelsea and I went to Matt’s room, a new Kurdish student
had arrived. Matt was busy trying to make her feel welcome without being able
to communicate with her. Obviously, that child took precedence, and, after
greeting her with a smile, we left.
I also observed a teacher of the mentally disabled, a classroom teacher,
and the speech and language pathologist on three occasions. These conversations
focused on one child but followed a similar pattern in that many topics were
discussed. These scheduled meetings were stopped when the immediate concern
of using a facilitative communication device was accomplished. The three of them
agreed that regular meetings were not necessary when problems were not
pressing. In later conversations with all parties, it was clear that the teachers
continued to talk regularly but in a less organized fashion. In fact, I believe the
serendipitous nature of teacher consultation is the normal mode of
communication in a school. The scheduled meetings were the exception rather
than the rule. Because of this, it became clear to me that interviews may well be
the best way to gather data about teacher consultation. They would also
corroborate or dispute the themes that I had begun to develop. I saw no evidence
of extensive record keeping during consultation. Some teachers jotted brief notes;
others simply listened and talked. I did see evidence of follow through in
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subsequent conversations. For example, Chelsea, the learning disabilities (LD)
teacher, did bring the modifications book to the next meeting with Matt, and
progress on use of the augmentative communication device was discussed at every
observed meeting with the teacher of the mentally disabled, the speech and
language pathologist, and the classroom teacher.
Most consultations at Challenger were focused on student concerns. If a
child had behavior problems, they were discussed first. Social and emotional
issues, health and hygiene, and medical concerns were common topics. Many
educational areas were discussed. Teachers addressed learning style, needs,
performance, strength, and curriculum materials. Often parental viewpoints and
personality became part of the discussion, especially if the parent was quite
involved in school activities, or the teachers wished the parent were more
involved. In this school, the LX) teacher often offered information about the
parent first. In one case, however, the classroom teacher was equally involved
with the parent. Conversations were seldom centered on one topic or even one
student. They might be focused on one student initially, but if time allowed, other
students were included in the conversation. Also, both general educators and
special educators talked equally. Some consultations included both Chelsea and
Deanna when the child was seen by both of them. The LD teacher often gave
suggestions for instructional modification, while the speech and language
pathologist asked questions about classroom performance or student behavior.
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Consultation Practice at Endeavor School
The following narrative is an accurate description of a consultative meeting
at Endeavor School. I chose this particular observation because it is
representative of a unique type of collaborative meeting, one attended only by
special educators.
I walked into Endeavor School at 11:30 a.m., bag lunch in hand. Endeavor
is a one-story, U-shaped building. I could hear children’s voices and smell the
evidence of hot lunch coming from the gymnasium area located at the base of the
U. Sam, the principal, was talking with a teacher by the door to the gym; and as
he turned to enter, he waved to me. I turned right, passed the office and saw the
secretaries busy at their desks. Two teachers were in the entrance area, one using
the telephone and another checking his mailbox. I have walked this hallway many
times, but I still forget which door opens to Sarah’s resource room. Sarah is the
LD teacher at Endeavor, and the three special education teachers have a standing
Monday noon lunch date. Others passing along the corridor sometimes step in to
talk on the way to the lounge or the office. This time of the day is a busy, noisy
time as students come and go from their classrooms and outdoors, weather
permitting.
Sarah and Erin, the speech and language pathologist, were seated at a
student-sized table, with their lunches before them. Last week Erin had attended
a workshop on facilitative communication, a hot topic these days since this
technology has resulted in breakthroughs in communication with some students
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with autism. I asked her how it was, as I sat down to join them for lunch. Erin
said the content reinforced what she already knew. Sarah said they were trying to
prepare for an after-school meeting with Hallie, a second-grade teacher. Both
Sarah and Erin are spending a half-hour daily in Hallie’s room to provide services
to a student new to the school this year. Hallie had given Sarah a paper that the
student had completed. The two of them analyzed the student’s written work as
Sarah explained the process the student had used in completing it. Their goal was
to understand the student’s thought processes to see how they could best assist
him. This conversation continued for several minutes as they continued to
analyze the student’s work. Erin said she wished she knew the questions Hallie
had asked the student to help him, because she thought that would help her.
Finally, they put the paper aside, saying they would talk about it more with Hallie.
Both wondered aloud about whether the "in-classroom service" was the best way
to help the student and the classroom teacher with his challenging needs. Next,
Sarah brought up a discussion she had the previous week with a classroom
teacher. "I wish you had been here, Erin, I needed to talk to someone so badly."
Both turned to me and Sarah said, with Erin nodding in agreement, "We need
each other to vent. We are like a support group for one another." The movement
toward including students with special needs in the general education classroom
has put new pressures on general educators, and often the special educators are
questioned about the philosophy. One teacher had told Sarah, "A friend of mine
had said it best. If I wanted to be a special education teacher, I would have gone
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to school to be one." As the two of them talked further, Sarah said they both
agreed that it was fear of the unknown. "I told her I was afraid, too, and the
teacher agreed that was probably what it was about." The conversation next
moved to the arrival of a Kurdish family with several children who would be
attending Endeavor. Teachers were worried about how they could teach children
with little or no English, so there was more pressure than usual. "It really helps
to have someone to talk to," both agreed.
Sandra, a classroom teacher with whom Sarah co-teaches, stepped inside
briefly, and they discussed the lesson plan for that afternoon. Sandra has agreed
to having me observe them engaged in co-teaching in her classroom, and as she
left she said to me with a smile, "This is how we consult-in about 30 seconds!"
The above description is typical of an on-going consultative relationship
among special educators at Endeavor School. Sarah had told me she had
attempted to create an open door policy for teachers. The location of her room
close to the lounge and near the office made spontaneous discussions possible,
and the Monday noon meeting allowed the special education department time to
meet as a group to discuss work as well as to provide support for one another.
This regular meeting of special educators was unique to Emdeavor. I had
attempted to arrange a noon meeting with the LD teacher and speech and
language pathologist at Challenger School, so we could have informal meeting
time. The other two special education teachers in the building shared one
position as teachers of the mentally disabled, so they were either leaving school or
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just arriving during noon. We did not meet regularly, because it did not fit the
style of these teachers and was less useful to them.
During the time I observed, the only teacher at Endeavor who had
regularly scheduled consultation times with general education teachers was
Joanna, the teacher of the mentally disabled. She had started the policy this fall,
because some of her students were being integrated into music and general
education classrooms for the first time. All consultations occurred after school
and lasted from 10 to 30 minutes. I observed her in consultation with a classroom
teacher and a music teacher, each a total of two times. I had planned to continue
observations with the classroom teacher and Joanna, but two events occurred in
October which caused me to change my plans. First, a long-time neighbor of the
teacher was murdered. A short time later, her husband had a heart attack. I
decided to discontinue my observations in her classroom, because I did not want
to create any more stress.
Consultations with Mary, the music teacher, occurred after school in the
music room. This room was on the same corridor as the special education rooms.
I found Joanna in her classroom, and we walked the short distance to the music
room. Students were busy putting away the chairs and equipment as we joined
Mary at her desk. Mary said she had arranged for volunteer student helpers so
she would have some time to meet with teachers after school. This was the first
year Mary had students with moderate mental disabilities included in her regular
classes. Before, these students had attended an adaptive music class as a small
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group. Joanna asked Mary about the social behavior of a student with autism and
how peers were reacting. Mary was concerned that the students’ peers did not
always set good examples. Throughout the conversation, Mary asked about
instructional expectations for the students. They discussed what the goals for
different students should be when using a musical instrument such as a recorder.
Mary said if the student with autism would "just blow" that would be sufficient,
and Joanna concurred. They explained to me that this student was not yet willing
to put her lips around the mouthpiece of the recorder. As they discussed Joanna’s
other students’ performance, they finally decided to see "how it goes." Joanna
thought one student could probably do as well as everyone. Joanna then asked
Mary about her plans until Christmas, and they discussed them briefly, and we all
got up to leave. This consultation lasted 30 minutes.
What isn’t mentioned in the above description is a tragic event that
occurred the previous night. The school secretary had suffered an aneurysm and
was not expected to survive. The stress and strain showed on people’s faces as
they tried to go about their work in spite of the terrible shock. Everyone in a
school knows the school secretary, and most of the teachers talk to her daily. The
atmosphere at Endeavor was heavy with dread that day, but the business of
schooling continued. The next morning, the secretary at Challenger told me that
the secretary at Endeavor had died the previous afternoon, probably near the time
we had been meeting. Joanna had been a close friend of the secretary, and I
again felt that I needed to pull away. It was mid-November, and, although I
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would have liked to observe more consultative meetings in which she was
involved, it didn’t seem appropriate. I could use data from her interview.
Sarah, the LD teacher, did consult one day each week at a nearby private
school. I did not observe her in that setting, but she spoke to me about how
rewarding it was. She said the teacher worked as a tutor to students who needed
remedial help and was very knowledgeable about individualization. Sarah spent
one consultative meeting explaining some learning strategies to improve writing
skills. Another time, the teacher had brought the cumulative files of several
students to the meeting, so Sarah could help her determine whether or not these
students should be referred for assessment. Although they spent only a half-hour
together one day a week, Sarah said the time was very productive, and the teacher
was enthusiastic and grateful for the assistance. "She knows what I’m talking
about and knows the students very well, so I feel so good about what we’re doing
together."
The Practice of Cooperative Teaching
I observed four cooperative teaching relationships. Three of the four
occurred at Endeavor. As I analyzed the data, I discovered that each one was
unique with few similarities, so I will describe each of them.
Sandra, a fifth-grade teacher at Endeavor, and Sarah, the LD teacher, have
been co-teaching for three years. A curriculum which teaches sentence writing
strategies is at the core of their shared teaching and provided a vehicle for
beginning. Both had received training in the strategy, which teaches students how
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to write simple and complicated sentences. Sarah wanted to provide writing
instruction to students on her caseload in a general education setting. She invited
Sandra to attend the workshop with her, and it was the beginning of an on-going
cooperative teaching relationship that has expanded beyond that curriculum into
the English instruction in that classroom for the entire year. When I observed in
the fall, they were engaged in a cooperative teaching arrangement four days a
week for about a half hour. I observed 14 times from mid-September to early
November. During that time Sarah also had a student teacher who accompanied
her to the classroom daily. Therefore, there were three adults present at all
times.
On a typical day, we would enter the classroom just as Sandra was finishing
a lesson. Sarah and she talked briefly about arrangements for the lesson, and
sometimes Sandra would comment on the general classroom atmosphere that day
or on one student’s behavior. This never took more than 30 seconds. As Sarah
took her place at the front of the room, Sandra walked toward the back, turned,
and observed the instruction. She occasionally circulated in the room as she
identified students who needed help. The student teacher was often busy working
with one student in the glassed-off area at the rear of the room; on other
occasions, he also would stand at the back. All eyes were focused on Sarah as she
began the lesson. Sandra assumed the role of an assistant to Sarah as well as an
observer of her students’ performance. Sarah later told me that Sandra liked the
opportunity to see her students from a different perspective. On occasion, Sandra
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would join Sarah at the front of the room to write sentences and student
responses on the board. During most lessons, there was. time for individualized
help, and every adult in the room circulated, helping students as they raised their
hands. On occasion I also helped if a student had his or her hand up for awhile,
and all the adults were busy with others. One day Sandra told me that a student
had asked her if Sarah and "that other lady" were coming in. "I guess you are now
the other lady, Noell," Sandra laughed.
Interruptions occurred on several occasions. Someone came to the door,
an ill child had to leave quickly, or students had to leave for orchestra practice.
While Sarah continued with instruction, Sandra took care of the interruptions.
One day a mother brought two cats to the door just as the lesson was ending.
Often I wondered how one teacher could possibly handle the demands of
individualization required in this particular curriculum, as well as the interruptions
that occurred during the 30 minutes I was present.
In addition to the small interruptions described above, events occurred
which resulted in either cancellation of the class that day or a change in schedule.
On one occasion as we entered the room, Sandra said, "We’ll have to cut this
short today. I need to settle a problem." Someone was shooting pencils, and
Sandra needed time to discuss it with the class.
A Kurdish student with no English proficiency was placed in Sandra’s class
in early October. Shortly after he arrived, many items in the classroom had
labels, both in English and Arabic. The student teacher began tutoring this
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student in the glassed-off area during the cooperative teaching time, because the
lessons were so strongly language-based. This student was very bright and quickly
learned enough English to communicate. One day as we entered her classroom,
Sandra said to me, "_______needs to learn to play.” She said four years of
experiences living in a refugee camp had not given him opportunities to be a
child. She arranged for two of her students (who could miss some of the sentence
writing lessons without harm to them) to spend time playing games with him in
the glassed-off area. As Sarah and Sandra conducted the large group instruction,
I could see the three students laughing and talking as they played a board game.
Sandra also told me about the effect a science experiment had on him. All the
students were eagerly awaiting the arrival of the white rats for this experiment.
This student was horrified to see his classmates handling them and was visibly
shaken. Rats were not something to play with in a refugee camp, and Sandra
took time with him trying to help him understand the differences.
On another day, Sarah called to tell me class had been canceled so that
school counselors could spend time with the students in Sandra’s class. The father
of one of her students had been killed in a hunting accident. This occurred the
same week as the death of the secretary. Routines are abandoned when events
such as these occur.
During the times I observed, Sarah was the primary teacher, with Sandra
taking the role of assistant and observer. This arrangement was by agreement and
was more a function of curriculum and convenience. Two times Sarah had to
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attend meetings, and instruction continued with Sandra as the teacher. This team
had worked together for three years and had developed their unique style. They
told me that when the curriculum changed later in the year, they would exchange
roles.
Sarah and Erin, the speech and language pathologist, were both involved in
a fledgling cooperative teaching arrangement in Hallie’s second-grade classroom
at Endeavor. A student with complicated learning needs had been placed in this
classroom after spending the previous year in a special classroom in another
school. Last spring at the IEP meeting at the other school, Sarah and Erin, along
with other team members, had decided that service in the classroom would be
most appropriate. The student was receiving services in the classroom, but the
three teachers were puzzled and challenged by the student’s unique learning style.
(This is the student the two of them were discussing when I joined them at a
Monday lunch meeting described earlier in this chapter.)
Sarah and Erin did not routinely schedule regular consultation meetings,
preferring to meet with teachers when a need arose. This student posed unique
challenges, and the three teachers felt a need to sit down without any
interruptions for a longer period of time than could be arranged during the school
day. I was able to observe two hour-long meetings. One meeting was held after
school and the second one was held before school, beginning at 7:30 a.m. This
student was the focus of the entire meeting. The first meeting covered a wide
range of topics.including family characteristics, learning style, educational
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progress, IEP goals, and relationships with peers. In addition to the child-focused
nature of these topics, they also shared their feelings of inadequacy about meeting
his needs and questioned whether serving him only in the classroom was
appropriate. During this meeting, Sarah offered to conduct a reading group in the
room, but Hallie was not certain that would work, because a student teacher was
going to begin working in her room the next week and needed to have the
opportunity to teach that reading group. The Chapter I teacher (for
compensatory education) would also be coming into the classroom the next week.
From two teachers in the room, the number had grown to four. Erin thought she
would consider some pull-out time if the lesson was not meeting the language
goals. At the end of the meeting, the three agreed to meet again to review the
goals written last spring. Hallie thought the expectation*; were too high to be met
within the year, and she voiced feelings of responsibility. They did not change the
service plan at this time, so I knew the next time I observed in that classroom, two
more adults would be present. I wondered how that would work.
My observations began after this initial meeting. Sarah and Erin each
spent a half-hour in the classroom during the hour of reading instruction. The
students were divided into two groups, according to reading progress. The smaller
group, in which the student of immediate concern was placed, was at a lower
instructional level and used a different basal text. This is the group both Hallie
and Erin routinely joined in consecutive half-hour time slots. The first time I
observed, Sarah did conduct a reading group. After that initial observation, the -
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teacher, the student teacher, or the Chapter I teacher conducted separate groups.
Sarah and Erin either sat or stood near the student and assumed the role of
private tutor to the student. They re-directed him to the lesson when he became
distracted, talked to him quietly to explain activities, attempted to get him to
participate when questions were asked, and generally kept him on task and
involved. The Chapter I teacher entered the classroom about midpoint in the
observation time. With direction from the classroom teacher, she then led
instruction in the small group; and Erin, who came in about the time as the
Chapter I teacher did, continued in the assistant role. Privately, Sarah wondered
if there were too many adults in the room, and Erin thought she was not helping
him at the correct time of day. She would have preferred to be in the room a
half-hour later, but that was her lunch break, something she knew she needed.
Hallie also continued to have concerns, so another consultation meeting was
scheduled at 7:30 a.m., the only available time in the next. week.
That morning I followed another teacher into the quiet building; a few
other teachers were already in their rooms preparing for the teaching day. Hallie,
Erin, and Sarah were gathered around the table in Sarah’s room. They were
discussing whether or not the parent had been giving the student medication for
attention deficit disorder. The parent may not have understood that the student
must take the medication continuously. Sarah had the student’s IEP open before
her and suggested that they read the Present Level of Functioning (PLF)
statement the team had written last spring. After Sarah read it aloud, Erin
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commented, "It makes so much more sense after you know the child. When we
wrote this, I didn’t know him at all." The three agreed to read each goal and its
objectives to see if they were accurate and appropriate. Using this format to
guide their discussion, they discussed the student’s behavior, grasp of language
concepts, math achievement, and comprehension. Throughout, they discussed
instructional methods they had tried and the student’s subsequent responses.
From this discussion, they agreed to try several modifications and to lower the
expectations for rate of progress on the IEP goals. Sarah asked Hallie how she
could be more beneficial and helpful to her in the classroom. Hallie said she
thought he may need more one-to-one instruction than he could get in a
classroom setting, and Erin said she would continue to pull him out when she felt
he could benefit. They all concurred that some pull-out service was needed to
improve comprehension skills. Sarah said she would check his comprehension
and investigate the use of some computer software for instruction in
comprehension. They agreed to meet again in about three weeks to check on
progress. Sarah later told me that Hallie had said the meeting was so helpful to
her, because it caused her to maintain a perspective on her responsibilities in the
progress of this student.
When I returned to observation in the classroom a few days after this
meeting, the special education teachers continued their assistance to the student
while the student teacher or Chapter I teacher conducted the small group. What
did change dramatically was the student’s progress. At one point, Sarah turned to
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me and mouthed, "Bright!" The student had successfully answered the teacher’s
questions and was obviously pleased with himself. After that observation, Sarah
said he had done very well on a workbook activity she had planned to do in pull
out. The student’s success continued the next day, and Sarah said she had felt
unneeded, because he was performing so well on an activity they had thought he
couldn’t do. It was as if the student had changed overnight. I personally
wondered whether the student had resumed medication for attention deficit
disorder. In any case, everyone was pleased with the student’s success.
I was out of the field for the next week, and when I returned to Endeavor
to resume observations, Sarah told me that the student in Hallie’s class was
moving to another city. She was concerned, because the IEP written last spring
was not really an accurate description of the student’s present functioning. Erin
and she had decided to call the appropriate people at his new school to update
them. Observations continued for the next week. One day Hallie conducted a
whole group lesson on the calendar for November. The student was able to
answer questions related to his birthday, including his plan to bring treats. He did
not say anything about moving before his birthday, although the teachers had
been told he would. Sarah and Erin continued to assist the student while the
teacher or student teacher taught.
The next week at Endeavor School was very difficult. The secretary died
on Monday. On Tuesday afternoon, the student found out he was moving. He
had not been told previously and cried when he found out about it. Sarah told
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me she had also cried when she found out how upset the student was. Hallie was
absent because of a family illness; Sarah said she, too, was upset because she had
not even been able to say good-bye to the student. On Wednesday there was not
school because of Veteran’s Day, and Thursday the staff attended the secretary’s
funeral in the morning. Everyone looked drained when I came to the school that
afternoon. What a week!
This particular combination of observations of meetings and cooperative
teaching was an opportunity to see whether problem-solving in teacher
consultation meetings can affect practice in the classroom. The unsuspected and
unplanned variable was the student. His performance changed dramatically
before the planned interventions were used, and then he moved before the
teachers had time to reconvene or re-organize. The roles of the special educators
could have changed after the student teacher left, but without the student, their
roles in the classroom were terminated. Although the teachers were momentarily
stunned by his departure, the death of the secretary seemed to reduce its effect.
Other students’ needs quickly filled the empty slot on the special educators’
schedules, and the students in Hallie’s classroom needed her time and teaching.
The third cooperative teaching relationship involved Peggy, a kindergarten
teacher, and Erin, the speech and language pathologist. A student in Peggy’s
room had been identified as disabled because of delays in language development.
Erin offered to provide services in the classroom, since a kindergarten classroom
usually allowed ample opportunity for language development and would be a less
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restrictive way to provide services to a child who is only in school for two and
one-half hours. Also, Erin had been working in a kindergarten classroom in
another school and felt prepared to try another cooperative teaching relationship.
Peggy, although inexperienced in cooperative teaching, was immediately receptive
to Erin’s suggestion. I was able to observe the first time Erin went into the
classroom in early October and continued observations for six weeks. Erin spent
20 minutes two times a week in the room. This is exactly the same amount of
service the student would have received in a pull-out program. As Erin and I
walked to Peggy’s classroom, she told me that they had met to plan today’s lesson.
The students would be asked to describe how objects in a paper bag felt without
seeing them and then try to determine what the objects were. The students were
gathered in a circle on the carpet in the center of the large classroom. Most
kindergarten rooms are arranged to provide different centers, and this room
followed that format. Peggy introduced Erin as a "special teacher" and me as a
"visitor." Erin kneeled on the floor by her student, who was seated in a circle with
other students. Peggy started the activity and used familiar descriptive words such
as "smooth" and "hard" and "sharp." The children responded immediately, and
Erin assumed a role similar to Peggy’s, asking the entire group questions. When
Peggy led the discussion, Erin often spoke quietly to her student, sometimes
repeating Peggy’s questions or elaborating on what had been said. After about 10
minutes, the large group broke into two groups. Erin led her group to a separate
play area, and the students took turns describing objects in the paper bag. The
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scheduled time was up, and Erin had to leave to see her next student; her group
joined Peggy’s group, who were continuing with the activity.
Peggy and Erin had hoped to have a weekly planning time, but their tight
schedules did not allow it. Therefore, they decided to take turns planning the
activity one time each week, and the other one would assist. On several
occasions, I also assisted at Peggy’s request, because every pair of hands was
needed. Often, I was able to ask Erin her reaction to the day’s activity, because I
arrived and left with her. She said she wished they had time together to plan the
activities, but she was pleased the teacher was willing to try and would stick with
it. She said she would try some different grouping arrangements when she was
the leader. As an observer, I was not always able to tell who had planned the
activity, because they both assumed equal roles. However, Peggy always
introduced the activity except for the day that Erin conducted an assessment of
language concepts. The teacher was not in the room when we entered that day.
She had gone to the office to take a phone call, so the office aide was supervising
an activity when we came in. This activity required the students to work
individually, and every adult needed to assist a few students to make certain they
worked alone. The students had been tested the previous week also, and Erin
said Peggy commented on how this activity revealed how students depended on
one another. I thought about how we later have to encourage students in
cooperative learning, but at this age, it appears to be the norm.
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that student throughout this activity. An aide assisted a severely disabled student
in a wheelchair in the same group. At the end of this activity, Erin and one
student went to a partitioned area of the room. I could hear them but could not
see them. The other children got their milk and sat at the small tables in the
center of the room. After a few minutes, Erin and her student returned to the
rug area, and the other students were directed to that area by the teacher. It was
Erin’s student’s turn to present the Surprise Box. She had to give hints about
what was in the box. After a couple descriptive hints, a student guessed correctly.
Next, the students finished their milk at the tables, and Erin sat next to the
student.
The teacher came over to me and explained the classroom organization.
She said she had conducted her classroom in this fashion for a few years and had
learned she can’t be in charge of scheduling the support personnel’s time. Rather,
they work out their schedules among themselves. She has had the same aide for a
long time, so she took care of lots of the details. For example, that day a
substitute was in for the Chapter I teacher, and the aide explained her
responsibilities. The teacher also utilized a child who is extremely bright to help
other children understand the behaviors of some children. Erin later told me it
really helps to have specialists working in the same environment rather than in
separate rooms. "When my student is having difficulty with a cutting activity, and
the occupational therapist is across the table, we can solve the problem right
away.
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There were several interruptions during the time I observed. One
Thursday, classes were not held because of a North Dakota Education Association
(NDEA) meeting, and the following Tuesday, Erin was absent. The following
week, the planned activity was canceled because students were voting in a mock
presidential election. The day of the secretary’s funeral we met Peggy in the hall,
and she asked Erin, "Are you coming today? Everything is so mixed up." We did.
One day as we walked in, Peggy looked up and said, "Oh, is it Thursday?" The
students were in the middle of a week-long activity around a party theme, led by
the newly arrived student teacher. "I have a categorizing and classifying lesson
planned for tomorrow." Students were going from table to table to complete hats.
Erin’s student was absent, but we stayed to help.
Erin thought it would be worthwhile for me to observe in the other
kindergarten classroom where she spends the first portion of every day. It is
located in another school, but I decided it could enhance my understanding of
cooperative teaching. This classroom has 19 students, nine of which have special
needs. During the 45 minutes I was observing, there were always three adults
present. The teacher later told me she has 11 different teachers or aides in her
room during the course of a week. Erin worked with several children, both
individually and as an assistant to students in large group instruction. She spent
an hour there every day before going to Endeavor. When I arrived, the children
were gathered on a rug, and the teacher was leading instruction, using math
manipulatives. Erin was seated beside one of her students and spoke quietly to
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The final cooperative teaching relationship I observed was at Challenger
School. I was invited to the classroom as an observer near the end of November.
This was near the end of my observation time, and I was only able to observe one
time. However, this experience, like the previous one, is worth reporting because
it involved two special educators working in the classroom for students with
mental disabilities. Deanna, the speech and language pathologist, and Katherine,
the teacher of students with mental disabilities, had been working together since
the beginning of the year. Deanna said she and Katherine had talked and
wondered if I would like to come and observe them. I was happy to be invited.
Katherine’s room is located in a semi-basement area with one other classroom.
The room is arranged with separate areas. There is a play area in one part of the
room with shelves for toys, games and books. A rectangular table is located near
the entrance where there is a counter with cabinets. The aide was assembling
cooking items. Along another wall, Katherine was seated on one side of a kidney
shaped table with six students seated in a semi-circle across from her. Deanna
was standing behind the students facing Katherine, who was reading a book to the
students and using hand puppets. Occasionally, Deanna asked students questions
related to the story. At the close of this activity, four students moved to the
rectangular table, and two others went with the aide to a partially separated area
for reading instruction. The students took turns mixing the pancake batter, while
Katherine explained the procedures. Two students used communication boards,
and Deanna interacted with students individually. She moved continually from
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one student to the next, helping the students use their communication boards to
answer Katherine’s questions. I was seated about 5 feet from the table, writing in
my notebook, when suddenly Katherine yelled, "Noell, watch out!" I looked up to
see a child reaching under the small chair I was sitting on. I instinctively stood
up, and he tipped over the chair. Katherine hurried over, spoke firmly to him,
and took him to a separate area for time out. I found out later that this boy has
been dumping students out of chairs, and they had just started a behavior
management plan that week. Deanna told me that several students were deathly
afraid of this boy. This incident did not seem to bother the other students that
day, but all the adults were surprised, including me.
Both the teachers involved in this relationship were special educators. The
1

observation occurred in Katherine’s room, and she led the lesson. Deanna
worked individually with students to enhance their involvement in the group, and
the aide conducted her own separate group simultaneously. As I left, Katherine
invited me to come back. I told her I hoped I could, but I knew I needed to
move into the final phase of my investigation, individual interviews. I wished I
had been invited to observe this team earlier in the study, so that I could have
developed a richer data base.
As I reviewed the field notes on these four cooperative teaching
arrangements, I concluded that each one was unique in how it was conducted.
The three which I observed over a period of time had one commonality:
interruptions. These interruptions were sometimes caused by the school calendar
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which contains numerous breaks during the fall semester. In October, the NDEA
annual conference is held. November contains parent conferences, followed by
Veteran’s Day and Thanksgiving. Other interruptions happened because of
unexpected events, such as illness or death. Sometimes, the classroom teacher
needed time to address an immediate problem. A concern for fledgling
arrangements was the lack of planning time. Teachers had to tack on an extra
hour before or after school to find any time to talk; in another case, they simply
decided to team teach and be individually responsible for a lesson. In the three
relationships that I observed over time, one teacher was always in charge on any
given day while the other teacher served as an assistant. Special educators whom
I observed in different settings assumed different roles in each setting. It did
appear in all cases that the classroom teacher in whose room the students were
being served was ultimately responsible for the schedule of classroom activities.
In several observations, the planned schedule was altered, and the special
educator followed the teacher’s direction. Another emerging theme was the ease
with which teachers in long-term relationships worked together. A few words
spoken at the beginning of a lesson was all that was needed to make an alteration
in the activity. Although I thought having several adults in a classroom would be
a problem, this did not appear to always be the case. At this point, I was not
certain what factors made a relationship effective. I did know that the teachers
involved in this investigation had voluntarily entered into these arrangements. I
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admired their willingness to jump in and try a new way of collaborating, often
with minimal planning time.
Looking for Commonalities and Themes
Early in my study, I had begun to notice some general characteristics of
consultation. While writers in the field encouraged teachers involved in

-

consultation to have a planned agenda for problem solving (Friend & Cook,
1992b; West, Idol, & Cannon, 1989), I observed only one consultation which
followed some type of format; in that case, the IEP was used to guide the
discussion. Regularly scheduled meetings were held by two of the six special
educators I had observed; the others met when a need arose. These meetings
always occurred before or after school or during lunch break. A great deal of
consultation occurred in a serendipitous fashion, when teachers saw each other in
the hall or stopped in a classroom on the way to another place. In the two
schools in this investigation, teachers ate lunch together in the lounge. On several
occasions, I spent time in the lounge at each school during lunch. Teachers
talked about their own families, the food they were eating, or other events in their
personal lives, as well as about their students.
The majority of scheduled meetings took less than 15 minutes and covered
a wide range of topics. Unscheduled consultations were even shorter. Teachers
involved in cooperative teaching relationships sometimes talked briefly while in
the classroom together. In other cases, the special educators simply came and
went without any interaction other than acknowledgment of one another. This
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was especially true when the classroom teacher was the leader, and the special
educator worked closely with students on her caseload, assisting them in following
the general educator’s lesson. The ongoing relationship between Sarah and Sandra
was the only one in which the special educator was the dominant instructor in the
general education setting. Consultation and co-teaching arrangements were also v
limited and not the dominant service. Erin did spend almost 50% of her work
day in cooperative teaching arrangements, but the other special educators spent
an hour or less. At this point in the study, consultation appeared to be a
supplemental service to pull-out services used primarily as a time to conduct a
global check on students. Scheduled consultation meetings were reserved for
students with more significant needs and occurred before or after school. The
nature of consultation was determined by the teachers involved. In one school,
special educators regularly got together to discuss students and provide support
for one another. Cooperative teaching relationships created the opportunity for
continual interaction, but the teachers involved did not always consult during the
time they were together. The overriding school characteristic which interfered
with consultation appeared to be the absence of any time without students
present.
Constant Comparative Study
Early in November, I temporarily left the field to spend time analyzing the
corpus data to prepare for interviews with educators in two other schools with
similar configurations of special education. My research design included a
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service, use of aide time, modifications, and the IEP. A special educator gave me
a copy of a form she gave to her students’ classroom teachers weekly. Its heading
was "Inclusion" and contained sections labeled as follows: Specific Classes, Special
(movie, field trip, etc.), Special Assistance, and Past Week’s Behavior.
What times of the day and what places do you find are most
available/effective for you to talk with them? The most commonly mentioned
places were hallways, lounge over lunch, and before or after school. One teacher
specifically stated she tried to not talk to teachers during lunch. "I sometimes
announce ‘I’m not talking about kids today’ when I am having lunch with my
cronies. I know when I need a break." Another said they make arrangements for a
later meeting during lunch but don’t usually talk a great deal during lunch.
Others mentioned the mailbox area and the restroom "where you can trap them."
Three teachers specifically said, "On the run." One teacher involved in a co
teaching relationship said it best. "We pass in the hallway with our kids and she
yells, ‘What unit is next in health?’ I answer, ‘I don’t know~I think it’s teeth!’
And then we’re gone.”
How long are the majority of vour consultations? Every teacher said
between 5 and 15 minutes. Two teachers said they occasionally met for 20
minutes but that was the exception.
Do you spend more time with certain teachers? If so. why does this
happen? All teachers said they spend the most time with teachers who are
educating the same students. Close proximity in the building was also mentioned
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by two teachers. Teachers’ personalities affect special educators’ willingness to
meet with them. One special educator said she sometimes felt that some teachers
thought, "Oh, my gosh, here she comes again" when she entered their room. Both
special educators and general educators said the needs of the children affected
the amount of time spent with one another. One special educator conducted a
daily reading group in which children with learning disabilities come from
different classrooms to one room. She was able to talk with the classroom
teacher in that room on a daily basis because of proximity. Two special educators
said they have learned to spend time with teachers who are cooperative and
willing to share. "I can tell by body language and facial expression whether they
want to see me. I don’t push it." "I want to be with teachers who are willing to
share the befuddlement with you and are not afraid to say they are scared silly
about what is best to do." The age of a child can determine how much meeting
time is necessary according to another special educator. She mentioned particular
problems such as low language skills or students with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or
Attention Deficit Disorder needing more consultation time. A general educator
said she needed to consult with a teacher of a student with mental disabilities
more in the beginning of the year but less as she "got the ball rolling." On the
other hand, she needed more time with the teacher of a student with learning
disabilities as the year progressed.
Are there educators with whom you would like to have more time to talk?
If yes, what interferes? Time was the factor mentioned most often with
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conflicting schedules mentioned also. One speech and language pathologist said
she relied on the teacher of the mentally disabled, who was co-teaching with
classroom teachers for some students. A special educator said she did not like to
infringe on classroom teachers’ planning time and wished there was a scheduled
time for teachers to consult with one another. A special educator said her efforts
to include her students in general education has resulted in no breaks for her
during the school day. She also noted that a new concern arose from these
efforts, that of keeping track of the assignments for her students in general
education. "It was much easier when the students were in the classroom with me
all day. . . . The home situation really has an impact on how successful my
students are in getting homework done." The concern about resistive teachers
came up again. "There are some teachers I would really like to talk with more,
but they don’t want to."
Have you any on-going regularly scheduled consultation times? Five
teachers said they do not. One special educator made certain she saw her
students’ teachers weekly. Another special educator met weekly with two teachers
of the mentally disabled. One teacher said she would like it if there was a time
scheduled into the work day for teacher consultation.
Are you (special educators) spending time in classrooms? If so, tell me
about those experiences. Two of the four special educators are this year. They
both were going to two different classrooms for a total of about 60 minutes daily.
At both sites, students with similar disabilities who were placed in different
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general education classrooms came to one classroom to work with the special
educator in what is called cluster grouping. The third special educator said she
had last year, but the current IEPs resulted in her providing services in her
setting. Her aide does accompany one student to the classroom. The fourth
special educator is going into classrooms designed exclusively for students with
mental disabilities and co-teaching with the special educators in those rooms. She
also works in a kindergarten setting.
What kinds of in-class experiences do you especially like? One special
educator enjoyed team teaching and being responsible for the class, not just her
student. Another special educator voiced a similar like but also felt guilty about
whether she was providing the best service for students with special needs. All
three said it helped them see their students from a different perspective. "It’s a
good way to see how average kids are functioning. Sometimes they are not so
different from my kids." One special educator said unequivocally, "I just love it."
General educators stated they felt it was the real world for students with
handicaps as well as for their peers. Some students become peer tutors, and all
children learn to work cooperatively. Two of the three general educators said co
teaching had a positive impact on their schedules. "It kept me on task. I became
aware of time and didn’t let activities spill over into her time in the classroom.
When she came, we would stop the activity and begin English class." Another
general educator said having two adults present created a more fluid schedule.
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constant comparative method of study, in order to add richness and thickness to
my data base. The purpose of a constant comparative study is to increase the
validity of the emerging themes by involving informants from sites outside the
research sites. I selected two additional schools with similar populations of
students with special needs. I then asked the principal at each school to nominate
educators that they knew were working collaboratively. I followed the same
format for selecting the four special educators whom I had used in my
investigation. They and the principals nominated general educators that they
worked with either in cooperative teaching arrangements or in consultation.
I developed an interview schedule to guide my interviews at the two sites.
My first interview was on November 12th, and I concluded this portion of my
investigation on November 23rd. The seven questions I asked were based on my
analyses of the data I had gathered at Endeavor and Challenger Schools. I also
continued with observations at the two research sites. The following paragraphs
begin with a question followed by the answers the seven educators gave. If there
were general differences between special educators and general educators in their
answers, I have identified them.
For what reasons do you presently talk with vour students’ special
education (or general education! teacher? Five teachers said they talk about
student progress on certain academic subjects. Behavior problems and specific
problems were also common reasons. Three teachers said they talked about co
teaching arrangements and student progress. Other topics were arrangements for
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"There were no interruptions; one thing led to the next because there were two of
us."
What have you disliked? Teachers did not like the lack of planning time,
because it made them feel unorganized. A general educator said she sometimes
asks herself, "Why am I doing this?" Her co-teacher, a special educator, said she
has no time to organize anything anymore because she has only 15 minutes daily
when students aren’t in her room or she isn’t in a classroom. She thought some
of the difficulties were due to trying to continue a separate special education
classroom and provide inclusive education. "I could not do this without an aide.
Right now I am trying to do the best of both worlds." She hoped it would
improve when students with mental disabilities attended their home schools
instead of the present cluster sites located at her school. Her school serves
students from several areas, so there is a higher proportion of students with
mental disabilities than there would be if the principle of natural proportions were
followed. However, she would not go back to a self-contained classroom, because
she sees so much growth in her students. "But, I did like my job better." Another
special educator said working in a general education setting made her realize how
much teachers are controlled by the curriculum rather than by the needs of the
students. "But I have to get through this book," is a commonly heard remark. A
general educator thought the noise level increased when two adults were working
in the room. Teachers also said general educators lost flexibility in scheduling
when a special educator came to the classroom daily at the same time. Special
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educators are used to adhering to a rigid schedule, while classroom teachers can
be more flexible, following the flow of a lesson rather than the clock. Some
students can turn into full-time caregivers of students with disabilities if they
aren’t monitored, according to another general educator. One special educator
said she did not feel adequately prepared to teach content to upper elementary
students.
Which of you has the most knowledge about vour special needs students’
family background? Both special and general educators said that the special
educators knew the families of students with mental disabilities better. "They’re
still my kids," said one special educator. "I’ve known their families for several
years." General educators felt they knew the families of students with milder
disabilities as well as the special educators unless the students had been in special
education for several years. Knowledge was more a function of length of
involvement rather than type of disability.
Why do you think some classroom teachers are resistant to having special
educators in their classrooms? Several educators said it really dealt with change
of any kind. Others said they thought they were threatened by the demands of
students with disabilities or insecure about their abilities to handle them. Other
reasons were just wanting to do their job and having another life besides school.
One thought teachers who were older and in the system longer appeared to be
the most resistant. "They have seen things come and go." Upper level elementary
teachers were less flexible according to one educator. "They guard their turf
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more." On the other hand, the teacher thought primary level teachers felt
insecure about serving students with disabilities and questioned the rationale for
doing it, but she also thought primary teachers were more accustomed to having
adults come and go in their room. One special educator recalled that she started
her career in special education by working in the classroom. When I asked what
was different this time, she thought it was the emphasis placed on communication
among educators.
Although I never asked a direct question about the movement toward
inclusive education, teachers spontaneously brought forth concerns. The previous
year students with moderate to severe disabilities were included in academic areas
in general education classrooms in a few schools in the district. Several said there
had not been adequate administrative support at either the local or district level.
Others said there was no help for teachers and no planning for how it should
occur. "I heard about a three-year plan, but I didn’t know what was in it." One
special educator said she felt attacked by general educators. "They wanted to kill
the messenger." Another said she was hurt by teachers talking about her behind
her back. "They wouldn’t come to me. I felt alone--in a battle with the teachers,
even with a strong principal. Things are better this year. Teachers who are
taking a graduate class have come to me for information about inclusion."
Another general educator also said things were better this year. She thought it
could be problematic if a special educator was "too sold on inclusion and came on
too strong. People need to be educated about inclusion. The disruptive kids are
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the hardest to have in the classroom." All the teachers said they felt inclusive
education was good for kids. Yet, there were concerns about the extra work
involved. One general educator was worried about her co-teacher, a special
educator. "She’s busier than ever this year. It’s getting worse and worse. I used
to stop in her room during planning time, but now she’s not available because
she’s teaching in another room." From my observational data analysis and the
constant comparative interviews, I next prepared questions for my interviews.

The Interviews
I interviewed a total of 15 teachers, 7 who were special educators and 8
who were general educators. The general educators were equally divided among
the two buildings. Because two teachers were job-sharing one position at
Challenger, I interviewed both of them, although I observed only one of them.
These interviews were conducted over a period of three weeks in December after
I had stopped observing in the schools. Time involved in interviewing ranged
from 20 minutes to 70 minutes. The same questions were asked of each person,
and the difference in time is more a function of the interviewee’s style of
answering than of differences in the format. I usually interviewed the participant
in his or her classroom, but when the interview occurred during the school day, it
was necessary to find another place if I was interviewing a general educator.
These teachers had student teachers who needed time alone in the classroom. On
one occasion, the principal let us use his office; another interview took place in
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the lounge. I was concerned about this location, in spite of its lack of use during
school hours, but the teacher had no problem with it. Occasionally a response
would result in my asking a question related to the response, but I attempted to
adhere to the questions on the interview schedule as much as possible. All
interviews were audio-taped and transcribed.
In reporting the results, I begin each subsection with a question from the
interview schedule. (See Appendix B). It is followed by a compilation of the
data, using emerging categories to organize the narrative. The underlined
concluding statement is the theme which I believe emerged from the data of each
subsection.
Consultation as an Activity
The first questions I asked dealt with consultation as an activity. I asked
teachers the following questions: How long are the majority of your discussions?
Where do they occur? Do you have any scheduled meetings every week or
month? Would you like that? Do you talk to some educators more than others?
If so, why?
When asked how long the majority of their consultations were, all general
educators said 10 minutes or less. One special educator said, "I thought that was
a pretty funny question. . . . You talk whenever you can get them because
unfortunately that is the biggest concern I see—collaborating with teachers when
there is no time." Observations supported their conception of brevity and lack of
time. However, teachers do spend longer periods of time together when problems
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arise. A general educator, who said most of her consultations had been brief
prior to this year, did say that she and the teacher of the mentally disabled had
set aside time this year to consult because students with moderate to severe
disabilities were being integrated into music classes for the first time. Others said
the severity of the disability determined the regularity of meetings. Observations
also supported this statement. In addition, meeting time lengthened when the
student had significant needs. Longer meetings, 20-30 minutes, occurred after
school when the pressure of the school day was done. Teachers talk everywhere.
Interestingly, 12 of the 15 teachers specifically said the hallway. Teachers in an
elementary school often lead their class to the gymnasium or lunchroom. They
pass one another as they return to their rooms, and the opportunity for
consultation arises. When general educators are in their classrooms, students are
usually present; their needs preclude teacher consultation. Teachers use the few
minutes without students to talk about students. Resource rooms, where special
educators work with students individually or in small groups, were also places
where meetings occurred. One general educator said she was able to talk with a
special educator more often because she felt she could go into her classroom any
time. "Whenever I had a break it would be easy to go into her classroom, and it
wasn’t like I was really disruptive. You can’t go into a regular ed. classroom and
discuss." She did not have similar feelings about another special educator who
worked with students with learning disabilities. "I don’t want to interrupt the little
bit of time that she has scheduled for all those kids, because I know she has got a
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load too, so unless it happens to fall when you have a break, it is harder."
(Another difference between a general education setting and a resource room for
students with mental disabilities, which I had noticed, was the presence of another
adult in the resource room, usually an aide.) One special educator hoped she had
created an open atmosphere. "I have a lot of teachers stop by here and I am right
across from the lounge so that helps. . . . I try to be here the same hours and try
to do the same things, with the teachers, like door duty and things so we are
communicating that way." She also said she didn’t use time in the lounge for
consulting but rather for making arrangements to meet later. "We usually don’t
discuss kids in the lounge." This statement supports my observations of the
lounge as a place for socializing. A teacher in the constant comparative study
also said she used lounge time as a break from students.
Scheduled meetings resulted in some love-hate feelings. A general
educator, who is involved in inclusion of a student with mental disabilities and in
cooperative teaching, said she doesn’t like them because it takes time, but she
knows they are needed. Another teacher said it kept him on track. "I don’t
always have anything to say, a lot of times I don’t have anything new, but it kind
of keeps your mind full of things. It kind of keeps you on a schedule in case
something might happen." On the other hand, scheduled meetings don’t always
occur if the teachers agree there are no issues.
We don’t always meet. Sometimes a teacher will come to me and
say everything is going really well. I don’t think we need to meet
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this week, or they will also come and say, "I have to talk to you right
now. I can’t wait until our meeting time." So I am real flexible.
On several occasions during my observations, meetings that had been scheduled
did not occur because of unforeseen events such as the arrival of a new student or
another responsibility such as door duty. Scheduled meetings are often the first
thing that is lost as the year progresses. A special educator said, "At the
beginning of the year I did (have scheduled meetings) . . . you will find it is the
first thing you give up . . . you say, oh well, here is this slot, I guess I could take a
student during this time."
Special educators said they talk the most with general educators who have
students on their caseloads in their classrooms. Likewise, general educators talk
with special educators who are case managers for students in their classroom.
General educators said they also go to special educators for help in dealing with a
problem. One teacher said, "When need arises, I tend to seek out as much advice
as I can get, because sometimes you are just really stumped. I tried everything I
knew, and it wasn’t working, so I called in opinions of others." If a student has
challenging needs, both special and general educators said they spend more time
together. A special educator said,
I talk to that teacher more often simply because that student is a
little bit more difficult. I also feel that the regular educator is not
as accepting of special ed. as what they portray to be, so I think they
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need a little more of a hands-on guidance type of thing, so they
know that I am not leaving them out on their own.
Personal friendships among teachers can influence the amount of time spent
together. These conversations are often interlaced with discussions about family
and personal plans as well as about students.
Location in the building can also contribute to or deter consultation. A
special educator, whose classroom is located on a lower level with only one other
classroom, said teachers do not come to them, and she thought her room’s
location could be a contributing factor. Another special educator said she
occasionally makes a trip to the other corridor in her school, because she doesn’t
routinely run into some teachers from that area. As she thought further, she
remarked that there were some teachers she hadn’t talked to at all this year. The
shortage of time and tight schedules promotes consultation with teachers who are
in close proximity of one another and discourages those whose rooms are located
far apart. The time crunch also makes some teachers reluctant to schedule
meetings when there is no pressing issue. In other words, consultation merely for
the sake of consultation does not make sense to many teachers. Teachers need to
understand the rationale for doing something (Guskey, 1986).
From my analysis of the informants’ comments, the following thematic
statement developed: Consultation is a teacher behavior which is carried on
continuously throughout the day. Teachers are constantly under the pressure of
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integrated into regular music classes for the first time, said she uses consultation
time to learn about the kinds of learning problems the children might have.
For example, there are some students who have speech problems
which also show up in music. When you have speech problems they
also have some problems with rhythm. My observations have been
that it takes them a little longer to assimilate the movement because
. . . when we teach movement we teach verbal response at the same
time.
Another reason for consultation is to share information. A general
educator said, "I have some information that they may not have concerning that
child or if there is something happening at home that maybe I know about that
the special ed. teacher doesn’t, I will share that." A special educator keeps
teachers informed about an evaluation in process. "I like a teacher to know ahead
of time what is going on. I don’t want them to have any surprises at a staffing."
Although most teachers viewed reasons for consultation primarily as an
opportunity to solve problems and communicate concerns, some teachers were
more specific in their answers. A speech and language pathologist said she talked
to teachers mainly to see how her service can fit into their academic day. A
teacher of the mentally disabled said her consultations differed between general
educators who had students with moderate mental disabilities (TMH) placed in
their classrooms and those who had students with mild mental disabilities (EMH)
in their rooms. The students with moderate disabilities were mainly included in
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nonacademic activities. "With the TMH kids our main reasons to talk to them are
to set up times that it might be possible to come into the regular classroom and if
there are any problems that have come up. With the EMH kids . . . it’s where
they are with what they are doing." She told me that these students are in the
general education classroom for everything except math and reading, so
conversations with these teachers center on problems, ideas, or concerns. She
related a recent incident regarding the selection of an alternative reading series
for one of her students. This was a new experience for her, because she had not
served students with mild mental disabilities in the past. Another teacher
speculated that there might be a correlation between how much time students
spend in the regular classroom and how much time was needed to talk to the
teacher. "I don’t know that for a fact, but I just thought of that now that maybe . .
. the kids who aren’t in there very much, there is not much there to discuss."
When asked about whether they had a specific goal in mind when
consulting with one another, teachers again answered in more general terms. A
general educator thought of consultation as a sharing time, a time to get advice
because "I don’t know everything and they are the experts. Maybe ‘you are
expecting too much, maybe we need to water it down’ . . . to hopefully help me
with this child because they know more about what their needs are than I do."
Another classroom teacher also viewed special educators as experts and wanted
them:
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To share their knowledge. There might be something they have
gained with their experience working with other teachers that are
having problems. Sometimes you can’t see that unless someone tells
you. You think that you have tried it all and you need someone
else’s help.
Classroom teachers also want specific help in getting ideas so they can coordinate
services between their classroom and the resource room.
I would like the special ed. teacher to know what we are studying
about in English so there is some continuity there since they do miss
English in my room. I guess I kind of like to know that they are
still getting something that is similar to what we are doing in the
classroom.
This desire for continuity in programming was also expressed by a kindergarten
teacher, who wanted to use similar adaptations in her setting as were used in the
resource room.
One difference between special educators and general educators involved
their view of benefit to the child. Three general educators wanted to find out
specific information about the student’s abilities so they had reasonable
expectations for progress. Four special educators said they wanted to improve the
child’s educational experience, that "things will be better organized for them and
that they will benefit from better teaching."
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I hope somehow we will make school better for them and we will
understand them better. . . . I guess I would want something for the
stu d en t. . . that would either help them academically or as a whole
person. It wouldn’t have to be academic. It could be social things
or it could be feeling things.
The statements made by the general educators focused more on the academic,
while the special educators were concerned about their students’ feelings of
success. One special educator was also concerned about making the teachers
happy. "I don’t want to make having our kids, I suppose that is not the right term
to use either, because they are all our children, but I guess to have our kids not
be a real burden . . ."
Solving problems together was often mentioned as a goal in consultation.
One general educator said that she and the special educator would look over the
curriculum and try to determine what the student can learn. "We brainstorm
together. . . . I guess my goal is to set a goal for the child during the conversation
and to know what the special educator expects of me." This need to know what is
expected of the child as well as what is expected of the general educator was
stated by both general educators and special educators. Teachers did not really
think of this sharing of ideas, or brainstorming, as a goal for their discussion. "I
don’t even know if I have a goal in mind . . . we may brainstorm and come up
with ideas on how to better serve the child." "I don’t really know if I have a goal
for them, but I certainly expect that we are going to discuss a problem and maybe
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come up with solutions between the two of us. These remarks support the
concept of collaboration as a sharing of responsibility. The difference in how
participants in this study engaged in collaboration and how it was described in the
literature is in the level of organization. Researchers suggest that collaborating
teachers will be more effective if they follow an agenda with sequential problem
solving steps (Friend & Cook, 1992b; Idol & West, 1987). Analysis of
observational data and the transcripts of informants’ interviews led me to the
following theme about reasons for consultation and expected outcomes: Teachers
view consultation as an opportunity to discuss child-centered educational concerns
and share information.
Judging the Effectiveness of Consultation
This led to the next question, which was: After you have met with a
teacher, how do you know it has been an effective or worthwhile experience?
Again and again general educators said they judge the effectiveness of a
collaborative experience by how they feel. "If I walk away thinking I can do that,
I can manage that, those modifications sound okay to me, then I feel that we have
accomplished something." "Because I feel like I can do it. I feel like it is
something that we can do and I feel that the kids can do it." "You just feel good,
even if there is nothing that you can do. That sharing, that communication
between the two, gives you a feeling of satisfaction." One teacher said he knew
immediately if the meeting was worthwhile. "I don’t know if it is something I
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could have solved myself or they are going to help you. Usually when I get help it
is immediate."
Special educators needed more tangible, concrete results to judge a
meeting effective. One said, "I want something tangible to come out of that
meeting at that time or something concrete. . . . I want something to happen." '•
This teacher also had resumed an earlier practice of documenting her
conversations, the only person in this study who kept a written record. "At night,
after school, I will try to sit here alone in my room for a little while to get my
thoughts collected for the day, because sometimes the day just goes so fast and so
many things happen that you don’t get time to reflect or think or anything on
some of that stuff, so I try after school when everybody is . . . gone." Ownership
or sharing of responsibility was important to another special educator. "I believe
t h a t . . . it is the ownership of the general teaching and learning, both the regular
classroom teacher and the special educator working together to give them their
teaching and learning." Another said effective consultation helped her be better
prepared in teaching her students, because she finds out what is happening in the
classroom. Agreeing on the problem and arriving at a solution were important,
but even identifying the problem alone can make consultation worthwhile to a
teacher of the mentally disabled.
One general educator said she can’t judge the effectiveness of a
consultation until she sees evidence of some change in the student or follow
through on some responsibilities that were delegated during the meeting.
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If I see that there is follow through. . . . I try to be real good about
upholding my end of the bargain . . . I feel like this conversation
was worthwhile. If I see an attitude change in the child and things
are getting better, I know it has been worthwhile.
Staying on topic was enough of an accomplishment for a special educator
who meets regularly with other special educators. "Oh, gosh, we get off topic so
often . . . because we are such good friends. We could utilize our time a lot
better than we do; I think that is the most important thing."
Finally, consultation is a time to be supportive of one another and to share
good things too. A special educator, who thinks effective consultation results in
some resolution, also said it was a sharing time.
If we have had an opportunity to laugh a little bit, to kind of
unwind. We also spend a great deal of time patting each other on
the back, saying, hey, this is working. I hear a lot of success stories
about how regular ed. kids are treating the special needs kids and
how they are helping them.
A teacher of students with mental disabilities said she is interested in the
dynamics of the regular classroom, not just in how her students are doing.
Talking with teachers helps her understand that setting better.
I don’t just focus on my little area of special ed. I am interested in
education in general, in this building, how ESL and Chapter
impacts. . . . Lguess if I think that the teacher is happy, that they are
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okay with having a kid in the classroom, then it has been a
successful experience . . . a good visit with the teacher.
From my analysis of these comments, the following theme about how teachers
judged effectiveness of consultation emerged: Teachers believe consultation has
been effective not only when they solve problems, but also when they gain
emotional support or a better understanding of the student and their role in the
student’s education.
Barriers to Consultation
I wanted to identify barriers to consultation, so I asked the following
question: What hinders or stops discussions between you and a general educator
(special educator), both personally and from an organizational standpoint?
Thirteen of the 15 teachers interviewed used the word "time" in their responses to
the question about what interferes with consultation. One of the remaining two
said the rigidity of schedules, which is also an issue of time. "I would say the time
factor. There just isn’t enough time in the day to have as much communication as
we would like." "With a capital T, time. I think that is everybody’s. When do
you do it?"
We have no built-in time to do this. These meetings usually take
place after school or before school unless we grab each other in the
hall. This makes it a little bit difficult, because if something does
occur it would be nice to be able to take care of it and to meet on it
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right when it happens. That usually is not a workable situation.
The lack of time is what hinders most.
Most teachers did not elaborate, but it was the first thing they mentioned.
Special educators and general educators said that the needs of other
students in the class interfered with spending a significant amount of time on one
or two children. A teacher of students with mental disabilities, who is involved
with classroom teachers more now than previously, said:
I know that they don’t have time to just discuss one student in the
classroom. I recognize that they have a lot of things to do for a lot
of students, and I don’t want to monopolize their time trying to deal
with just one particular child.
Her colleague with whom she job-shared also was concerned about using too
much time to talk about one child. "I always have that underlying feeling that I
can’t take too much of their time because they have this whole other class and
things to get ready. Those kids deserve the same amount of time." On the other
hand, a general educator said:
Sometimes you have a special needs teacher that comes across as
too busy, "I don’t have enough time, my caseload is so full," that
kind of attitude. It is easier to do it yourself. Then I will get
defensive too and think, 'Too bad."
The last quotation also illustrates the interpersonal issues that are involved
in collaboration. Nine of the 15 teachers had no negative experiences they could
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recall. In both schools teachers said they felt teachers worked well together. A
teacher who was new to her building this year praised the staff.
I found this year the teachers here are so interested in the students.
They really, truly want to do anything that they can, and I have
found any time I have approached a teacher about a concern or
something, that they have been more than willing to accommodate
that.
Three special educators did say some teachers are easier to approach than others;
they did not see that as a barrier but simply a realistic view of things. "There are
some teachers that are easier to approach. Exactly what it is about them I don’t
know. We always say that about LD kids too. We know one when we see one."
Another teacher said she avoids some educators.
Some teachers . . . believe that they can do it all, that they have the
knowledge, and they just would prefer to handle it themselves
without experts coming in and giving them advice . . . You find that
you kind of back away from those people and help the teachers who
are most interested in having you be a part of their team.
This comment is similar to one made by a teacher in the constant comparative
study who deliberately chose to work with the teachers who were cooperative
since time was so precious. One special educator laughingly said she sometimes
made a point of seeing certain teachers when she knew time was limited, because
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they tended to ramble. In this way she protected herself from spending too much
time on a topic that needed only a little time for discussion.
Some tend to ramble on and start talking about other things that
really have nothing to do with the concern you have, and so you
walk away feeling like you haven’t accomplished anything. Maybe,
on the other hand . . . they really needed to say that.
A teacher of students with learning disabilities summarized it best:
You are not going to get along well with everybody but you try. I
would say change is always scary and when you are talking about
doing things in a different way, sometimes it takes a little prodding.
. . . You learn to know the person and what to say to get them to do
things, to manipulate the situation I guess.
Teachers did identify other organizational barriers to collaboration. Unlike
the teacher in the constant comparative study, who said having a special educator
come into her room at the same time daily kept her on schedule, two general
educators said they had lost flexibility in their daily schedule because of the
presence of special educators and students with disabilities in their classrooms.
We are really getting locked into schedules. I felt I had more
control in planning the day. . . . If it seems like the children are so
ready for an activity, but because I have special kids come from
other classes, I have to do reading at a certain time, whereas in the
p a s t. . . I’ve had more control.
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Another teacher expressed the same concern.
When you have special education students coming into your room
for short periods of time during the day, you lose a lot of flexibility.
If there is a lunar eclipse happening that evening and someone gets
excited about it, you can’t just jump up and go to the library because
you have this person that is coming in expecting to have art.
This teacher does sometimes change her schedule in spite of this concern and said
she was "lucky I work with a person who is flexible, but I think there is that
danger of getting locked into times if you don’t have people that are willing to be
flexible." I recalled the times I had entered the kindergarten room with the
speech and language pathologist only to surprise the teacher who had changed her
schedule unexpectedly. Flexibility is an important factor for both general
educators and special educators, but in slightly different ways. The general
educator wants to use the teachable moment to change her schedule, and the
special educator, who has scheduled a particular time for service in the classroom,
niust be able to remain flexible if another classroom activity interferes with that
time.
In addition to an occasional cancellation of a planned meeting because of a
change in a planned schedule, the rigidity of schedules can result in no time for
collaboration. Kindergarten teachers have the same time every day for their
break, and if a special educator is not free at that time, there is no other
opportunity. "Other classroom teachers might have a music break, or a phy. ed.
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break which changes during a week, so they might hit a time to meet; but if
somebody is not free during my 25-minute breaktime, then I can’t meet them." A
music teacher used students to organize her room at the end of the day.
"Otherwise I would be doing that instead of meeting with the special education
teacher."
Two special educators said that some general educators don’t understand
what they do, and this lack of understanding interferes with collaboration.
However, one said she didn’t blame general educators for this. "I think we are as
much to blame because they don’t understand. . . . if you don’t have a basic
understanding of what my job is, then your conversations go nowhere." Since
teachers do talk about instructional approaches, problems with differences in
philosophy can interfere. A special educator, who has a basic concern regarding
the effectiveness of some basal readers in how they organize and present content,
said, "I think methods . . . differences in the way I teach and the way regular
educators teach has been a problem for me. Some really basic differences in
methodology probably gets in the way a little bit."
Both my observations and the interviews supported the lack of time as the
single greatest barrier to collaboration. Teachers in elementary schools have little
time when they are not with students. These breaks are brief, usually no more
than 20 minutes, and so their conversations are sandwiched between the time
needed to check their mailboxes, use the copying machine, or use the restroom.
A classroom teacher, who related the luxury her husband had to prepare for a
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presentation while at work, said she thinks it may be an issue of what is valued in
education. Time working with students is the priority. "In education we’ve never
given value to preparation." Since teachers know preparation is vital, they must
take time before and after school as well as time at home. Time to meet with
their colleagues is only available on the run to some other place. The hallway is
the meeting place of necessity, not necessarily of choice.
At this point in the interview with special educators, I asked some of them
a question that was not on the interview schedule. The question was: How
important is the relationship you have with other special educators in the
building? This question arose because I had observed a somewhat different
relationship among the special educators at Challenger than among those at
Endeavor. All the special educators at Endeavor had a standing lunch meeting
every Monday, and their rooms were side by side along a corridor. All three of
them did not meet every Monday, but it was understood that this time was
available. Sometimes general educators would join them, but most of the time
the special educators were alone.
At Challenger School, the LD teacher and the speech and language
pathologist shared an area containing separated resource rooms on the second
floor. The teachers of the mentally disabled were located on another floor in a
semi-basement area. They also shared a position, so the lunch hour was a time
when one was leaving and another was arriving. I was curious to know how
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important having a close relationship with other special educators in the building
was to the teachers in each school.
I asked six of the seven teachers this question, and all of them said it was
very important, and, in some cases, invaluable.
Without the relationship I have with my two peers I would feel
really like I was out here on my own. I am basically a department
in myself, which has its good days and bad days. The support that I
get from my two peers, and which I hope I reciprocate, is a
necessity. . . . A regular educator does not understand some of the
daily trials and tribulations that we go through, and so it is really
necessary that I have someone that I can go to and say this is what
happened or this is what I am dealing with. . . . I either want them
to cry with me or laugh with me or hopefully come up with some
helpful suggestions.
Two special educators did say they also have supportive teachers among general
educators. One of these two also said she has made a special effort this year "to
branch out more and be a part of the different groups within the building. I just
think I can be more successful that way." These supportive relationships
sometimes extend beyond the professional setting into friendships, but that was
not always the case. The important factor they all mentioned was the support
they give and receive from one another. The teachers of the mentally disabled,
although located in another area of the building, did consult with the two other
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special educators. Their common bond appeared to be their profession as special
educators.
I did not ask the same question of general educators, because, at the time,
I had not been involved in observations of general educators collaborating with
one another. In retrospect, their answers would have enriched my understanding
of collaboration as it occurs in a school. General educators are almost always
working with students, and the vast majority of the time they are alone in the
classroom. The isolation of teachers has been well documented (Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991). If one child is absent, the teacher still teaches the rest of the
students. As the teacher quoted earlier in this chapter said, it is easier to step
into a resource room to talk with a teacher in charge of small groups of students
than into a classroom of 26. If a child on caseload is absent, the special educator
sometimes has an extra 30 minutes; this time can be spent in collaboration with
other teachers. Such an opportunity is simply not often available to general
educators, except when another teacher is in the classroom in a cooperative
teaching relationship. From my analysis of this data I discovered the following
theme about barriers to collaboration: The lack of time is the single greatest
barrier to collaboration, but teacher personality and misunderstandings about
roles also interfere.
Cooperative Teaching
One of the collaborative relationships I observed was cooperative
teaching. I wanted to understand all informants’ perceptions of this arrangement,
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including those who had not participated in such a partnership. This question had
four parts. First, I asked each general educator how he or she would personally
imagine co-teaching occurring in his or her classroom. I asked special educators
how they would imagine co-teaching if they went into a general educator’s
classroom. I next asked them what they would like (or liked) about co-teaching.
Then I asked them to tell me their concerns. Finally, I asked them how the
experience could affect or had affected their relationship with the co-teacher.
Teachers who had been involved in co-teaching relationships had opinions
about what had been successful and rewarding as well as ideas about how those
experiences could have been improved. Sandra, a fifth-grade teacher, who had
been co-teaching with Sarah, an LD teacher, for three years, said little about the
structure of their co-teaching arrangement, but focused on her perceptions of how
this arrangement affected her understanding of her students and the instructional
process. She said she especially liked the perspective another person brought to
her class.
You end up complementing one another. I can only speak from my
experience because I worked with a person I work well with. If you
brought Madame X into my room and there was a personality clash,
you are possessive of your own classroom.
She said the openness of their relationship allowed them to settle any differences
immediately. "I know if she has ever done something that I didn’t agree with I
have been able to approach her at the end of the class and say, ‘I don’t really
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understand why you did that.’" Sarah also said little about the structure of the
present arrangement, but she had thought about other possibilities. She would
like to do timed readings and practice oral reading to improve fluency. "I could
see using some of the techniques that I have used in here and taking a group after
the main presentation and working with them in their regular materials." Since I
had observed these teachers, I knew that whole group instruction followed by
individual help was the normal pattern. I asked the special educator how they
had decided that she would be the main presenter. She said, "I did it just because
I wanted to do it. I like doing it, and then she was able to view her students from
another angle, which gave her a lot of insight." She said that the general educator
would be the presenter the next week, because she would be absent. These two
teachers had voluntarily engaged in this relationship for three years; they were
obviously content with the organization and were exploring ways to improve and
expand their involvement. They have moved along the continuum of the change
process to a point where they were refining and improving upon the original
model they had developed (Hord et al., 1987).
Sarah had been involved in a co-teaching arrangement in a second grade
classroom also. She felt that this experience was less satisfactory and identified
some contributing factors to this dissatisfaction. There had been a student
teacher who needed the opportunity to teach which resulted in less involvement in
actual teaching by Sarah.
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I would have liked to have been more involved. There were so
many adults in the room at once. I think if it had just been the
teacher and myself I would have been more involved. . . . There
were some other special needs kids in that group that could have
benefited from techniques. There were some attention problems in
there, and I think I could have done something with some of those.
Hallie, the general educator, shared her concern about the different adults who
came and went. Because there was no common planning time, she questioned
whether the teachers all shared common goals. However, she felt that serving the
student with special needs in the classroom gave the student more interaction
time and didn’t single them out in the way a pull-out program can. My
observations of this co-teaching arrangement supported their concerns. When the
student teacher had finished her practicum and they could have developed a more
collaborative working relationship, the student with learning disabilities moved.
When the teachers in this cooperative teaching arrangement did arrange planning
times, they made progress on both their understanding of the student as well as
on their concerns about the co-teaching arrangement. By the time I interviewed
them, the student had been gone a month, and the immediacy of their concerns
about the co-teaching relationship had waned. Erin, the speech and language
pathologist and the third person involved in this relationship, did not even
mention it when I interviewed her. Rather, she focused on the co-teaching
relationships in which she was presently involved. I concluded that teachers need
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to let go of past events which cannot be changed and focus on their present tasks.
All of them had given a considerable amount of time and energy to this student,
yet they were able to move forward and use their skills where they could make a
difference.
Erin was also co-teaching in a kindergarten room two days each week.
Both she and her teaching partner said planning time was needed. "I would like
to see us sitting and planning together just because I think I could fit into it better
if I had more control over what was being done." Peggy, her co-teacher, said
almost the same thing. "Ideally, I . . . think there would need to be some time
where we could meet, perhaps even monthly or every two weeks." Neither of
them wanted to terminate the arrangement in spite of its drawbacks. Erin said:
We need to stick it out. I think we need to try to work it out. I am
not comfortable with the way the child is being served, and the child
is being pulled out more now. But I am not lessening up. I am just
adding additional service time.
Peggy saw co-teaching as an opportunity to improve her skills. "It would help me
to learn other techniques of dealing with these students. I think it would also
help benefit not only that child but other children in the room."
Erin had also been co-teaching with Joanna, a teacher of students with
mental disabilities, for three years. She said each year they had developed a
different format. In the past, they sat down together and planned an activity
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which they both carried out. This year, the teacher of students with mental
disabilities has been planning everything.
I am not given information about what her plan will be. I don’t
know that until I walk through the door, and I just work myself into
her plan. It is co-teaching on a different level, but I would still call
that co-teaching.
She said she liked it and for them it worked. This teacher also worked in a
kindergarten classroom in another building where all services were provided to
students with disabilities in the classroom. She was very enthusiastic about that
arrangement saying, "We provide for those children, all of us are in there with our
areas of expertise, and gosh, we can provide a great service for students as a
result." She also said there was no planning time there, but it was less of a
problem because the teacher planned it, and they carried it out. From my
observation in that room, I believe the structure of the classroom was planned by
the teacher, but the procedure for meeting each student’s needs was the
responsibility of the special educators who came into the room. Also, this
arrangement had been in place for several years.
Teachers who had never been involved in co-teaching had a variety of
responses to this question from saying they had never even thought about co
teaching to being very enthusiastic about the idea. Of the four special educators
who were not involved in cooperative teaching arrangements in general education
classrooms, two said they thought kindergarten would be a good level. One of
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these two, a speech and language pathologist, said the language needs of students
can be addressed well in a kindergarten or first-grade setting. The other, a
teacher of the mentally disabled, said the activities in a kindergarten classroom
were more developmentally appropriate for her students. On the other hand, an
LX) teacher said older students did not like being pulled out of their classrooms,
so she thought the upper elementary students could best be served in the general
education setting. She also thought the teachers should assume equal
responsibility for the instruction of all students while both were in the classroom.
The fourth teacher said she had never really thought about it, but "given the right
combination of teachers, it would just be fascinating and exciting." These teachers
had ideas about what they could be doing and were even specific about the best
level for co-teaching.
The general educators were also generally enthusiastic but had different
concepts about each teacher’s role. Two assumed that the special educator would
work exclusively with students with disabilities and were concerned that this would
be distracting to the other students. They also did not want someone in their
classroom all day.
I think it would be fine for a part of the week but not on a routine
basis, day in and day out, that you are not going to tailor half of
your day or half of the activities so that you can work in one or two
kids that need special ed. help.
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The other teacher related her experiences with a student with moderate mental
disabilities presently in her room for a small amount of time. She thought one
reason this student was successful in her classroom was because it was for a short
period of time. However, she thought the LD teacher and she could work
together very easily. "We would probably just divide the group up and . . . one
could challenge more, move on ahead; one could give them remedial work." She
also said a special educator came in weekly for literature, and she sat back and
observed but wasn’t sure if that was co-teaching. Another general educator said
the activity would determine how co-teaching was conducted. "If I am working on
an activity in the classroom, I would expect that the special ed. teacher to work
with the group that the special ed. child was in."
Two teachers were immediately enthusiastic about the concept of co
teaching but did not specify any procedures. A music teacher thought that each
teacher could bring his or her own expertise and perspective. She has had aides
accompany students to her room and found it helpful, and thought having a
special educator would be even better because that person would be "a little more
able." She thought she would have more confidence in the ability of the special
educator to carry out some instructional methods. "I don’t have the training to
work specifically with special ed." She said having another teacher in the room
was not threatening to her. "I think maybe because I have been a performer it is
not uncomfortable for me to have somebody there. I guess it would be more
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uncomfortable having the principal there." A fourth-grade teacher also wanted it
to be more of a team-teaching experience
where the teacher would come in and not . . . only work with that
child. . . . I think it would be fine if they presented information to
my whole group, and I went around and did some roaming and
helped some individual kids. I think it would be great to be able to
do planning together. . . . It would be more work, but it would be
fun to try.
She also thought she could learn some new skills from the special educator, such
as making a study guide or helping students with speech problems.
Teachers identified additional positive things about co-teaching. A general
educator said she would like it, because she would know what her students were
doing. When students leave, she said, "I am not sure what my kids are doing in
there, what kinds of activities they are doing so I am n o t . . . as knowledgeable
about what is going on as I would be if it was happening in my room." The
opportunity to share things with another teacher was important to a general
educator.
You bring two personalities into it and two different perspectives. I
think that is real healthy for the kids. I think they gain certain
things from one person that maybe they don’t from another. I think
that is good for kids, and it is good for teachers too.
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A special educator, who has been co-teaching for three years, said:
[She] loved the teaching part, because it got me in the classroom
and let me do some real actual teaching to a large group. When I
was presenting, the teacher was able to watch and give me feedback
on how I did with the large group. I had lost sight of that.
Her partner said the two teachers also see the same things in students.
When she is in my room, she sees what I am talking about, what is
occurring while she is there. She sees how her student reacts within
a group. She sees what I am talking about when I talk about an
ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) kid being under his desk
normally. We are seeing the same things.
This teacher also noted that some students with disabilities do much better in
separate settings where they are continually interacting with a teacher. When a
special educator is in the general education classroom, he or she can see how
some students get "lazy and give up when they are not the center of attention."
Teachers also said students can also learn more from watching other kids. A
general educator singled out students with learning disabilities as benefiting
socially from working in small groups. A special educator said a student who can
be successful in the general education classroom will want to stay in that setting.
Katherine, a teacher of students with mental disabilities, also thought cooperative
teaching would be positive. "For kids, for our handicapped kids, I think if you can
get the right mix* it could be just wonderful."
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Katherine had worked cooperatively with other special educators when
students with moderate to severe disabilities were educated in a special school
several years ago. In that setting, she and another special educator worked
together continually. Each teacher had her own room; throughout the day they
sometimes worked together when the students were in a large group and
sometimes taught alone in their own rooms. She emphasized the importance of
having their own space. In her present placement in a neighborhood elementary
school, she has not done any co-teaching with general educators. She was hesitant
about trying it. "I would really feel like that was her (the general educator’s)
classroom . . . her thing, and I was her aide." She also had misgivings about her
ability to handle the curriculum in a classroom. "I have never taught first grade
. . . and I don’t know the curriculum." Then she expressed a concern about
acceptance. "I am not sure any of them would want me coming in and doing
that." When I asked her how she thought her relationship had been different with
the teacher in the special school, she thought it might be because it was such a
small group of teachers or because it was a decision they made. This year she
and Deanna, the speech and language pathologist, co-taught for a half-hour daily
in her room. I had observed this arrangement only once, and she said they had
planned the activities, but said it was just not possible to plan together every day.
The two of them do some on-the-spot talking, but it is limited because her
students need continual interaction. "If you stop your interaction with them, it is
down time." She described their on-the-spot consulting as follows:
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I have a table of kids, she has a table of kids, and we will both stand
up so we can see each other and have an interchange, but this is
down time for the kids. Do I run to the desk and write down what I
was going to ask her?
Unlike most students in a general education classroom, these students need
uninterrupted interaction on a continual basis. Katherine concluded by saying
that because Deanna is in her room, she definitely communicates more with her
than she had before they started co-teaching.
Deanna is so easy to talk to. . . . She came in wanting our kids.
That is another point. We have had people who have not wanted to
work with our kids . . . If it meshes right, the communication just
increases when students get services in the classroom.
The issue of the right mesh between teachers was one of the concerns
about co-teaching. Six of the 15 teachers stated that being compatible and having
a good personality match was important. Research supports the importance of
teacher compatibility and voluntary participation (Meyers et al., 1991). Another
concern mentioned by four teachers is lack of planning time. Two of them are
presently engaged in co-teaching arrangements but saw the absence of planning
time as a drawback.
A speech and language pathologist said trying to schedule time in
classrooms was a horrendous task for her. She is presently seeing three first
graders at the same time who come from different classrooms. "I haven’t tried
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bringing those students into one classroom, which is an idea, but I am working
with so many different schedules that I don’t always have a time block . . . where I
can go into the classroom." Joanna, a teacher of the mentally disabled, also
wondered how many classrooms she would be expected to go into, as well as how
many preparations she would have. "Who is going to give me time to do that, and
what happens if I do have students in my room at the same time?" She also
wondered what her role would be. "I’m on someone else’s turf. If someone has
his hand up, should I go answer the question? I kind of wait to be invited to take
part. Once that happens then it works okay; we work as a team." Sarah, an LD
teacher, said this problem was solved by placing five students with learning
disabilities in one classroom.
Some people think that is awful, but I tell them I am going to give
that teacher help. Last year it went really well. I know some
people were just horrified to think that five LD children went into
one classroom, but the teacher herself did not look at it that way.
Her students receiving services in this classroom didn’t know they were labeled
LD. She had thought this was good, but said it caused some problems when they
went to junior high and found out they were registered for LD classes.
I talked to my supervisor about it, and she said those kids need to
know, because they need to know what to ask for. . . . Maybe I did
them wrong, not letting them know. I served them in the classroom,
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and they really didn’t know that they were considered learning
disabled.
This story makes one wonder if the label becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Sarah also thought she didn’t keep on top of things as well when she saw her
students only in a large group.
When I have them in a small group . . . I get to know what they are
thinking practically; whereas, when I take them back in that large
group, I feel like I lost sight of them a little bit. I don’t get to really
zero in on those little, specific academic things. Like in sentence
writing, I am not exactly sure that one of my students can sit down
and write a sentence.
As she talked about this concern, she found positive results from going into the
classroom. "I see them with their peers, which is a whole new ball game; their
behavior changes. . . . I see some big differences there. I learn to know them in a
different way." She also found a solution to checking her students’ understanding
by having them come to the resource room one day so she could re-teach a
portion of the curriculum. She later told me they had mastered the concepts she
was concerned about and demonstrated that in her setting. This is an example of
the content-enhancement procedures suggested by Lenz et al. (1991).
Having too many adults in the classroom at the same time was another
concern for both Hallie, a classroom teacher, and Sarah and Erin, who went into
her room. I observed this classroom and had the same perception. When I
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observed in the kindergarten setting in another school, there were even more
adults present, but it did not create a problem. First, the activities were not as
academically focused as they are in the second-grade classroom. Second, each
adult had a responsibility which involved her own specialty. Third, this co
teaching arrangement had been in place for several years. In the second-grade
classroom, Hallie was in charge of all content instruction, with some delegation to
the student teacher and the Chapter I teacher. Both Erin and Sarah assumed the
role of assistant and focused on their one student. They had little involvement in
how an activity or the content was presented. Not knowing what one’s role is or
not feeling that one is contributing to the activity in a significant way was a
concern for these teachers. All three also wondered if the classroom service was
sufficient to meet this student’s complex needs.
This concern was also stated by Peggy, the kindergarten teacher, who was
co-teaching with Erin two days weekly. They had no common planning time, and
Peggy said she wondered if the in-class service was really sufficient to meet the
student’s needs. She believed that by working together they could better share
common goals. "When they pull a child out, there is a tendency for each of us to
be working on our own goal and occasionally touching base, checking of progress
. . . the goal setting isn’t usually done together." Because of no time for planning,
Peggy did not see this arrangement as any different from pull-out. My
observations of consultation corroborated this tendency to check on progress
rather than solve problems or discuss goals.
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Interestingly, Erin, Peggy’s co-teaching partner, identified this lack of
understanding as a problem when she does not spend time in a classroom.
I can think of two language students that are just pull-out students.
I know nothing about her teaching. I couldn’t tell you what goes on
in that classroom at all. She doesn’t have a clue what I do. . . . It is
one of those cases where I just feel like, gosh, are we providing the
best service for that child? No, we are not. We are not because we
don’t have contact.
Co-teaching in a classroom is not automatically a better service. A key ingredient
is time for planning and communication.
When asked if they thought their relationship with a teacher would change
or had changed because of co-teaching, the teachers had few comments. Two
classroom teachers who had never co-taught did not think it would make any
difference. Chelsea, an LD teacher, had co-taught two years ago and did not
think her relationship with the teacher was any different because of the
experience or any different from her relationships with other teachers in her
school. Sarah and Sandra said it helped them in that they saw the same things
and had the same perspectives about students. A co-teaching relationship can
make communication more efficient because of proximity. Teachers who work in
the same space also communicate more often and can talk immediately rather
than waiting until a break in their teaching schedules. Instructional aides
sometimes accompany students with moderate or severe disabilities to classrooms.'
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One special educator had been accompanying her student to the classroom
occasionally to work on behavior, but she usually had her aide go with him. The
general educator told the aide that she was intimidated when the special educator
was in the room, but not when the aide was in there. Again, familiarity increases
confidence. From my analysis of the observational data and the interview
commentary, the following theme about cooperative teaching emerged:
Cooperative teaching arrangements and teachers’ understanding of cooperative
teaching are as varied as the teachers who participate in them or talk about the
concept. Collaborative planning time, especially at the beginning, is seen as vital.
Perspectives on Resistance to Collaboration
The teachers who were the informants in this investigation were
participating in collaborative relationships to some degree. From the constant
comparative study, it was clear that teachers who were collaborators had ideas
about why some teachers were resistant. Every school has teachers who prefer to
work alone. Special educators also know that some teachers do not willingly or
happily accept children with disabilities into their classrooms. Not all teachers
who work alone are also unaccepting of students with special needs. However,
when a student who is disabled is placed in a teacher’s classroom, the teachers
involved with that student’s education are required by law to work together.
Therefore, I decided to continue my inquiry into why teachers in this study
thought some teachers were resistant to having students with disabilities and other
teachers in their classrooms. Therefore, I asked the following question:

Some
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teachers are quite resistant to having some special education students and or
teachers in their classrooms. Do you have any thought about why they feel this
way?
A music teacher, who is newly involved in inclusive education, answered
in the following way:
Well, it can be kind of threatening . . . and the older we get the less
likely we are to welcome change in our lives. . . . If we have been
teaching so many years in a certain manner, it is more difficult to
make those adjustments unless you have been making them all
along. . . . If you have any misgivings about what kind of a teacher
you are, your confidence level is really very fragile.
This issue of poor self-concept was supported by Peggy, a kindergarten teacher.
There is a fear that a person is evaluating rather than working with
you, and . . . evaluation is always kind of a threatening thing. . . . At
the elementary level we have always been by ourselves, and when
someone comes into our classroom, the threat is more from
evaluation. . . . the only time anyone comes into your classroom to
just sit down and observe, you kind of have that feeling of
evaluation.
A teacher of students with moderate disabilities agreed with Peggy. "I don’t think
some regular ed. teachers are used to having other adults in their room while they
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are teaching . . . and that could be intimidating." Teachers’ isolation is well
documented in the literature (Dreeben, 1970; Lortie, 1975).
Bad experiences or horror stories also contribute to resistance. Students
with behavior problems can make teachers very resistive. Three LD teachers and
one general educator specifically mentioned inappropriate or acting-out behavior
by students as contributing to resistance to inclusion. The general educator, a
fifth-grade teacher, recalled a video of a student throwing a chair. "If my own
child were in a room where someone was throwing a chair, whether they were
mentally handicapped or not, that is not a safe environment." I had seen that
video, and I recall thinking how good the teacher and the other students were at
ignoring the child. The child had been institutionalized and now was in a public
school. I thought it was wonderful that he could be in his neighborhood school
and how much better was the quality of his life. We had seen the same video but
had come away with different perceptions and feelings.
Participants in this study said fear of the unknown can make teachers
resistant. One teacher related it to fear of change. "I think it is something they
can’t let go, something they are hanging on to." Another said, "I think they are
nervous and scared, not sure what they are going to get into." Feelings of
inadequacy can result if teachers have the expectation that they have to teach
every child the same materials to the same level of mastery.
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Some teachers cannot let go of the idea that every student has to do
the same thing in the classroom and get the same thing out of any
presentation. I really think that is the brunt of most of it.
Katherine, a teacher of the mentally disabled, questioned how teachers
could meet all the needs of students presently in their classes, without adding
students with mental disabilities. "It has to be horribly frustrating to them."
Deanna, a speech and language pathologist, pointed to the high class numbers
along with all the other problems as reasons for resistance.
Most teachers deal with so much else with their students. It is
almost like counseling the students comes first. Some of our
students come to school hungry. When a person has 27-30 students
with multitudinous problems and then you want to add one more
with multiple problems, I can understand that there is some
hesitancy. I can understand why a teacher might say, "I am not
interested; I don’t need one more thing to do. We are already
overburdened now with class sizes, paperwork, and other
nonteaching things."
Special educators said they also select certain teachers for their students, because
they know they will meet their students’ needs better.
There are some teachers that truly do work better with students
with needs, and if you have any say into whose class that child
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should go, you want the child to do the best, so you recommend a
particular teacher.
Teachers related personal stories when I asked this question. Peggy, the
kindergarten teacher, said she understood how teachers feel unprepared to teach
students with special needs. She then told her own story of being asked to
substitute for a long period of time in a special class for students who were
moderately to severely mentally disabled. When asked, she first said, "I can’t do
that. I don’t have the training." The person who asked her said they couldn’t find
anyone with the right training and invited her to come and observe. In the end,
Peggy did teach in that setting.
Within that time I started out with the older children. Then they
hired somebody for them, and they put me with the younger
students. I moved from one end of the totem pole to the other end.
I was exposed. That was sort of on-the-job training.
She also felt that the colleges and universities needed to prepare teachers to work
with students with disabilities. Three-fourths of the states now require specific
coursework in special education, a 50% increase since 1984 (Reiff, Evans, & Cass,
1991). However, there are many teachers in the field who were certified prior to
that time and have no coursework in special education.
Problems with communication were another reason for resistance identified
by two teachers. Three special educators said the district had a plan for inclusion
covering five years, but said that plan had never been communicated to general
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educators. One said, "A few years ago when we started doing some inclusion
things . . . a couple teachers became very upset and went to the teachers’
association. It was to the point where they were even going to be filing some
grievance." She was a teacher representative that year and helped diffuse some of
the problems and concluded that it was basically a lack of communication.
I also asked the special educators what they do when a teacher lets them
know, verbally or nonverbally, that she or he does not want to talk to them.
Sarah, the LD teacher, laughingly said, "Yes, you can usually tell when they keep
on walking while you are talking to them." On a more serious note, she
continued:
I have had that happen lots of times, and that is when you have to
have the support of somebody else that understands what you are
trying to do. I bounce it off another special ed. person, and we try
to figure out why it could be that way, why would a person feel that
way. Is she afraid? We try to figure it out. I guess I kind of flow
with it, and I don’t take it personally anymore. I used to. Now I am
able to dismiss it.
A special educator who works with students with mental disabilities, said she
didn’t handle it very well. "I go home and cry. I feel so bad. I tend to take it
personally." She had a past experience where a teacher had no communication
with her at all even though one of her students was in her class. "It is so much
nicer when you can talk to people and say what you think and hopefully get some
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response." At that time students with moderate mental disabilities were just
beginning to attend elementary schools, and she was covering new ground. She
said she learned a great deal from that experience. For example, she now plans
for her students to attend a general education classroom daily rather than only for
special occasions, because it is less confusing to the general educator who has '•
many schedules to manage. However, her memories of her experiences were still
painful to her, just as they were for a teacher of this population in the constant
comparative study. Yet, she did feel that the teachers at this school had been
very accepting of her students as well as open in their communication. From
other comments made about communication by other teachers, I wondered if
teachers had been given enough support during the process. This is a key
ingredient when implementing a new program according to Fullan and
Stiegelbauer (1991) and Guskey (1986). Also, the passage of time decreased the
newness of the movement toward inclusion in this district.
Joanna teaches students with moderate disabilities and said she has not
had much difficulty with resistive teachers. When she first began to place students
in classrooms a few years ago, she first talked to her principal. He thought it
would be best if she, rather than he, approached teachers first.
I have chosen the people very carefully. . . . Because of the personal
approach and because this has been tried over a number of years on
a very slow scale, step by step, each year including the kids more,
there haven’t been any personality conflicts.
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In this statement, she may have identified a key difference between her success
and her colleague’s difficulties, the slow approach. The idea of inclusion was
brand new when Katherine began. Secondly, she was new to the building, and the
presence of students with moderate disabilities was also new at that site.
Joanna did tell of one incident where she felt her student was being
separated from the other students physically even though he was in a classroom.
Her solution was to change the student’s placement to another classroom.
I went to another instructor and said, "How would you like to have
so and so in your room?" She said, "wonderful, no problem." I
never did get into a confrontation with that teacher. That is the
only time I’ve had this in eight years.
Joanna said she doesn’t give up when a teacher is lukewarm about even trying.
Thinking a boy on her caseload would benefit from having a male teacher, she
approached a teacher and asked to talk with him later. He responded by saying,
"I don’t have any more room in my classroom for students." Rather than discuss
that issue, Joanna said, "What time did you say you would be available?" When
they did talk, the teacher said, "I hope you didn’t think I was serious. I felt really
bad after I said that today." Without missing a beat, Joanna replied, "No, this is
what I would like." They then planned some times the student could spend in the
teacher’s classroom. "I think if you keep a positive image, that is what’s
important. You also have to be very flexible, and I give a lot. I let the time
schedules change if they suddenly decide to take one of the students." Joanna was
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able to focus on the goal she wished to accomplish, that of including her student,
and ignored personal feelings. Also, the general educator had time to think about
his response and his responsibilities. Change is a gradual process (Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991). Joanna gave him time to think about things, and the gift of
time in implementing change is essential.
Sometimes teachers change their minds in a less favorable way than the
teacher with whom Joanna talked. Erin related an incident where a teacher had
agreed at an IEP meeting to have a student receive services in his classroom. The
next day he met Erin at the door and said he had changed his mind. Rather than
get in an argument, Erin responded, "Yesterday you agreed to this plan . . . If you
are going to dispute this, we will have to call another meeting and rewrite this."
The teacher decided to stick with the original plan. Erin was pleased because she
had thought that "this is somebody who would never change, and he changed for
the better. . . . At the end of that school year he said, ‘You’re right. This was the
right thing to do.’" Teachers need to see an innovation work before they change
their beliefs (Guskey, 1986). Both Joanna and Erin maintained a professional and
assertive demeanor when dealing with resistive teachers. By not getting involved
in a power play and letting the process evolve, everyone was successful.
A speech and language pathologist said she knows when it is time to accept
what she can’t change. After trying all sorts of approaches to meet with a
teacher-going before school, trying to figure out when it would be a good time
for that teacher, when she wouldn’t be stressed, and when it didn’t work, she
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talked to her principal. Her principal said the teacher had always been resistant.
"In that case, I just pulled back and decided with the time I had I was going to
deal with teachers who wanted me to be part of their children’s concerns." A
teacher in the constant comparative study had voiced a similar solution, that of
using the little time available with people who are receptive. This is a realistic
solution to a no-win situation. One wonders, however, whether children are being
appropriately served. They are really the ultimate losers.
After I coded and categorized the above data, the following theme
emerged: Teachers who are involved in collaborative relationships believe
resistant teachers have fears of the unknown and are resistive to change. They
also think resistive teachers may feel they are overburdened and unable to
adequately meet the educational needs of students with disabilities in a general
education setting. Special educators have both negative and positive coping
strategies in dealing with resistive teachers.
Reactions to Providing Services in the General Education Classroom
Providing special education services in the classroom is a recent
innovation in this district and is in its infancy. Only one special educator spent a
significant amount of her time in general education classrooms, but no special
educator spent half of the teaching day in that setting. I wanted to capture their
reactions to a significant change in how they delivered services, so I asked the
following question: Imagine that special education teachers spent the majority of
their day either in classrooms where their students are placed as collaborating
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teachers, or in consultation with teachers about students, rather than in pull-out.
How would you feel about that for yourself and for the students?
Two special educators did not like the concept and related it to personal
preferences.
It would not be what I would choose to do for my job. I prefer to
be with kids. I really do . . . I want my own room with my own kids
where I do my own thing. . . . Half a day? I still like having my own
classroom. That is just a personal kind of thing.
She also felt it would be unfair to her aide if she was not in the room with her.
"We have been together a long time, and I know how she feels being left with kids
in the classroom all the time while I would be out." She said they are often both
needed to manage instruction for the students who are in their room. She
continued saying, "I am not always comfortable in other people’s classrooms
either." Finally, she concluded by questioning whether it was appropriate for the
students with moderate and severe disabilities to be in a general education
classroom for half a day. This teacher had always worked in a special class setting
until three years ago when the program was moved to an elementary school. Her
aide spent some time in classrooms, but she did not.
Her job-sharing partner had a similar reaction. "Well, that is not the kind
of job I want. I’d like a classroom where you have some flexibility in your
scheduling and choices." This teacher was spending a short period of time in two
classrooms every week reading a story to the students. Like her partner, her
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teaching career had primarily been spent in special classrooms, sometimes in a
special school.
Another teacher of students with mental disabilities thought this
arrangement might help her students. "I think it would probably help with the
success of the students, because there would be more of a chance for sharing and
taking part in what is going on outside of the self-contained classroom." She did
not think she presently spent enough time in classrooms. At the present time, her
aide accompanied her students to classrooms the majority of the time.
Other special educators were favorable to the idea and related their
answers to organizational issues. Chelsea, an LD teacher, thought scheduling
would be the biggest challenge, but if it worked, it would be beneficial. She did
not think it should be automatically mandated. Deanna, a speech and language
pathologist, thought it would be "wonderful." She related ideas for modifying
tests, having daily assignment sheets, and developing vocabulary lessons based on
an English or social studies text. However, she also qualified her answer by
saying, "Again, we have that time constraint. After my 25th student, I’ve forgotten
what I did in the morning unless I take notes." These two teachers have had
limited experience in working in general education settings.
Sarah and Erin have both spent time in general education classrooms for
several years. Sarah thought a half day was a realistic amount of time. She said
she has students for whom she provides an alternative reading program and wants
to give them their reading instruction as close to the time that their peers have
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reading in the classroom. "I can see afternoons being in for social studies,
science, and things like that. Those are the areas I miss as a person." She saw
not only benefits for her students but also for her personal satisfaction as a
teacher. Erin is spending approximately half of each day in general education
classrooms. She thought it was ideal. She had ideas about ways it could be
increased.
If more of my students were placed in a similar classroom it would
help, because I would be able to touch more students in one period
of time. The less number of people that you are dealing with, the
easier it is for scheduling reasons.
In the constant comparative study, two teachers were presently seeing a group of
students with similar needs at the same time. Students came from different
classrooms to one classroom for instruction. Sarah had also arranged for several
students with learning disabilities to be placed in one classroom. These two
teachers were sold on service in the classroom, were actively engaged in it, and
were thinking of ways to refine their service delivery.
Each of these groups of teachers can be identified as fitting under a
different stage of concern about innovation as described by Hord et al. (1987).
(See Appendix A for a Stages of Concern Profile form). The two teachers of
students with mental disabilities, who had spent many years working in a separate
school, had concerns about their personal well-being. The other teacher of
students with mental disabilities was receptive and wondered what her
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responsibilities for content would be and how she could be in so many places.
These are personal and management concerns, which are Stages 2 and 3. She is
also gathering information, which is Stage 1. Both Chelsea and Deanna were
dealing with Stage 3, which focuses on management issues. Deanna had thoughts
and ideas about how she would function, which are information and management
concerns. Sarah and Erin had some management concerns (Stage 3) but were
also looking for ways to improve the program, which is Stage 4. Sarah also saw
personal benefits resulting from time in the classroom, Stage 2. According to
Hord and her colleagues, teachers do move up the scale in a developmental
fashion, but concerns develop in a wave pattern rather than a step pattern. This
question was especially revealing about the process of change.
General educators also had opinions about this type of service arrangement
for special educators. The concept was even newer to them than it was to special
educators. It also had a less personal effect on them, since they would continue
to work in a familiar environment. No one said it was a bad idea. Their remarks
were information-gathering comments, Stage 1. For example a fifth-grade teacher
said. "It seems to me that both teachers would need to be able to serve all the
kids. . . . I enjoy working with other teachers; it is important that the two get
along well and are on the same wave length." Another said, "I am willing to give
it a try. . . . I think it would be very helpful if they came into the room and could
do drill and practice on things that relate to what we are learning, like vocabulary
words in social studies and health." A teacher who had visited another school
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district where inclusion was in place said that it looked like it was working well
there. "We talked to a lot of teachers who hadn’t had the experience before and
said that they were frightened, but that things worked out. It looked good with
the proper help." Two teachers said they would personally like it. From these
comments, it appears these teachers are open-minded to the idea but need more
information about the concept. This is a Stage 2 concern. It is possible they
would only be minimally affected by a change in how services are delivered if they
have few students with disabilities. They could also be significantly affected if
special educators spend a significant amount of time in their room. This question
had less relevancy to general educators than it did to special educators. Some
special educators who had been in classrooms had started to move up the stages
of concern ladder. Others were still gathering information and asking questions
related to personal concerns. The following theme emerged from this part of the
study: As teachers experience more collaborative models, their perceptions
change. Their questions and concerns also change, and new wavs of thinking
emerge.
Perpectives on Special Educators’ Role
One question in the interview schedule centered on how special educators
are viewed by general educators. I decided to ask this question because of
conversations with some special educators who felt they needed personal support
from one another. In some cases, they felt general educators did not understand
what they did; in other cases, they thought some general educators were opposed
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to having students with special needs in their classrooms. Their schedules were
different, and they wondered whether teachers thought they were really always
working. Because of these statements, I asked the following question of all
participants: Think about the entire faculty for a moment, including phy. ed.,
media specialists, ESL, Chapter I, and special education teachers. Do you view7
special education teachers differently from other support personnel?
Five general educators said they did not view special educators differently
than they viewed other support personnel. Several said they thought special
educators had different areas of expertise. "They have more education in a
specific area, and so I look at them as experts in some area. Usually a Chapter I
or an ESL (English as a Second Language) teacher has the same training as I
have."

A second-grade teacher thought she would ask them different questions

because of their special area but still thought they were like other support people.
Another second-grade teacher agreed with her colleague about special educators’
expertise. She also thought they have a heavy load. "I think there is more
pressure put on them." She also said she expected change in her students when a
special educator is involved, even if it takes a year. One teacher, who has been
working in a co-teaching arrangement, said she has developed new respect for the
special educator’s role. She referred specifically to the paperwork required.
Before, I had absolutely no idea that those kinds of things go on.
You see them working with one child. You get to walk in somebody
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else’s shoes when you see the paperwork. I guess that kind of
broadened my horizons.
A fourth grade teacher said she worked more closely with special education
teachers and Chapter I teachers than she did with other support people. "As far
as P.E. and media specialists, there is not a whole lot of conversation other than
behavior issues." The music teacher thought they were a lot like her except that
she had no one in her building to talk with about her specialty while they had
other special educators.
Only one special educator, a speech and language pathologist, immediately
said she was not viewed differently from other support people in her school, but
then she qualified her answer by saying that general educators don’t understand
what she does. "They don’t know what it is I do, and that is my fault. . . . They
don’t have an understanding what language is. Do they view me differently? I
honestly don’t know." This lack of understanding of their role was echoed by two
more teachers. An LD teacher said, "I think we’ve got it all the way from people
that think I am a Chapter I tutor to people who realize that this is a handicapping
condition I am working with." A teacher of the mentally disabled said some
teachers think her students would like kindergarten level materials because they
are low functioning, even though her students are ages 10-14. This had changed
somewhat when she started going into each class at the beginning of the year and
talking about the kinds of things that are done in her room. Teachers have told
her they could not do her job. "They say, ‘I could not do what you do for a half
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an hour, put up with behaviors, do the paperwork, or try to program like you guys
do.’" These teachers were all from the same school. At the other school, three
special educators thought they were viewed differently, and one did not know.
The speech and language pathologist said some teachers are aware of her
language background and ask her for specific help. She also said that media
specialists and phy. ed. teachers are a little bit more removed from the academic
arena. The LD teacher thought general educators looked to special educators for
assistance. "They look to you for instructional answers, ways to adapt things in
the classroom." She thought the non-academic nature of physical education and
music is the reason for classroom teachers coming to her for answers. "It is just a
different area." A teacher of the moderately mentally disabled thought general
educators saw them "as being really different." She also thought the general
educators were more accepting of them the longer they were in the building.
"The first year in any building is kind of a learning experience. We tend to get
different looks when we are new, because our students are obviously different."
Her teaching partner said she didn’t know. She thought general educators saw
her as a teacher of her kids. "I think they see us as a teacher of our kids. I
would guess that they probably see us like Chapter I."
The ways that special educators see themselves as different is in their job
responsibilities. Most special educators in this study also go into classrooms, and
most have licensure to teach in an elementary setting. General educators usually
have minimal special education background-; many spend no time in a special
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education resource room other than brief stops to confer with a teacher or
student. Special educators observe students in classrooms, and if they are co
teaching, they also teach or assist students. I had wondered if special educators
really felt separated from the general education faculty. Their answers led me to
conclude that they see differences from other support personnel in what they do
and a lack of understanding of their role by general educators. The similarities
among the answers of special educators in each building and differences between
buildings may be a reflection of how much special educators talk among
themselves. Special educators in the first school do meet regularly. In my
observations of those meetings, they did share their experiences in consultation,
and all three thought some general educators did not understand what they did.
In the other school, there are two separated special education areas. These
teachers have less opportunity to interact. Also, one person is new to the building
this year, and the teachers of the mentally disabled are only in their second year
at this school. How much personalities influence these relationships is an
unknown. From the informants’ answers and my observational data, the following
theme emerged: Special educators see themselves as different from other support
personnel in a building because of their strong academic focus. They also feel
general educators do not understand their role in education. General educators
are less likely to see special educators as different, but if they do. it is because
they view them as having specialized backgrounds.
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Perspectives on Parent Relationships
I also asked the informants about their relationship with the parents of
students with disabilities. This question was worded somewhat differently for
special educators than for general educators. I asked special educators whether
they thought their relationship with parents of students they served was different
from the relationship those parents had with general educators serving their
students.
Six of the seven special educators said they knew the parents of their
students better. "We have some of the students for such a long time. We build a
relationship with these people over time." A teacher of the mentally disabled said
she thought special educators become more involved in the student’s family life.
"I guess I can only speak from personal experience, but we become the pseudo
parents. I’d say we deal more closely with the parents of special needs students
than a regular educator does." Another teacher in this area said some of her
students spend very little time in general education classrooms. Because of this,
the general educator does not spend any significant time with the parents. This is
not always the case, however. Two general educators said their involvement with
parents had increased because of special education. A fifth-grade teacher said:
Things become more personal. I was invited to the IEP conference
for this child. I got to meet her parents. It was nice to see that
they were pleased that she was in a regular classroom and to hear
their side of homework hassles.
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The music teacher in this same school said she had previously had very little
contact.
[But] this year I am included in some of the IEPs, and I appreciate
that. It gives more validity to what I am doing, and I think the area
of music is an area where a lot of kids can do well that are not
feeling as good about what they can do in other areas. We can
explore this area at the IEP. It is a good step.
Referring a child for evaluation had hurt one general educator’s
relationship with a parent. "If the parent is not pleased with me for making that
suggestion, it may set up a little bit of a barrier between us." A fourth-grade
teacher said that when she went to meetings with parents of students with
disabilities she
. . . sometimes felt like I was the low man of the totem pole. I was
the last one asked to say anything. . . . Sometimes it is hard when
things are going well in speech and LD, and then it is my turn. I
don’t necessarily have all those positive things to say, and that is
hard. I feel like everything is wonderful, and here comes the ogre
who has to tell what is really going on in the classroom.
She did say she felt her relationship had not changed with most parents because
of special education services, but this year she had a student who was out of her
room most of the time. "I feel like I don’t know him very well. If there is a
concern, maybe the special educator is the one they talk to. Maybe my
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relationship with that parent isn’t as close as I would like it to be." The manner
in which she worded her comment indicated she still felt that this student was a
member of her class rather than of a separate or special class.
Parents and teachers sometimes determine how much relationship they
maintain with each teacher. A fifth-grade teacher said she made a point of
attending conferences between the special educator and parents of her students.
"I like to sit in on that conference, because it gives me a chance to talk to them
too." This year she has a parent who calls her regularly. "I think the LD teacher
probably has regular contact with that parent just because that parent is
interested. Maybe it depends on how easy or accessible the parent is too." A
special educator said it also depended on whether or not the classroom teacher
understood the child. If a parent was not getting a lot of feedback, then her role
increased. From these answers, it appears that all people involved, parents,
teachers, and students, can affect relationships. After analyzing the informants’
responses, I came to the following understanding: Teachers believe parental
relationships are strengthened bv longevity and communication. General
educators believe their relationships with the parents of students with disabilities
are enhanced if special education services improve the teachers’ involvement with
parents and students. Relationships can be hurt if parents are resistive to special
education services for their child.
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Perspectives on Inclusive Education
The final questions I asked dealt with the current movement toward
educating students with disabilities in their neighborhood schools, and having
these students spend as much time as is educationally appropriate in a general
education classroom. The mostly commonly used term to describe this movement
is progressive inclusion. The two years prior to this investigation were the first
time students with mild mental disabilities (EMH) were not automatically placed
in the cluster sites located at two elementary schools, and some of these students
were attending their neighborhood schools. These students in neighborhood
schools and cluster sites were also spending more academic and social time in
general education classrooms. Students with more significant mental disabilities
are labeled trainable mentally disabled (TMH). They were also being served in
cluster sites in elementary schools rather than in a special school. A cluster site
for primary level students was located at Challenger, and Endeavor had a cluster
site for intermediate level students. Even more significantly, these students were
also spending time in classrooms with their age-appropriate peers. Although I
had not planned to address inclusion in this study, this topic was on the mind of
many of the participants in this study. Teachers who were in the constant
comparative study discussed it when they talked about consultation and
cooperative teaching. In actuality, the increased interest in consultation and
cooperative teaching developed because of the desire to keep students with
disabilities in the general education classroom as- much as possible. Therefore, it
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is natural that the participants in this study would also address inclusion. I
developed three questions related to this topic and interspersed them throughout
the interview schedule. I attempted to word them in an objective way, so that
each informant could look beyond his or her own setting and explore beliefs
about the concept.
Beliefs Regarding Students with Mild Disabilities
The first question asked on inclusion was as follows: There has been a
movement toward providing learning disabilities and speech and language services
in the general classroom rather than in pull-out sessions in resource rooms. How
do you feel about this?
Eleven of the informants immediately made a positive remark about this
method of serving students. The remaining four had a variety of responses. A
special educator who serves students with mild to moderate mental disabilities did
not think it would affect her to any extent, so she hadn’t thought about its pros
and cons. A general educator, who was in her first experience of co-teaching, said
she didn’t have any firm opinion but thought that if it were going to be effective,
planning time must be available. Another general educator was concerned about
the distractibility of her class.
I have a group of kids that you have to stand on your head to keep
their attention anyway and to put another teacher in there that
might be making some noise or working with this child . . . would be
real distracting to the rest of the kids.
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This same concern was voiced by a second-grade teacher who said she "might
have some reservations if they are doing something totally different. . . I don’t
know if they would have a quiet corner to do exactly what they need to be doing."
These teachers appear to be thinking of inclusion as primarily a physical presence
in a classroom. In their mind’s eye, they see a special educator working on the '
same things he or she would be doing in a resource room. Two of the above
educators also saw positive elements in inclusion, which are reported later in this
chapter.
Two general educators liked inclusive education because their students
would not be leaving their classroom. A fourth-grade teacher said:
I guess I would like to try it, because I feel bad for those kids that
do have to leave the classroom, because it singles them out . . . they
miss out on things. . . . I might make an announcement when that
child is out of the room. It is hard to remember where everyone is.
. . . You have kids going to ESL . . . you have kids going to speech,
you have kids going to LD. . . . I would like it because the child
wouldn’t be so isolated.
A teacher who had been concerned about distractibility when another teacher is
working in her room said, "It is difficult sometimes when these kids have to be out
of the classroom so much. It would mean that they wouldn’t be leaving the
classroom so much, so I guess I . . . have mixed feelings about it." She said that
maybe they could work in the small glassed-in room in the back, "but then that is
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just like taking them out of the classroom." She correctly noted that thinking of
inclusion in this manner was not true change. The idea that physical presence
would be inclusive education is a form of false clarity that Fullan and Stiegelbauer
(1992) identified as a form of false change. A gratifying feature of these
comments is the ownership general educators take for all students in their
classroom.
Most teachers thought providing services for students with mild disabilities
in the classroom was a good one. They also had ideas about what needed to
happen if it were going to be effective. Scheduling times to be in the classroom
was a challenge mentioned by two special educators. A fifth-grade teacher said
personalities of teachers must be considered.
I am very comfortable with it because of the people I work with. I
am familiar with them, they are very professional; they are very
open minded; and they are willing to try new things. When things
don’t work, it is not a disaster.
They also had questions and concerns. Two special educators thought that
not all children want service in the general classroom setting. One of them said:
Do they ever ask that child where they might be more comfortable
doing that? . . . Sometimes I think we get a model that we are going
to say is best for all kids and it may not be. I really think we need
to look at each individual case and decide what is really best for
that child.
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The other thought she could always work it out with the teacher, but "it is
probably my feelings about the kids’ feelings that is getting in the way here."
Three educators thought it would be inappropriate to remediate problems
with articulation in a general education setting. All of them have backgrounds in
speech and language; two were presently working as speech and language
pathologists, and the third had initially trained in that field.
A special educator who immediately said it was a positive idea later
qualified her answers. After initially saying it was a wonderful idea, she followed
by saying, "One concern that I have is that I don’t know that all the teachers
understand the reason for it." I believe she was including herself in that group
because she continued,
I have a large caseload, and I somehow have to be able to juggle all
those students’ IEPs and serve them the best that I can. With as
high as my numbers are, I don’t know that I can go into the
classroom and work with the child.
The following theme summarizes my understanding of the participants’
viewpoints. Educators understand and support the concept of providing services
in the classroom for students with mild disabilities. However, concerns about
scheduling, teacher personalities, and meeting students’ needs impede progress in
providing more in-classroom services.
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Beliefs Regarding Students with Moderate Disabilities
The second question was similar, but addressed the inclusion of a different
category of students, those with mental disabilities who are labeled educable
mentally handicapped (EMH) and trainable mentally handicapped (TMH). The
question was presented as follows: There is a similar movement to have students
who are labeled mentally retarded spend more time in the classroom for
academics and socialization and to receive some special services there also, such
as speech and occupational therapy. What is your reaction?
Nine of the 15 teachers said they needed some type of support if these
students spent more time in general education classrooms. Six specifically said
that these students needed aides, especially if they were significantly different
from their age-appropriate peers. A classroom teacher, who said he would not
want his own children in a classroom where there was no diversity, also said
children with disabilities needed additional help. "It is an outrage if they bring
children who need special services into a classroom and don’t provide the
necessary backup in a classroom that is already overloaded with special people
and is extra large." Another general educator said she should not have to be
responsible for planning that child’s instructional goals. "Someone should be
there all the time with that child." A fifth-grade teacher said how much help a
child needed depended on the child. "If it detracts from what you can give to the
class as a whole, then . . . they need to have an aide or somebody that can keep
them on task." The severity and type of disability can determine whether or not a
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child needs an aide, according to several teachers. Another fifth-grade teacher
said, "Not every mentally retarded child would need supervision, but I think you
have to look into the person’s capabilities and background." By contrast, aide
assistance was found to be a vital component for successful inclusion of some
students in a study involving the inclusion of students with severe disabilities in
general education classrooms. Having the physical presence of another support
person minimized feelings of being totally responsible for a student with
significant needs (Giangreco, Dennis, Clonginger, Edelman, & Schattman, 1993).
A teacher of the moderately mentally disabled thought these students must
have an adult accompany them. This can cause problems for her in her
classroom. "If I send one student down with the aide to another classroom, that
leaves me with three or four, and that is going to impact their education." Having
some students in the self-contained setting and others in general education
classrooms was challenging and stressful for a special educator for this population
in the constant comparative study. She was trying to spend time in classrooms
while still maintaining a cluster-site program for students from several elementary
schools. She hoped it would improve when children were placed in their
neighborhood schools and the principle of natural proportion was in place. She
also said she did not like her job as well when she was not a teacher in a selfcontained setting, but she knew it was best for students with disabilities to spend
time in general education settings.
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Two teachers of the mentally disabled also said their roles had changed
considerably because of increased need for aides to supervise these students in
general education settings. She said as more part-time aides were hired, she
found herself spending more time training them than she liked. "I want to work
with kids. . . . I don’t want to train aides to do the job that I want to be doing.""
She also said she didn’t want to teach teachers how to teach students; she wanted
to teach them herself.
Hiring part-time aides can also be difficult for the classroom teacher,
according to a special educator. The aides receive no training before going to
work, and they come with varying degrees of ability. When a teacher is working
with a child, he or she may change the instructional approach if the student is not
understanding. "You get a feel for what you need to do next, or what you maybe
need to do twice. You just can’t predict how the student is going to do." This
special educator now allows only one of her aides to do some special tasks, such
as charting, because "she and I are on the same wave length." Both teachers said
that they often felt out of touch with what their students were doing in the general
education classroom. "I have no idea what is going on up there, what he is
working on. I really don’t know how he is progressing."
Another concern stated by several teachers were students with behavior
problems. General educators and special educators said students with behavior
problems may not always be appropriately placed in general education classes. A
teacher told a story of needing to physically restrain a child with mental
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disabilities. She and others were especially concerned about possible physical
harm. "It is not very much fun when you have to go and physically hold a child
because they are hitting another." Another teacher had observed an incident of
physical harm.
An autistic child bit one of my other kids who happened to have a
very understanding parent. I also had an autistic child drink
something that wasn’t poisonous, but maybe the next time it would
be. I had to keep a close eye, and you are busy when you have 25
people in the room. . . . In the fifth grade we do have scissors and
paper cutters and things like that in our room.
Another teacher told of her constant worry when a child was included for story
time the previous year. The student did not always listen attentively. "I was
nervous for that 20 or 25 minutes. I thought what if she would have a temper
tantrum. What would I do?" This student came alone, and the teacher thought it
would have helped tremendously if another adult had been present, not only for
behavior but also to assist this student. Seven educators stated that students with
behavior problems may not always be best served in the general education
classroom. The issue of physical safety was a big concern.
Several general educators said social skills could best be taught in a
classroom. A kindergarten teacher said, "If we feel the child has the ability to
learn social skills, then I really think inclusion, for at least part of the day, is very
important, because you need role models." Classroom teachers also thought that
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all students benefited socially from having students with disabilities in the general
education setting.
From a socialization standpoint it is really good for the rest of the
kids too to take that person as part of their class and help him or
her; you know, just feel like they are responsible a little bit for
helping. I like that. That is healthy for them.
Another general educator said:
Maybe the children will realize that not everybody is able to do
what they can do, that there are children that have to work harder
at trying to do some of these skills, and maybe they can learn
patience and understanding.
On the other hand, a student who is placed in a classroom so that he or
she has opportunity for socialization with age-appropriate peers does not
automatically improve in this area. This was the case for a student with moderate
mental disabilities. The teacher actually thought he was deteriorating. "He
doesn’t have the skills to interact, and he chooses more and more to be by
himself." What has been occurring is increased behavior problems, and this was
an increasing concern to the teacher. If the reason for placement of this child in
a general education classroom was to improve socialization, it may be time for the
planning team to reconvene.
Other teachers also believed that the reasons for placing students in
general education classrooms must be appropriate and clearly understood. Two
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special educators wondered if they were expecting too much of some children
when they were placed in general education classrooms.
It is possible to maybe overload some students with handicapping
difficulties . . . With some kids it is too, too much to be in a big
classroom, and the team would just have to decide to what degree
that child can handle it.
A teacher of students with learning disabilities said:
There are times when they can’t handle the classroom. It is too
detrimental to their self-esteem. I think we should consider that
student’s needs and whether they can handle it. But I do want them
in there; I think we are wrong in putting them away.
Two educators directly addressed the topic of providing a support service
like occupational therapy (OT) in the general education classroom. A
kindergarten teacher wondered why one would provide that service in the
classroom. She thought providing academics was appropriate, but "just to do
something to do it doesn’t mean a lot." According to P. L. 94-142, occupational
therapy is provided to support educational growth. I am not certain what she
envisioned occupational therapy to be. A special educator directly addressed the
activities that she felt may be inappropriate for that service. For example, she
questioned the practicality of having a student walk on a balance beam.
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How many times do you and I walk on a balance beam in our life?
. . . In that situation, I think an adaptation could be made in the
classroom or through physical education. Take the child out when
the rest of the class goes out for a walk. Can the student walk on
the sidewalk? Can the student walk on the curb without falling off?
This teacher thought occupational therapy could easily be provided in a general
education setting if the activities were appropriate. I recalled the comment made
by a speech and language pathologist who found it very helpful to have an
occupational therapist seated across the table in a kindergarten setting. She said
she could then immediately ask the occupational therapist how to best assist her
student in an activity such as paper cutting. These comments indicate that
perceptions and understanding of what some special education services involve
vary considerably.
Although teachers were open to the idea that students with mental
disabilities could receive services in the classroom, they had many concerns and
questions. Serving these students in general education classrooms is in its
beginning stages in this school district. Many teachers have minimal experience
working with these students. They clearly want assistance, and they have strong
concerns about students with behavior problems. Special educators serving this
population are also charting new ground and expressed some concerns for
themselves and their students. From their answers and my observations the
following theme emerged:
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Although generally supportive and open to the possibility of including
students with moderate disabilities in general education settings, both special
educators and general educators believe these students will need a significant
amount of support in these settings. They also want to clearly understand the
reasons for providing these services in the classroom.
Beliefs Regarding the Philosophy of Inclusive Education
The third question I asked regarding inclusion was worded so that the
informants could reflect on their feelings regarding the inclusion movement as it
had occurred in their schools. I asked: "After experiencing the recent movement
toward including students with disabilities such as autism and mental retardation
in your classrooms, what are you reactions?" I deliberately chose the words,
autism and retardation, so that the informants would have a clear understanding
of the population I wanted them to consider in their answers. The word,
retardation, is more familiar to general educators than is the newer label, students
with mental disabilities. After reading through all their answers, I developed
three general categories: positive, neutral, and negative. I also color coded these
categories into green, brown, and red on the transcript. Twelve informants’
transcripts contained positive comments coupled with neutral and/or negative
comments. Three informants’ transcripts contain neutral and negative comments
only. No one had only red negative comments.
Positive comments sometimes began with a statement of belief. For
example, a speech and language pathologist said,
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I think it is a good thing. . . . I don’t think there should be any
question about it. Children have a right to an education. . . . I don’t
know where they get in their mind that these children don’t belong
in the classroom.
A fifth-grade classroom teacher said, "I have always kind of felt that that’s the way
it should be." When I asked him to clarify, he said his undergraduate education
at the University of North Dakota’s New School was based on this philosophy.
"This was one of the primary goals of the New School." Many positive comments
were followed by cautionary statements or suggestions to facilitate the movement.
For example, a special educator said,
I am positive about it, and yet I am realistic enough to know we still
have some things that need to be worked out. In education we are
just experiencing more and more difficulties in the classroom, and it
is not just the kids that have speech problems or learning
disabilities. I think if it were only those types of children, teachers
wouldn’t have such a problem, but we are finding problems with
behavior, families not giving the support, not following through,
attention deficit disorders with many children. It is just a blend of
more and more.
The effects of diversity in the general education classroom were echoed by a fifthgrade teacher who said:
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This year I am very glad I don’t have one of them in my room
because with all the high numbers and all the special needs, that
would be one more thing that I would have to deal with. I know it
helps a lot if they are able to have an aide with them . . . but I
would feel like I am burdened much more than I am right now. It
would be difficult.
This teacher does have two students with severe learning disabilities, and her
answer was directed specifically toward the inclusion of students with mental
disabilities. The schools are facing increasing diversity in their students.
Projections for the next ten years show increasing numbers of students with
different cultural and economic backgrounds (Ramierz, 1988). Both the schools
in this study were significantly impacted by the influx of Kurdish refugees into the
community.
I was curious to know if educators had the same concerns when a student
with limited or no English proficiency is placed in their classrooms. Since I had
observed in a classroom where a Kurdish student was placed, I decided to ask
Sandra, the classroom teacher, her opinion. She also had students with learning
disabilities and a student with moderate mental disabilities in her classroom this
year. I asked her if she had any different feelings when comparing the two
experiences. She said:
Yes, I did. I felt like I knew what I was doing with the child who
didn’t speak English. Not that I am an expert or anything, but in
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my mind I had a plan, and I knew I was going to carry out this plan.
With a child who is basically non-verbal (the student with mental
disabilities), I felt like I was suddenly in the unknown.
She said this was the first student with limited English proficiency that she had
taught, but her grandparents spoke another language, and she had taken a foreign
language in school.
The child with the disability is an unknown to me. I don’t know
which direction he is going in. I don’t know what his capabilities
are, and I really don’t know what is expected of me by the end of
the year.
She also said having a student who was learning English involved only one
meeting lasting about one and one-half hours.
But if I have to go to a meeting after school for an autistic child and
have to go to another meeting for a mentally retarded child, the
demands on an elementary teacher just snowball sometimes. One
year I had seven students with learning disabilities, and I had to go
to seven transition meetings at the junior high level.
Another classroom teacher also mentioned the added time needed for planning
and meeting. "When is it going to end?"
Two special educators who were primarily responsible for students with
mental disabilities expressed several concerns. One teacher questioned whether a
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classroom teacher could possibly meet all the students’ needs in his or her
classroom. She also thought it would affect students.
I find it hard to believe that having really low functioning students
in the classroom doesn’t impact upon your average or gifted
students. . . . I would be surprised if a regular ed. teacher could tell
you that they truly could meet everybody’s needs.
Her teaching partner said that teachers who were accepting and easy to work with
may be overburdened with children with special needs. "That doesn’t seem fair."
She also thought every school will approach inclusion differently and having a
supportive principal can make a big difference.
Two teachers worried that the movement toward inclusion could turn into
a decrease in quality of services. A teacher of the mentally disabled said her
biggest fear is "that we just go into a dumping situation." However, she also said
that she is basically in favor of inclusion. "My students need to be taught in the
environment in which they are going to live or work or play. They deserve the
chance to learn as many things as they can, just like any other student."
I did ask five educators if they wanted to go back to the way things were
before, with special classes and special schools. All of them said the move toward
inclusion was best for the students. One teacher, who had personally liked
teaching in a special school setting, still said the general education setting was
"much more the real world. It isn’t always safe, and yet it is much more of what
reality is all about." A special educator and a general educator said that they
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personally wanted their own children to be tolerant and understanding of people
who are different. One said that tolerance and compassion are taught.
My kids said to me one day that in spite of being raised in a small
town and not knowing about things outside that town, that I must
have done something with them, because they are tolerant of
differences. My parents must have been tolerant. Where do you
learn that you don’t criticize and stereotype other people? I think it
is something you learn all your life.
Teachers who held the belief that all children belong also said it was the
school’s responsibility to place children in situations where they can be successful.
One teacher told of her own personal experiences with her child with severe
disabilities. This child is in an institution and went to school within that
institution until she was 18. "She could have been brought into a regular school
setting and said to be included in the classroom for the benefit of other students.
I don’t think that would have benefited anybody whatsoever. She also has two
other children with learning disabilities, who have gained a great deal from
inclusive education in their neighborhood schools.
I feel strongly from a personal and professional level about
inclusion, but I . . . don’t think everything should be just black or
white. There is lots of gray. When we look at inclusion, we need to
look at it in that way.
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From the responses to this question, I understood that inclusion is a
concept which is very complex. The theme I discovered in my data analysis
reflects that complexity:
Teachers generally believe in the philosophy of inclusion, but the reasons
for a child’s presence in a general education classroom must make sense in terms'
of educational growth. Teachers often feel inadequate and overwhelmed, not only
because of children with disabilities, but also because of the increasing diversity
among all students in their classrooms. Finally, teachers’ beliefs about inclusion
are embedded in their own personal experiences and educational philosophies.
They need to know that they will be supported in their efforts to include children
with disabilities in general education classrooms.

Key Linkages
Teachers do work in a unique environment. In the past, they spent the
majority of their day alone with young learners. Now they are being asked and
sometimes directed to allow other adults to enter their classsrooms. Teachers are
dealing with an increasingly diverse population with challenging educational
needs, including students with disabilities who had been previously served in
separated environments. Both the field of special education and general
education are involved in significant systems changes, and educators are the direct
recipients of all these changes. How do they make sense of an increasingly
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complex working situation? The purpose of this study was to better understand
one portion of their work world, their collaboration with one another.
After I completed the compilation of my results, I returned to the literature
to identify key linkages between research and the emerging themes developed in
my investigation. I followed the format of Chapter II, comparing my conclusions
to other researchers’ conclusions.
The literature on consultation identified styles of interaction and important
competencies that educators need in order to be successful consultants. I saw
ample evidence of the collaborative ethic suggested by Phillips and McCullough
(1990) in which educators showed respect for one another’s opinions as well as a
willingness to work together to solve problems. Many participants assumed the
role of a mental health consultant in which they judged success by feelings of
satisfaction and increased self-confidence. Others also wanted tangible results,
which is more typical of a behavioral consultant. Some engaged in process
consultation with emphasis on problem-solving and interpersonal communication.
Participants usually blended these different consultant roles into the ecological
model of consultation that Conoley and Conoley (1988) described.
Researchers (Graden et al., 1985; Idol & West, 1987) identified teacher
competencies necessary for effective consultation, and the participants in this
study displayed many of them but also showed a lack of awareness of others.
They were excellent communicators and displayed content expertise. I doubt that
any of them had been exposed to the various consultation theories and models in
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their educational background, because this information is relatively new in the
field. They were caught up in the process of change and simply coped with it as
best they could. I believe many of them understood that some of their feelings of
stress were related to the pressure of change; they basically relied on their past
experiences and instinct to deal with these dilemmas. Writers on the topic of
collaboration have set forth sequential problem-solving steps to use in
consultation (West et al., 1987). I simply did not see teachers following any
pattern in problem solving. Lack of training and the continual pressure of time
definitely interfered. Educators in this study did solve problems, but when faced
with significant issues, they also spent a considerable amount of time and energy
in the process.
My analysis of the data corroborated many of the barriers to developing a
consultation program that were described by researchers (Friend & Bauwens,
1988; Idol & West, 1987; Phillips & McCullough, 1990). I saw no teachers
involved in the territorial power struggles that Nelson (1990) identified.
Educators did express concerns about lack of preparation to assume new roles.
General educators wondered if they could deal with one more special child, and
special educators, especially those with minimal classroom experience, worried
about their ability to handle the content of the curriculum.
These feelings of inadequacy can interfere with a willingness to put oneself
into uncharted territory. If teachers completely understood the collaborative
ethic, they would also know they aren’t expected to be experts on everything. In
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fact, the nature of collaboration requires the pooling of knowledge and sharing of
responsibility. Participants in this study also were acquainted with teacher
resistance and had opinions about why some teachers were not willing to work
collaboratively. They agreed with Friend and Bauwens (1988) that resistance is a
natural phenomenon. They also understood that some teachers will always prefer
to work alone, and that one should not assume that collaboration is always good.
Educators engaged in cooperative teaching relationships, as well as those
who were not, knew that both teachers needed to be present simultaneously.
They also knew that they could divide instructional responsibilities, but they were
less clear about another basic tenet identified by Bauwens and her colleagues
(1989), which is that both teachers maintain joint responsibility for the instruction
of all students. Some educators assumed that when special educators were in
general education classrooms, they would be mainly involved with students on
their caseload. Case (1992) called this the special education rescue syndrome.
Others thought they would have to change the content and curriculum used in the
classroom in order to meet the needs of students with disabilities. When students
with disabilities are included in a general education setting, their individual
educational needs determine how the curriculum must be modifed for them alone.
General educators are accustomed to large group instruction in which all students
progress at the same rate through the curriculum.
The cooperative teaching relationships I observed were as varied as those
discussed in the literature (Bauwens et al., 1989; Meyers et al., 1991; Nowacek,
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1992). Sarah and Hallie could have engaged in side-by-side instruction if the
student had not moved. Erin was involved in supportive learning activities in
which she provided different instructional approaches and curriculum
modifications for the student. Another general educator envisioned one educator
providing remediation for a subgroup of students while the other educator
provided enrichment activities, a model described by Friend and Cook (1992).
The teachers created their real and imagined models from their own experiences.
Finding the right person for a partner and allowing teachers to voluntarily
engage in cooperative teaching were as important to the participants of this study,
as they were to teachers in Nowacek’s 1992 study. The importance of planning
time, especially at start-up, was continually emphasized in both the literature and
by the participants. However, the lack of planning time did not deter educators in
this study who wanted to co-teach. They simply forged ahead and did the best
they could with less than ideal circumstances. Participants in this investigation
and other research studies said that planning time is less important after
cooperative teaching relationships have been in place for a period of time. This is
partly due to the more efficient communication that occurs when teachers work in
the same environment (Bauwens et al., 1989). Scheduling appropriate times can
be a large task for special educators, and the literature supported this concern
(Nowacek, 1992). General educators also said they lose some flexibility, but there
were mixed reviews about whether this was always negative. I did not find this
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barrier discussed in the research, but it was identified by both special educators
and general educators in this investigation.
Some special educators in this study said they used different approaches to
reading instruction than those used in general education classrooms, and this
sometimes concerned them. They knew general educators felt pressure to cover
the content as it was presented in the basal readers, while these special educators
wanted to change instructional approaches and individualize to meet student
needs. Meyers and his colleagues (1991) said teachers in their study had similar
concerns. Special educators in this investigation felt they were on the general
educator’s turf when in her or his classroom and chose to follow that program.
One special educator thought things might change as her relationship with the
classroom teacher solidified. Such changes did occur in the study done by
Nowacek (1992).
Both special educators and general educators did not see cooperative
teaching as being an appropriate way to provide services for every student with
disabilities. Rather, they saw it as another way to serve some students in a less
restrictive environment. Some students need a pull-out service, especially for
certain speech problems, such as articulation (Nowacek, 1992).
Teachers engaged in cooperative teaching arrangements were generally
enthusiastic about them. They saw these relationships as opportunities for
professional growth and found them personally invigorating. It allowed them to
look at students from different perspectives and increased self-esteem among both
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students with disabilities and their peers in general education settings. Educators
also found that working together was an efficient model, because it increased
communication opportunities. Similar statements were found in the research
(Meyers et al., 1991; Nowacek, 1992).
The process of change was evident in the schools in which I conducted my
investigation. Educators involved in the movement toward inclusion were
especially affected by feelings of confusion and anxiety. Some had grasped the
concept and were attempting to develop new ways of teaching. Others were
personally concerned about how significantly different their new roles were from
past experiences. I concluded that most participants in this study had personal
(Stage 2) and management (Stage 3) concerns on Hord and her colleagues’ (1987)
Stages of Concern Scale.
Teachers involved in collaborative relationships were generally positive and
believed these relationships increased the effectiveness of their teaching. Fullan
and Stiegelbauer (1991) said that teachers try innovations because they want to be
better at their work. If these innovations worked, they believed in their efficacy.
Participants in this investigation who had been anxious about trying an innovation
also said their experiences changed their beliefs. Guskey (1986) stated that
changes in belief come after educators see that an innovation works.
Personal and professional fulfillment were also important to the
participants of this study. They knew engaging in collaborative relationships
involved extra meetings and more preparations. They were willing to work hard
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but became discouraged when uncontrollable barriers interfered with their plans.
Teachers also recognized innovations that could result in the nonchange Fullan
and Stiegelbauer (1991) identified. For example, several teachers said that just
because a special educator was physically present in a classroom, it cannot be
assumed that an authentic collaborative experience was occurring. If the two
educators have had no opportunity to plan, and there was no authentic
involvement in shared goals, it was questionable to the participants whether such
a practice was in the best interest of the adults involved or the students being
served. Nonchange in this form is labeled painful unclarity.
False clarity, another form of nonchange, is exemplified in a situation
where the special educator in a general education classroom worked only with the
students on his or her caseload and in a completely unrelated curriculum with no
interaction with anyone else in the room. I did not observe such a clear-cut
separation, but I did observe close approximations, and educators expressed
concerns about such approaches.
Teachers need support when they are attempting to change. The literature
stated that change occurs faster if an innovation is supported and encouraged
from the top down (Hord et al., 1987). Special educators in this study, who
wished to try innovative approaches to facilitate inclusive education, said their
principals were verbally supportive of them. Unfortunately, there is little
opportunity or flexibility in schedules to give educators the necessary planning
time. Several teachers in the constant comparative study and in the research sites
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said principals were key people in whether or not they felt supported. Even when
a principal did nothing significant to assist them, they felt his or her verbal
support was important. When I asked participants who had unpleasant
experiences in the past whether things had improved, they all said that they had.
The importance of time in the process of change cannot be minimized!
A phenomenon that I observed when in the research sites was the
continual interruptions that occurred while educators were at work in their
schools. These interruptions included unexpected visitors in classrooms, a
message on the intercom system in the middle of class, or some students leaving
the class to attend another activity. Teachers who had planned meetings had to
deal with sudden changes because of conflicting responsibilities. The school
calendar is also full of interruptions because of holidays and professional
meetings. In addition, unexpected and unforeseen events can completely change
the environment within a school building. Tragedies occur that shake the very
foundation of a school. Students with whom teachers have been intensely
involved suddenly move. None of the literature I read referred to this aspect of
schooling, but I do not believe it is unique to these research sites. Rather, it is
such a way of life that no participant in this study mentioned it during the
interviews. Several talked about the quick passage of time before the Christmas
holidays; however, no one identified interruptions and events as barriers to
collaboration. As an observer, I was very much aware of them because of the
changes occurring in my schedule. Several collaborative relationships that I
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thought would provide significant data were too sporadic to provide sufficient
depth; others were terminated because of unexpected events in the participants’
lives. Again, educators had found a way to make sense of their lives by simply
accepting interruptions as part of their work environment.

Conclusions
In this investigation, I hoped to gain an understanding of the nature of
teacher collaboration in two elementary schools. The need for this study was
driven by a significant change in how students with disabilities were being served
in our public schools. Collaboration is not simply an activity in which teachers
engage in order to better meet the educational needs of their students, but a style
of interaction which assumes respect for one another and an equal sharing of
responsibility. The educators in this study were leaders in the collaborative efforts
in their schools. Their behavior during observations and their comments showed
how much they value one another.
It was also clear that educators are finding their own way in developing
collaborative relationships. They were daily faced with dilemmas which impeded
their progress in collaboration. Many expressed feelings of anxiety about their
responsibilities in the changing work environment. The developmental nature of
the process of change was strongly evident.
While the literature on collaborative consultation encouraged structured
problem solving, I observed consultation occurring in a serendipitous fashion and
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for reasons other than solving problems. The literature on cooperative teaching
arrangements indicated that this relationship could take many forms, and the
participants in this investigation engaged in many of the models suggested in the
literature. The participants also said they had little formal training in
collaboration, but they engaged in it because they found it personally and
professionally rewarding.
Finally, the educators believed in inclusive education but struggled with the
increasing demands being placed upon them. Olson (1985) aptly stated that
teachers daily face dilemmas caused by the diffuseness that they experience in
their classrooms. It is truly amazing how resilient and optimistic they are,
considering the increasing challenges of their profession.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION

Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to understand the nature of
collaboration between special educators and general educators as it occurred in
two elementary schools. My desire for gaining an understanding was driven by
the movement to educate students with disabilities in neighborhood schools and in
general education classrooms. Educators serving students with disabilities are
being encouraged to work together in order to provide services to these students
in the least restrictive environment possible. By understanding collaborative
relationships as they- presently exist, it may be possible to determine what qualities
and characteristics of collaboration are perceived by the participants as enhancing
and which are viewed as barriers. Educators can then determine what is working
and what needs to be changed to improve collaboration. More importantly, this
study gives people directly involved in collaboration a voice in determining
whether collaboration is a viable practice and how it could be refined and
improved.
In order to better understand the meaning of collaborative relationships, I
chose qualitative methods of research. I believed observations and interviews
222
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could best give me an understanding of the lived experiences of the participants.
I wanted to develop findings that could inform and improve practice, so I used
characteristics found in the grounded theory method of qualitative research.
The two main sources of data were observations of educators involved in
collaborative relationships and interviews of participants in those relationships.
Throughout the study, I continually reviewed my data to assure that I was
compiling adequate information to create a thick and rich description of
collaboration. To enhance the focus of my research questions, I conducted a
constant comparative study midway into the research. This study was undertaken
at schools with similar populations of students with disabilities as those at the two
research sites. The interview schedule I used in the constant comparative study
was developed from the results of a pilot study conducted the previous spring and
the observational data I had gathered during the first six weeks of the
investigation. After completing the constant comparative study, I analyzed that
data, looking for emerging themes and detecting areas that needed more depth; I
next developed the interview schedule which I employed with the fifteen major
participants in the study. Although I usually followed the interview format quite
closely, I occasionally expanded a question to give me a clearer understanding of
an interviewee’s viewpoint. I analyzed the data from all of the interviews and
then began the final coding and categorizing of the corpus data.
Throughout the entire process, this investigation took different turns and
twists based upon my understanding of the data at a particular point in the study.
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I began my investigation by observing every available collaborative meeting. As
time passed, I focused my observations on a smaller number of relationships, so
that I could be assured of thick and rich data sources. I was successful in having
some involvement with all special educators serving the two buildings. The
general educators involved in this study were working collaboratively with the
special educators in the investigation, so their selection was determined by those
relationships.
During my investigation, I wrote memos documenting my ideas at
particular points in the study. These conclusions and emerging themes were
continually evolving and changing as the data expanded. I occasionally returned
to the literature to look for key linkages between the research and the results of
my study. I read extensively in the area of teacher change, because it became
clearer to me as the study progressed that the participants were attempting to
deal with a significant change in practice. This change resulted from the
movement toward inclusive education as well as the overall restructuring of
general education. The inclusion of students with moderate disabilities in general
education classrooms was increasing in these schools, and special educators were
accompanying their students to the general education classroom. All of the
participants in this study were not involved in cooperative teaching relationships.
However, they all were affected by the presence of students with disabilities in
general education classrooms and spent time talking with one another.
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The analysis of the observational and interview data supported some
suspected ideas I had about the nature of collaboration. I compared my
conclusions to the literature on the theory and practice of collaboration. Many of
the writers suggested a structured problem-solving procedure for educators to use
when they talked with one another. I had wondered about the feasibility of such
a structure, given the time and schedule constraints that I saw in place in schools.
The results of this study supported my earlier suspicions that such a structure for
consultation will not work as schooling is presently conducted in these schools.
The vast majority of consultation occurs on the run-literally. Teachers pass in the
hall, stop briefly in a resource room, or pause at the door of a classroom. These
brief moments of adult contact in a world of students are utilized for consultation
with one another. Even when they schedule a meeting, the press of the school
day is upon them.
Writers in the field of consultation touted organized, agenda-driven
consultation as being the most effective and efficient approach. Consultation as it
is presently practiced in these schools is much less formal and more serendipitous
than what the literature suggested. This investigation suggests that educators have
a variety of reasons other than problem-solving for consulting one another.
Educators used consultation mainly to keep informed. They also viewed it as an
opportunity to gather information and to use one another’s expertise and
understanding of a child. Success was measured not only in terms of a better
understanding of a student but also in terms of emotional support for one
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another. Occasionally, participants did meet for longer periods of time, especially
when they felt they were making little progress with a student. These meetings
were called to solve problems, but there was no evidence of a conscious effort to
use sequential problem-solving steps. However, they will have little opportunity to
use this information if there is no time for them to meet other than early in the '
morning or after school. When problems become overwhelming, educators
willingly give extra time, but without an opportunity to meet when they are
normally at work, these meetings will always be viewed as an additional
responsibility rather than a normal procedure to utilize when needed.
Collaborative meetings as they are presently conducted in these schools are
probably appropriate when teachers merely wish to check on one another’s
perceptions and keep one another informed. All consultative meetings need not
be lengthy or serious. The isolating nature of most educators’ working
environments makes many of them feel a need to spend time with one another, so
consultation can serve as an opportunity for brief interactions with other adults.
It was clear that participants in this study valued one another as knowledgeable
professionals. Many said they judged the effectiveness of consultative meetings by
whether or not they felt empowered by the experiences; others merely wanted
emotional support. I concluded that collaboration was an important part of the
participants’ teaching lives. They exemplified the collaborative ethic in how they
interacted and demonstrated strong interpersonal communication skills.
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Cooperative teaching arrangements were in place in both schools but were
used more extensively at Endeavor than at Challenger. I was unable to pinpoint
any reason for this difference. Co-teaching arrangements were definitely an
innovation, and only a small number of participants in this study were involved in
this collaborative model. Co-teaching arrangements took many of the forms
discussed in the literature. Educators who were not involved in co-teaching had
different ideas about what form or structure a co-teaching relationship would take.
It was clear that many of them had little background in this model.
After observing several co-teaching arrangements, I concluded that it has
great promise as a collaborative arrangement, even when there is little planning
time. When two adults are working in the same environment, communication is
simplified. No special meeting times have to be arranged, and they do not have
to explain to one another what students are doing, because they see the same
things. Each person can contribute to teaching, using his or her particular skills.
They grow in their own knowledge by observing one another at work, and they
can give one another instant feedback.
When teachers are developing a cooperative teaching relationship, planning
time is important; and educators in this study who had little or no planning time
saw this as a drawback. Interestingly, they did not give up when they were unable
to find a mutual meeting time, but persevered in spite of feelings of
dissatisfaction. I believe this perseverance indicated they were getting some
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rewards from the experience, either for themselves or for the students, since it
was strictly a voluntary arrangement.
Participants had no formal background in cooperative teaching, and I
believe an understanding of the basic premises of co-teaching as they are outlined
in the literature would increase their success and efficiency in developing such '
arrangements. Educators involved in teaching partnerships also saw personal
rewards in this arrangement and also thought it was a good way to serve their
students. Finding the right person for a co-teaching relationship was important to
the teaching partners in this study. As with consultative problem-solving skills,
educators would benefit from formal knowledge about cooperative teaching
relationships. Some of the things they fear could be eliminated by knowing what
can occur in cooperative teaching arrangements.
Collaboration among educators is not a universally accepted teaching style.
Educators in this study recognized that some teachers would always prefer to work
independently. When teachers were resistant, the informants often thought it was
due to fear of change, feelings of inadequacy and being overwhelmed with
students with diverse needs. I would have liked to interview teachers who wanted
to work independently to see what they thought. Although some of them may be
resistant because of the reasons identified by the informants, I suspect there are
other reasons also. The trick is identifying educators who are skillful and
competent and would not be threatened by questions asking them why they like to
work alone.
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The continual interruptions in schooling have become such an accepted
way of life that the participants in this study did not identify them as significant
barriers. As an observer, they affected me significantly. The fall semester was
interrupted by a two-day professional conference, two days of parent-teacher
conferences, and Thanksgiving vacation. Unforeseen events such as death and v
illness can bring routines to a sudden stop. What surprised me was the ability for
everyone to regroup and move forward. I viewed these interruptions and events
as significant barriers in developing relationships. The participants in this study
made little mention of them. Therefore, I concluded that interruptions in routine
were viewed as normal rather than as exceptional.
Collaboration is not the only way to meet students’ educational needs, but
with the increasing diversity in our classrooms, it is becoming more challenging for
a single teacher in a classroom to meet every student’s needs. With the
movement toward inclusion of students with disabilities, collaboration becomes a
mandate when these students are placed in general education classrooms. How
collaboration occurs is still up to the team members.
Collaboration as a style of interaction among teachers requires mutual trust
and respect for one another. During this study, I definitely saw the collaborative
ethic in place. The two models of collaboration, collaborative consultation and
cooperative teaching, upon which this study focused, were in various states of
development at the research sites. Although there were a few well established
relationships in place, in neither site were they utilized to the degree that they
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could be viewed as efficient and effective models for service delivery. There are
two basic reasons for this: (a) The true work of educators is viewed as teacherstudent interactions rather than teacher-teacher interactions, and because of this
belief, (b) planning time for teacher interaction is not available in the teaching
day.
Educators have always conferred with one another, some more than others,
for many reasons. Special education requires team planning, so these teachers are
familiar with consultation as a practice. I had expected to observe special
educators assuming the role of expert in consultation, but this was not the case.
As students with disabilities spend more time in general education classrooms,
special educators no longer think of themselves as advisors or experts. They see
general educators as knowledgeable about content and group instruction. When
they spend time in general education classrooms, special educators also realize
that classroom teachers have students with significant needs who are not identified
as needing special education. General educators look to special educators for
assistance in understanding the characteristics of students with disabilities and
ideas for individualization of instruction. Neither one sees herself or himself as
an expert on everything. They need one another and find these relationships
empowering.
Most educators have received little or no formal training in collaborative
models of education and would benefit from this knowledge. When special
educators had experienced resistance to inclusion, some of them had hurt feelings
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which had gone unresolved. Participants in this study wanted to please one
another, and I thought they occasionally avoided uncomfortable interactions in
order to maintain positive relationships at all cost.
Educators have learned to be pragmatic about educational change. They
are open to suggestions but need to see the results of an innovation before they'
assume it is effective. Results for them are positive changes in their students’
educational growth and personal feelings of efficacy. I believe teachers see value
in working with one another to improve practice, but without time to plan and
time to consult, consultation and cooperative teaching may always be used
sparingly. Teachers also need support and encouragement to try new things. At
the present time, there is greater reward for maintaining the status quo than for
attempting innovative practices. Teachers who attempt to improve their practice
often find themselves working harder and longer than their colleague down the
hall who maintains a low profile and continues to teach in the same isolated
environment that has been a mainstay of the teaching profession. At some point,
many educators who want to improve say to themselves, "What’s the use?"
Even if a miracle would happen and schools would find a way to give
elementary teachers blocks of time for planning and consulting, it is unrealistic to
expect significant changes in practice to occur quickly. Rather, there will be a
gradual wave-like change occurring over a period of time. Some educators will
move quickly into collaborative relationships, just as some of the participants in
this study have done. Others will need time to personally work through their own
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fears and resistance. A few will simply never become collaborative educators. It
will be the responsibility of their colleagues and school administrators to
determine how to use the strengths of these non-collaborating teachers. This
approach in itself is a form of collaboration since this approach still recognizes
and values the individual.

Conclusions
Twelve themes emerged from my analysis of the observational and
interview data. They were:
1.

Consultation is a teacher behavior which is carried on continuously

throughout the day. Teachers are constantly under the pressure of time, so
opportunities for consultation are grasped whenever possible and scheduled only
when absolutely necessary.
2.

Teachers view consultation as an opportunity to discuss child-

centered educational concerns and share information.
3.

Teachers believe consultation has been effective, not only when they

solve problems, but also when they gain emotional support or a better
understanding of the student and their role in the student’s education.
4.

The lack of time is the single greatest barrier to collaboration, but

teacher personality and misunderstandings about roles also interfere.
5.

Cooperative teaching arrangements and teachers’ understanding of

cooperative teaching are as varied as the teachers who participate in them or talk
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about the concept. Collaborative planning times, especially at the beginning, is
seen as vital.
6.

Teachers who are involved in collaborative relationships believe

resistive teachers have fears of the unknown and are resistant to change. They
also think resistive teachers may feel they are overburdened and unable to
adequately meet the educational needs of students with disabilities in a general
education setting. Special educators have both negative and positive coping
strategies in dealing with resistive teachers.
7.

As teachers experience more collaborative models, their perceptions

change. Their questions and concerns also change, and new ways of thinking
emerge.
8.

Special educators see themselves as different from other support

personnel in a building because of their strong academic focus. They also feel
that general educators do not understand their role in education. General
educators are less likely to see special educators as different, but if they do, it is
because they view them as having specialized backgrounds.
9.

Teachers believe parental relationships are strengthened by

longevity and communication. General educators believe their relationships with
parents of students with disabilities are enhanced when special education services
improve the teachers’ involvement with parents and students. Relationships can
be hurt if parents are resistive to special education services for their child.
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10.

Educators understand and support the concept of providing services

in the classroom for students with mild disabilities. However, concerns about
scheduling, teacher personalities, and meeting students’ needs impede progress in
providing more in-classroom services.
11.

Although generally supportive and open to the possibility of

including students with moderate disabilities in general education settings, both
special educators and general educators believe these students will need a
significant amount of support in these settings. They also want to clearly
understand the reasons for providing these services in the classroom.
12.

Teachers generally believe in the philosophy of inclusion, but the

reasons for a child’s presence in a general education classroom must make sense
in terms of educational growth. Teachers often feel inadequate and overwhelmed,
not only because of children with disabilities, but also because of the increasing
diversity among all students in their classrooms. Finally, teachers’ beliefs about
inclusion are embedded in their own personal experiences and educational
philosophies. They need to know that they will be supported in their efforts to
include children with disabilities in general education classrooms.
Because of past experiences, educators have learned to look at highly
touted changes in their profession with a slightly jaundiced eye. Why should they
view this movement toward collaboration any differently than other fleeting
movements toward change they have experienced? I think they should hold it to
their usual measuring stick, which is whether or not it will truly benefit students.
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I believe students benefit in many ways. The programs for students with
disabilities become less fragmented when they spend time in one setting. All
students experience the real world in their classrooms and develop a sense of
community, which can carry over into their adult lives. All students increase their
self esteem by becoming more independent and by assisting others in their
learning. Students learn new ways of interacting and become more responsible
for their own educational progress in a classroom where one teacher is not always
in charge.
Teachers also benefit from collaboration. They learn new educational
approaches from one another and develop feelings of self-efficacy.
Communication becomes more efficient. By assuming responsibility for program
development, they also assume accountability for the outcomes. The climate in
the school becomes one of community, because all people are valued, and
teaching becomes a less isolated profession. They learn tolerance for differences
as they watch their colleagues move through the process of change. Finally, they
understand that there is no black and white but rather shades of gray when people
work together to improve educational services to students.
In the final analysis, teachers alone must balance the costs and rewards that
collaboration can bring to them and their students. Only they truly know the
present situation in which they work and the diffuseness of the demands that are
made upon their time and energy. I believe the participants in this study did
identify the key ingredients necessary for teachers to work together to improve the
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educational progress of students. First, they need time, and second, they need
information. With these two ingredients, they can call upon their own experiences
and understanding of teaching and learning to create an environment which is
supportive of the collaborative ethic.

Recommendations
The movement toward inclusive education for students with disabilities and
the increasing diversity among students in our schools are the driving forces
behind the need for collaboration among educators. Many demands are placed
upon teachers in our schools, and the teachers in this investigation were faced
daily with dilemmas regarding their role. When an innovation such as increased
collaboration is encouraged, and teachers express an interest in utilizing the
concept, it is important that they be supported in their efforts toward change.
The following recommendations are made in this spirit of support:
1.

Schedule time for collaborative efforts by teachers. The general

educators in this study had brief periods of time daily , usually no longer than 2030 minutes, without students. Small chores and errands consumed this time
quickly. What they needed were longer periods of time on a less frequent basis
so that they could meet with one another to plan instruction and solve problems.
When educators are beginning a cooperative teaching relationship, a planning
period of half a day would give them an opportunity to develop long-range goals
and discuss instructional approaches. They also need shorter periods of 30
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minutes weekly or bi-weekly to plan activities and delegate responsibilities during
the first year of an innovation. When teachers are trying to solve problems, they
need a significant amount of time, 30-60 minutes, in which to incorporate a
problem-solving process. Administrators need to support the process of
collaboration by giving teachers time. This gift of time would be recognized as a
support of collaborative models.
There are no-cost or low-cost strategies which can be utilized to increase
teachers’ consultation time. Students in several classrooms can be brought
together for some activities such as films, speakers, and plays, thus freeing
teachers for collaborative meetings. The principal or district office staff could
teach for a half day, moving from one classroom to another so that teachers could
meet. Early dismissal every other week or a collaboration day every quarter
would give teachers time to plan together. Students working on independent
projects could be clustered together under the supervision of support staff and
volunteers with one teacher supervisor so that other teachers could be free to
meet. Special educators could plan to spend one morning every week in general
education classrooms to create the close proximity necessary for collaboration.
Student teachers could be given some time to be in charge of group instruction
while educators worked together in a separated area in the room. Finally, the
educators in any school may have ideas that are especially appropriate to that
school building. The important thing is that time for collaboration must be
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viewed as a necessary routine in the teaching day in the same way that door duty,
classroom instruction, and parent-teacher conferences presently are.
2.

Provide staff development in collaborative models such as

collaborative consultation and cooperative teaching. This study focused on these
two forms of collaboration, but there are others such as peer coaching and
teacher assistance teams. Educators who are interested in working together
should be encouraged to attend the same seminars and inservice opportunities. It
may be possible to offer such training on site and uniquely tailor it to the
individuals who participate. I do not envision all teachers in any building being
involved in the same staff development. However, I think all teachers need to
understand the collaborative ethic and determine how it fits into their style of
teaching. Moreover, it is unrealistic for teachers in today’s schools to think they
can walk into their classrooms behind their students and close the door. They will
be closing the door on opportunities for their students’ educational growth.
Teachers could use educational opportunities to become researchers in
their own classrooms. Working collaboratively with university professors who are
knowledgeable about research in collaboration, teachers could use this research
base to inform their own practice. In that way, research outcomes become
meaningful to them and are not viewed as something that is unrealistic in the real
world of everyday classrooms. They can be the reflective practitioners that Schon
(1982) and Perrone (1991) believed were so important.
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Educators also need to learn the communication skills of negotiation and
conflict resolution. The participants in this study were quite competent in most
interpersonal communication skills, but it is important to remember that they
were also voluntarily participating in collaborative relationships. Educators need
to learn how to deal with conflict and resistance without feeling personally
devastated to the degree some of the teachers in this study were.
3.

Let educators know about the process of change. Becoming familiar

with the research on personal change will help educators understand that
uncomfortable feelings are normal during many stages of change. They can be
less judgmental and more compassionate toward themselves and others as they
begin an innovation. They will also feel validated regarding their hesitancy to
immediately embrace a new idea.
4.

Give teachers both a voice and responsibility in how an innovation

is implemented. Change is both a top-down and a bottom-up process.
Acknowledge their concerns about the bombardments on their time and practice.
Teachers know best the environment of their classroom and the conditions under
which they work. By practicing the collaborative ethic while encouraging change,
administrators also must give teachers responsibility. If teachers are given time
for planning, they need to be accountable for implementation of that plan.
5.

Finally, be realistic about the outcomes. Change in practice, even

change that is viewed by participants as good and is supported adequately, takes
years to happen.

Most participants in this study valued their interactions with
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fellow educators, but the barriers to increasing those interactions were significant.
They dealt continually with conflicting demands upon their time and energy. It
was up to each of them to make sense of the dilemmas these demands created. If
administrators and educators can remove the most significant barriers while
providing appropriate supports, it is feasible that collaborative efforts will increase
in both schools.

APPENDIX A
Stages of Concern Profile
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STAGES OF CONCERN ABOUT THE INNOVATION

Im p act

Task

6

R E F O C U S IN G : The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits
from the innovation, including the possibility of major changes or
replacement with a more powerful alternative. Individual has definite
ideas about alternatives to the proposed or existing form of the innovation.

5

C O L L A B O R A T IO N : The focus is on coordination and cooperation with
others regarding use of the innovation.

4

CO N SEQ U EN CE: Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on student
in his/her immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the
innovation for students, evaluation of student outcomes, including
performance and competencies, and changes needed to increase student
outcomes.

3

M A N A G E M E N T: Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using
the innovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues
related to efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time demands
are utmost.

2

PER SO N A L: Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation,
his/her inadequacy to meet those demands, and his/her role with the
innovation, this
includes analysis of his/her role in relation to the
reward structure of the organization, decision making, and consideration
of potential conflicts with existing structures or personal commitment.
Financial or status implications of the program for self and colleagues
may also be reflected.

1

IN F O R M A T IO N A L : A general awareness of the innovation and interest in
learning more detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be
unworried about himself/herself in relation to the innovation. She/he is
interested in substantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner
such as general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

S e lf

U nrelated 0

AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is
indicated.

From:

Hall, G.E., & Hord. S.M. (1984). Change in schools- Facilitating the process (o.
60). Albany: State University of New York Press.

The University of Kansas Institute for Research in Learning Disabilities. 5/31/91
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PILOT
INTERVIEW

STUDY
QUESTIONS

N A M E ________________________________D A T E _________ T IM E _________ S IT E ______________
Intro: Today I'd like to get your opinion and understanding about one of the ways we educators
serve kids and that is through teachers talking together. In special education you hear the term
consultation used. You hear it in other walks of life also, don't you.
1. For what purposes or situations do you presently talk with other teachers?
2. How do you feel about consultation as a method for serving students on your caseload?
3. What results for students do you expect from this method of service delivery?
4. What are the characteristics of communication and/or content in consultation as you
presently conduct it?
-enhancers? hinderers?
5. How can the general school environment encourage or discourage consultation?
6. How do you think classroom teachers presently view this service delivery method?
7. What additional skills would you like to gain to improve your skills in this area?
8. Do you have any methods of keeping records of your contacts?
ADDmONAL NOTES/ THOUGHTS
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Constant Comparative Study
General Educator Interview
Name__________________________Date_____________School__________Yrs at School
Time Began_______Time End______
Experience___________________________________________________________________
Ed. Backgrd__________________________________________________________________

Caseload Size______Direct Serv______Consult Only

•For what reasons do you presently talk with your students’ special education teachers?

What times of the day and what places do you fmd are most available/effective for you to talk with
teachers?

How long are the majority of your consultations?

Do you spend more time with certain special education teachers? If so, why does this happen?

Are there special educators with whom you would like to have more time to talk? If yes, what
interferes?

H a v e you any on -g o in g regularly sc h e d u led co n su lta tio n tim es?
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•Are special educators spending time in your classroom during the instructional day?
If so, tell me about these experiences.

What kinds of in-class experiences do you especially like?

What have you disliked?

•Between you and the special education teachers, who has the most knowledge about your students’
family background?

Names of teacher whom you think are effective collaborators with special educators.
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C on stan t C om parative Study
Special Educator Interview
Name____________________________ Date___________ School__________ Y rs at School
Time Began_____ Time End_______
Experience____________________________________________________________________

Ed. Backgrd__________________________________________________________________
Caseload Size______ Direct Serv_____ Consult Only______
•For what reasons do you presently talk with your students' classrooom teachers?

What umes of the day and what places do you find are most available/effective for you to talk with
teachers?

How long are the majority of your consultations?

Do you spend more time with certain teachers? If so, why does this happen?

Are there teachers with whom you would like to have more time to talk? If yes, what interferes?

H ave y o u an y o n -g o in g regularly sc h e d u le d co n su lta tio n tim es?
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•Are you spending any time in classrooms where your students are served?
If so, tell me about these experiences.

What kinds of in class experiences do you especially like?

What have you disliked?

•Between you and the classroom teachers, who has the most knowledge about your students'
family background?

Names of teachers whom you think are effective collaborators with special educators.
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General Educator Interview
Name_____________________________ _School__________Grade_________ Date_________ Time__
Teaching Experience______________________________________________Highest Degree_________
Present Class Size_______ Students with Special Needs: Chapter_________ ESL________
Other____________ Special Ed: Speech_____ LD_____ MR_____ ED_______ Referral?________
E xplain sp ecial edu cation ____ T urn On Recorder
1. For what reasons do you presently talk with special ed teachers?
•How long are the majority of your discussions?
•Where do they occur?
•Do you have any scheduled meetings every week or month ?

Would you like that?

•Do you talk to some special educators more than others? If, so, why?
2. When you talk to them, what are your expectations or goals for that conversation for you and
your students?
3. After you've met with a teacher, how do you know it has been an effective or worthwhile
experience?
4. What hinders or stops discussions between you and a special education teacher, both personally
and from an organizational standpoint?
5. There has been a movement toward providing learning disabilities and speech services in the
general classroom rather than in pull-out sessions in resource rooms. How do you feel about this?
6. There is a similar movement to have students who are labeled mentally retarded spend more
time in the classroom for academics, socialization, and receive some special services there also,
such as speech, occupational therapy. What is your reaction?
7. How would you personally imagine co-teaching with a special education teacher occurring in
your classroom?
•What would you like about this arrangement?
•What are your concerns?
•How is your relationship with a special educator who spends time in your room different from
a sp ecif educator who sees your student in a pull-out setting?
8. When you have a student in your classroom who is also served by special education (LD,
speech, mentally disabled), does or how does your relationship with parents change?
9. Think about the entire faculty for a moment, including phy. ed., media specialist, ESL, Chapter
I and special education teachers. Do you view special education teachers differently from other
support personnel?
10. Imagine that special education teachers spent the majority of their day either in classrooms
where their students are placed as collaborating teachers, or in consultation with teachers about
students, rather than in pull-out. How would you feel about that for you self and for the students?
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11. After experiencing or observing the recent movement toward including students with
disabilities such as autism and mental retardation in your classrooms, what are your reactions?
12 Some teachers are quite resistant to having some special education students and or teachers in
their classrooms? Do you have any thoughts about why they feel this way?
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Special Educator Interview

Name__________________ School_________ Position_______ Date_____ Time____
Experience_________________ Highest Degree_______ Time at this school________
Present Caseload: Direct____ Indirect____ Not Case Manager_____
Turn on Recorder

1.

2.

For what reasons do you presented talk with classroom teachers?
•

How long are the majority of your discussions?

•

Where do they occur?

•

Do you have any times scheduled weekly or less often to talk to some
teachers?

•

Do you talk to some teachers more often than others? If so, why?

When you talk to a teacher, what are your expectations or goals for that
conversation?
•

What do you hope will happen for your students from those conversations?

3.

What makes this time together an effective or worthwhile experience for you?

4.

What hinders discussion or consultation with teachers who serve your students?
Consider both personal characteristics and organizational issues.

. 5.

There has been a movement toward providing learning disabilities and speech
services in the general education classroom rather than in pull-out sessions in
resource rooms. How do you feel about this?

6.

There is a similar movement for students with mental retardation to spend more
time in classrooms and receive services in that setting (ex. O.T., speech,
academics, etc.). What is your reaction?

7.

How would you imagine co-teaching occurring if you went into a classroom where
your students were?
•

What are your concerns and what are the benefits for co-teaching for yourself
and your students?
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•

Is your relationship with a classroom teacher different if you are working in
his or her room than if you see a student in pull-out only? If so, in what
ways?

8.

How do you deal with a teacher who lets you know (verbally or non-verbally) that
she does not want to talk to you?

9.

Imagine that you spent the majority (over half of each week) in either classrooms
where your students are placed, or talking with teachers about students. How
would you feel about that for yourself and for your students?

10.

How do you think your understanding of and relationship with parents of your
students differs from that of the classroom teachers who have your students?

11.

Think

12.

After experiencing or observing the recent movement toward including students
with disabilities in your school’s classrooms, what are your reactions?

13.

Some teachers are quite resistant to having some special education students and
teachers in their classrooms. Do you have any thoughts about why they feel or act
this way?

about the entire faculty for a moment, including phy. ed., media specialist,
support teachers such as ESL and Chapter L Do you think classroom teachers
view you differently than other support teachers? In so, in what ways?
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Principal

Consent

Form

To Building Principal.
I am conducting a study in the
schools during the first semester of the 1 9 9 2 -9 3
school year regarding the nature o f collaboration between special education teachers and general
education teachers. I believe the most accurate and useful information will come directly from
the teachers.
Because teachers often confer spontaneously, or when time allows, these observations
and interactions will occur at different times throughout the day. I plan to accompany special
educators to various settings within the school building as well as observe them in their own
room. I hope to observe teachers as they interact and also engage in informal conversations with
them as time allows. Near the end of the time period, I wish to conduct an in-depth interview
with each participant. These interviews will be 3 0 -4 5 minutes long. With the teacher's
permission, I will tape-record the interview and transcribe it for future reference.
Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. Every effo rt to maintain anonym ity
and confidentiality throughout the study will be strictly followed. In my dissertation and any
subsequent published work, I may quote directly from the transcripts of the tapes or from my
notes, but these statements will be anonymous. Although students may be present in some
settings or may be the topic of discussion., my focus is on the teachers.
I am aware of the demands on teachers’ time, and I do not intend for my research to
interfere with work or become a large time commitment to any one. If, at any time, my
presence is interfering with the work of the school, I will withdraw from that setting.
I have obtained permission from
, Assistant Superintendent, and will obtain
individual permission from all teachers who participate.
Sincerely,

Noell Reinhiller

I give permission for you to conduct the research study as outlined above. I have also
reviewed the Consent Forms for the participants.

Signature

Date
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C on stan t C om p arative Study
E d u ca to r Interview C on sen t Form
T o: P articip atin g E d u c a to r

I am conducting a study in the
schools during the first semester of the 1992-93
school year regarding the nature o f collaboration between special education teachers and general
education teachers. I believe the most accurate and useful information will come directly from you,
the teacher.
During the study, I wish to talk with educators in other buildings in the district in order to
add breadth and depth to my knowledge base. I will ask you several questions regarding the topic
of my research. These questionnaires will not take longer than 20 minutes to answer and will be
presented 1-2 times either orally or in writing.
I alone will have access to any notes I take or any written questionnaires you complete. In
my dissertation, or in subsequent published work, I may quote directly from these notes, but these
quotations will be anonymous. Every effort will be made to maintain anonymity and
confidenuality throughout the study, as well as in the dissertation and any future publications.
Furthermore, you are completely free to withdraw consent and discontinue participation at any time
without prejudice.

Sincerely,
Noell Reinhiller

I have decided to participate in the above study of collaboration between special educators
and general educators as outlined above.
Signature

QDate
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Special Educator Consent Form
To Participating Educator
I am conducting a study in the
schools during the first semester of the 1992-93
school year regarding the nature o f collaboration between special education teachers and general
education teachers. I believe the most accurate and useful information will come directly from you,
the teacher.
Because teachers often confer spontaneously, or when time allows, these observations and
interactions will occur at different times throughout the day. I plan to accompany you to various
settings within the school building as well as observe you in your own classroom.. I hope to
engage in informal conversations with you occasionally as time allows. Near the end o f the time
period, I wish to conduct an m-depth interview 30-45 minutes long. With your permission, I will
tape record this interview and transcribe the text for future reference.
I alone will have access to your interview transcripts and my observational notes. In my
dissertation, or in subsequent published work, I may quote directly from the transcripts, but these
quotations will be anonymous. Every effort will be made to maintain anonymity and
confidentaility throughout the study, as well as in the dissertation and any future publications.
Furthermore, you are completely free to withdraw consent and discontinue participation at any time
without prejudice. I am aware o f the demands on you as a teacher, and I do not intend for my
research to interfere with your work or become a large time commitment to you. If, at any time,
my presence is interfering with your interactions, please let me know, and I will withdraw from
that setting.
I have obtained permission for this research from
, Assistant
Superintendent, and from your building principal.
Sincerely,

Noell Remhiller
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I have decided to participate in the above study of collaboration between special educators
and general educators. I agree to the observations and interviews as outlined above. I understand
I may withdraw without prejudice at any ume after signing this form. I also understand that I can
ask you to not be present during a particular time period or a specific interaction.

(Signature)

(Date)
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General Educator Consent Form
T o P articipatin g E d u c a to r

I am conducting a study in the
schools during the first semester of the 1992-93
school year regarding the nature o f collaboration between special education teachers and general
education teachers. I believe the most accurate and useful information will come directly from you,
the teacher.
Because teachers often confer spontaneously, or when time allows, these observations and
interactions will occur at different times throughout the day. If the special education teacher works
cooperatively in your classroom, I will observe your interactions in that setting. I hope to engage
in informal conversations with you occasionally as time allows. Near the end of the time period, I
wish to conduct an in-depth interview 30-45 minutes long. With your permission, I will tape
record this interview and transcribe the text for future reference.
I alone will have access to your interview transcripts and my observational notes. In my
dissertation, or in subsequent published work, I may quote directly from the transcripts, but these
quotations will be anonymous. Every effort will be made to maintain anonymity and
confidentaility throughout the study, as well as in the dissertation and any future publications.
Furthermore, you are completely free to withdraw consent and discontinue parucipation at any time
without prejudice. I am aware of the demands on you as a teacher, and I do not intend for my
research to interfere with your work or become a large time commitment to you. If, at any time,
my presence is interfering with your interactions, please let me know, and I will withdraw from
that setting.
I have obtained permission for this research from
, Assistant
Superintendent, and from your building principal.
Sincerely,

Noell Reinhiller
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I have decided to participate in the above study of collaboration between special educators
and general educators. I agree to the observations and interviews as outlined above. I understand
I may withdraw without prejudice at any time after signing this form. I also understand that I can
ask you to not be present during a particuiar time period or a specific interaction.

(Signature)

(Date)
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